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SPOKE ON DUTY’S CALL

The rap
change of scene
The stranger who had hired them ship.
had left and there was no time to thrilling animation of the ocean and
hunt him up so they came aboard the constant expectation of excite
without their money. So they had their ment anil adventure appeal to the
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Choke Cherries a Pest
As Told By, the Collaborated Pens of Capt. Frank B. "daily dozen" or "hour's thousand" lively enthusiasm of a boy's nature. Hon. Bradford C. Redonnet Made Fine Impression At
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
ALL THE HOME NEW8
' for the fun of the thing.
We had The men usually enjoy their lively
Can any reader tell me )f there is any
Averill and Son—On the Sea Jollity and Tragedy Go Joined the down river tow and was ways and pranks. My boys used to
Elks Flag Day Service Sunday.
Subscription |3 00 per year payable In possible way by which 1 can get rid
' about a mile down the river when 1 be at the men-with their tricks but
dvance; single copies three cents.
Hand
In
Hand.
I have
He was
saw a towboat coming behind us with one of them got It once.
Advertising rates based upon circulation of choke-cherry .bushes.
fought them for the last 25 years
‘I very reasonable.
I a big "white feather" in her mouth. throwing water at them with a dip
Rockland Lodge of Elks held its Thc Pine Tree flog of New England,
and they come up thicker every year,
We did not pay any attention to her per when one of the men jumped for Flag Day service In Park Theatre a red banner with the St. Georges
M . .g.
.«. .g.
e«e
•«. •*.
•«. |S
Many landsmen regard life on the errand. I advised him to come back i at first but after a time we noticed she the draw-liueket.
and thoughtless persona who eat the
This "draw- j Sunday night, presenting one of the cross and a pine tree in the upper
in a short time as we were expecting |
bucket" is a large oaken bucket with most thoroughly enjoyable programs corner; the famous Rattlesnake Flag,
*** In this world a man nnist either lie ••• fruit scatter the seeds all over the ocean as a constant hardship and al
He de- wa(ch(.d hef wond#rln , and
. a line attached to it for drawing
place besides. Don't tell me to cut together a thing to dread and avoid. the "tug" at any moment.
*•* *11 or hammer.—Longfellow.
heard in tills city in many a day. which bore the warning. "Don’t Tread
layed his return however while the
sald; ..what do
ghe water over Ihe side- to wash decks,
down in August, for I have done
» •*>••••>
Prior to the opening hour Rockland on Me;" the New Y'ork (lag, a white
But
the
ocean
is
a
highway
of
com

••• ••• ••• — them
tug arrived and tied up to u«. The 1 wanto?” But she <ame on at full etc.
that repeatedly, and for every aprout
When the boy saw the man go Band gave a concert in front of the one wlthablack beaver: the so called
merce ami social communication is captain of the towboat waited until
I
cut
down
ten
come
up.
Other
folks
! speed until sl)e steamed up along for the bucket, he made for the cook's theatre and promptly at 7.30 Exalted ' Moultrie Flag," a b.ve emb'em with
P°9*AL LAWS AMENDED
mankind.
The it grew dusk and our patience was
don't have them and this leads me to indii-pensable to
side.
Then her captain stepped to galley where he thought himself free Ruler W. H. Sanborn and his officers n > ilver crescent—all these were used
intercourse of nations anil the ex exhausted.
Then we left the dock ■ the rail and held out his hand and from attack.
believe
there
is
some
way
of
destroy

He was chuckling, took, the stage. The work of the 22- for a short time but none came into
The JTta| laws and regulations
change of their products’, bringing to Join the "tow" with the mate to
ing
them
which
1
have
not
learned.
’said; “Here is the money for your grinning and peeking out of the gal piece band was highly enjoyed and general use. Even in those days the
have been mendcd as follows, effec
comfort
ahd
pleasure
to
all,
would
find
his
way
up
river
next
day
by
Another pest which worries me is
"Suddenly,” as he tells its numbers received vigorous ap- love of the flag was strong in Ameri
! men' and then steamed away. That ley window.
tive July la
poison ivy which is rapidly spreading be impossible without ocean traffic, train or boat.
superintendent had sent that steam it, "the Atlantic Ocean appeared to plause. The management of the exer can hearts, and when the I! ig made
The proving t)f ,j,e pos,a] laws
(Some description of this “tow” is boat to pay my men forty cents each take a header and tilled that window cises showed sound judgment in con
a'ong Rankin street. Front the rcser- Mention el this obvious truth is made
by Betsy Ross was put into use
and regulatlo, governing the Insur
voir to the head of the street there merely t» emphasize how much the necessary for an understanding of and I believe he would have burned solid as it came through.
I was ducting the service indoors, for the throughout the colonies, they loved
ance and Coll..,.on.j)eiivery service
the
accident.
In
those
days
a
"tow"
are various patches of this dangerous good in all useful institutions out! up ten dollars worth of coal to get not there exactly to welcome it but nigbt was very cool.
li no less than we do today.
applicable to Ljrth-class or Parcel
In the on the Hudson was a compact flo
weighs thfil' drawback/!.
’
■ their money to them.
So it is that I was altogether there to meet it. It
The beautiful Elks ceremonial for
No stain has ever marred the Amer
lost mail are cx,n(je(j t0 <jover Third plxnt and if it can be eradicated I matter
of
personal
danger
involved
tilla of "canal boats" and schooners seag dng life is a panorama of sun seemed delighted to find me and en- flag observance was carried through
ican flag.
No cloud dims its stars.
< lass domestic n\jj which is insured for one would cheerfully put in a in a life eh the sea, the uninitiated lashed together.
These canal boats shine and shadow as it is in other /veloped me in its affectionate em and made a profound impression on
or sent Collect-onr)ej|very jn otti<*r day’s work on it, as it does no* poi arc prone jo forget the great skill of
I* stands for a record to be proud of
were long narrow barges built for • occupations.
son
me
unlesa
the
vines
are
wet.
brace
from
head
to
foot.
In
its
deliri

the
audience,
many
of
whom
were
indeed, aid lias certainly fulfilled its
words this order admits domestic
man in snmounting the difficulties traffic from the Great I^rkes through
Adella F. Veazie
ous ardor it threw itself down my witnessing it for the first time. John mission to spread enlghtenment and
third class mall to)nsurance, or to
that obstruct his necessary endeav the Erie Canal and down the Hudson 1
mouth
and
throat
into
my
eyes,
ears
A. Karl pronounced the great "Elks happiness and to ever come to the
be sent C. O. D., wich (s quite im
River to New York City. They were
fbwanus, Newtown and Wallabout and down the back of my neck.
ors.
ANOTHER POLLYANNA
It Tribute to the Flag" with a skill that aid of the weak and oppressed.
portant to some of >i,e patrons of
For sevrai thousand years men of everywhere about the docks of New ’ are inlets that penetrate the water did not slight an inch of my 'body is given to few men. Judge E. W.
Our flag of today has many mean
the office and especia\- to the mer
They make into in its ardent manifestations until it Pike held the pleasant responsibility
Pollyanna of the Orange Blos practical marine experience have York harbor, unloading cargoes for ; front of Brooklyn.
chants.
ings. such as, courage, truth, loyalty,
been deVjopir
dcvJoping and perfecting the foreign ports and taking in cargoes i the heart of the city and are very had swashed down inside my shirt of presenting the gold prizes to the
soms, by Harriet Loomis Smith, been
But the great
They are lined with and plunged down through my trous winners of the student essay, con liberty and Justice.
Pollyanna as a bride is as loving and construct^ of sea-going vessels, for the interior of the country. They j busy places.
est of all, it seems to me, is peace.
lovable as Pollyanna the child.
She There ar> perhaps no situations of were a very picturesque element in j docks and the streets that cross them ers lega to slap Itself on the deck tests, and of reading the two prize Certainly no flag has been carried to
still plays the "glad” game and plays such mutiform, varied and Intense the waterfront scenery of New York ' are connected with numerous draw- below.
I emerged from the galley winning essays. In making the pres greater heights of achievement In tlie
The waterfront traffic was j bridges.
These creeks are jammed
it to some purpose, teaching another difficultie as those presented by the harbor.
and retreated aft looking like a roos entation he mentioned the contest as arts of peace than the Stars and
Jammed
with
them
everywhere.
I
with
shipping
pulling
and
hauling
In
bride to play it with her and thus ocean, md none where such diffiter that had spent the day out in a in line with the Elks' patriotic pro Stripes of America.
1 do not know ho\< hard rainstorm.
brlnging happiness to another home, eulties five been met more skilfully They were the cargo lighters that j all directions.
The faces of the gram as promulgated by the $2,000,000
Miss Janet Rapplcye Kevin.
wormed
themselves
among
the
lofty
'
it
is
now
Cut
in
the
old
clays
there
A young girl with an undeserved From tee standpoint of sea-going
sailors watching me looked like a row hospital plan during the World War.
• . • •
sparred
ships
that
formed
a
forest
were
great
times
going
through
the
burden of cares thrust upon her by quality./the later-day sailing craft
of jack-o-lanterns on Halloween
John B. Mclnnes, aged 13 years,
“The History of the American Flag.”
a thoughtless parent, also learns the have dteriorated.
These vessels on all sides of New York and Brook- “draw.1
night.”
was winner of the priae for the
|w hen the draw-bridge swung open
game and although a vein of sadness arc nof built for their carrying ca- lyn. They pushed and hauled them'This article has steered a rather Grammar School and the reading of
The lirst flag of the American peo
enters the story yet in tho end Pol- paeityflrst and their sea-going qual- selves with poles and lines in a ' the street on both sides would be full zigzag course like a ship with a love the name of this popular youngster ple was that of the mother country,
'
of
“
Hogs
”
ears,
teams,
drays
and
yanna's glad game proves a bles- ity 1/A.
They are flat-bottomed tangled Jam through draA'-bridges up
sick sailor at the wheel hut Ihe day was the signal for a storm of ap- England.
After tlie Revolution tills
To Ihs Opening
I Ang to all who come under its in- and #>' that reason are clumsy and Wallabout. Newtown and Gowanus crowds of foot passengers waiting of the Atlantic coasting schooner is plause. His essay rang true with I custom was laid aside, and new plans
nteiiee.
Published by L. C. Page uncomfortable sea boats. But in the Inlets feeding cargoes of every de for the bridge to close again.. The passing and there is not much loft the sweet sincerity and ingenuous were brought up.
One of these
*
illustrated by II. Weston Tay- old A.v« when sailing ships and scription into the ships bounds to creek would be full of shipping ready for an old sailorman except to drift ness of boyhood, but through it was plans was the pine tree, used dif
to crowd through in both directions.
lor.
schcJiers were built to go to sea In, every port of the world.
among the memories of a life that is a vein of the highest type of na ferently a number of times, but for
• • • •
Of course there was always someone full of episodes tragic and humorous. tional and civic loyalty. Honorable a long period the central figure of our
_
they were a thing to be loved and
'Though they contributed so essen- who would try to shove his boat or The sailor’s life is one of mutual risk mention in this series was given to northern flags.
adrfred by a sailor's heart.
In a
Another plan was
sh» of first-class construction of the dally to maritime industry, they 1 schooner in ahead of the other fel- and danger and brings out the 'best Helen Moulaison, Robert Johnson. the rattlesnake, usually with 13 rat
Then the fun would start.
I part of men. Most of the men I met William Rounds and Vora Nye of tles, which was used principally in
bn! materials with an easy sea-go- knew nothing of a seagoing life. low
Few more permanent guzets
century certified edition
iif model and in proper trim, an able They led a drifting sort of existence saw "Bob" Guptill in an argument on the sea would take any chance McLain School. Beulah Starrctt of the South.
accommodated
Th» Famout sheet Music you wo adver
through the pleasant banks of the with the captain of a canal boat. and go to any length to stand by a Warren, and Lena Farrington at'd
The present form of flag, the stars
tised in >i the leading magazines.
ut him feels right at home.
Erie Canal and up and down The talk grew hotter until they comrade in time of trouble.
A
o
William Nichols of Rockville.
and stripes, ia supposed to have orig
Over 231 selections—eend far
agreed
to
go
on
the
dock
to
settle
it.
through the beautiful scenery of the
The High School prize fell in a inated from the coat-of-arms of the
catalogue
Frank B. Averill
While the spars, rigging and sall- Hudson.
The nearest they came to Capt. "Bob” was husky and thought
peculiarly fitting place, to a de Washington family.
Others credit
MAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland, Me.
Albert
E.
Averill.
xyirkirg gear may appear, confusing Cape Horn was when they rounded a he was going to have an easy job
scendant of the Rappleye- who fought the design to Francis Hopkins, an
landsman, in reality it is a haystack on the banks of the Erie i with the smaller canal boat captain
for Old Glory in the Revolution, in important figure during the Revolu
..Marvel of strength, simplicity and cf- Canal.
They had cosily built cab j but the little man was spry as a cat
the War of 1812, and in the Civil tionary period.
The fprmcr is gen
Vfccciency in operation. An able sea ins aft where the captain and his and Capt. "Bob" was on his back be
War. Her essay showed throughout erally thought to be correct, however.
/ mi
man can place his hand on any rope wife sat under the awning on summer fore he knew how it happened. He
the inherent patriotism tnd clear
lit is usually understood that Betsy
in a ship on the darkest night when days contentedly amid the confused thought there was some mistake
vision naturally to be expected. Her Ross made the first official flag of
/ he can not see his hand before his clamor of rattling derricks, swearing about It and jumping to his feet in
name is Janet Rappleye Nevins and the United States. Mrs. Ross was a
face; and when he puts his hand on teamsters and the shrill tooting of amazement said: "Did you do that?
she too received a great hand as she: dressmaker and upholstere", who
i Well you can’t do it again."
any rope he knows instantly what to towboat whistles.
accepted tlie prize—a $20 gold piece, lived on Arch street. Philadelphia.
do with it.
Everything is arranged
To return to our "tow.”
These ' iCapt. "Bob" did not see the next
from Judge Pike. It is interesting to ] She. under the supervision of General
Tenant’s Harbor, Me.
to provide the most direct and swift tows were made up in the North one coming either, but he found out
of Boston
know that 38 essays were submitted Washington, and a Congressional
to
his
satisfaTction
that
there
was
no
(Hudson)
River
by
lashing
canal
I
execution in handling the ship. The
from the various county schools to committee appointed for the purpose,
,
mistake
about
it.
Scrambling
to
his
OPEN
FOR
DATES
safety of the ship and all hands on boats together in compact fiotillaa. i
the contest committee—Mr. Pike, constructed the first American flag.
Open for the Season
,
feet
a
second
time
lie
put
out
his
board depend on the Instant readi perhaps a quarter of a mile long and
John'A. Karl and Col. W. H. Butler, The materials used were part of a
ness of men and materials to meet a half a dozen or more abreast. hand saying:
and were Judged by number, hy Rev. red petticoat; a sheet, and a castoff
"Now that’s pretty good.
Let's
any emergency at any time.
Here and there lashed to the tow 1
W. S. Rounds of thia dt.v and Mrs. soldier’s uniform.
The flag con
One of the most attractive summer hotels on the M*ne
There are Just two things spoken— were several schooners looking like go have a drink.”
Inez. M:ller of Camden. Sitecixl hon- sisted of 13 stripes, alternately, red
For terms address—
coast. Everything modern and sanitary. Nice plaf f°r
the order of the officer and the "Aye! elephants amid a drove or sheep. I "So that quarrel was sunk in the
orali.e mention in the Klgn School i and white, and 13 stars on a blue
Aye! Sir!" of the man who receives Far ahead was the towboat with tow usual bond of conviviality.. Another
group was made of Kenneth H. Ca‘- field, arranged in a circle, the sign
deep sea fishing and bathing. Fine state roads for r^otnothe order. The landsman who hears line to all the leading boats of the , time Capt. James Spaulding of this
sens the 1921 valedictorian, and A. of perfcctneas nnd unity.
These towboats ' city "Was going through a “draw"
biles. Fish dinners a specialty. Board by day <? week.
the sharp “Aye! Aye! Sir!”, of the assembled flotiiia.
T. -.br.bnll of the Fr?s nr. in Ca.ss
The first suggestion was td add a
Tslephone 409
. •*
sailor in reply to every order given were not like the towboats we see when a towboat started to crowd in
Peculiarly fortunate was the rather new star and strjj,e when a new state
They laughed, at hi«
NEW HARBOR, MAINE
him may regard this as a bit of coming into our harbor, but were ahead of him.
For further information call Tanant'a Harbor, ftlimited audience which was prlvi- . waa ndm|tte(1> hllt lt s()On became evquarter-deck red tape, but If he large old-fashioned side-wheel river angry protests but they laughed too
luffed to hear the able address of Hon. j(jen^ that, if this plan were adopted,
All Latest Jazz
Telephone 27 or write
Capt. Jim was a tartar. The
went to sea for a short time he would steamers.
Bradford C. Redonneitt of Wiscasset the flag would be very ungainly and
They were passenger soon.
learn that this replj- Is a custom of steamers that had gone out of use. towboat was just ahead of the
His fame as a speaker was already awkward In both shape and appear
73-75
the utmost importance. At ail times Some of them were nearly as large schooner so that her smokestack was
established by two previous appear ance.
CHARLES W. RAWLEY, Proprietor
So accordingly, on April 4,
and especially so in time of danger it as the Boston bcata.
ances here, but old friends and new 1818, ■Congress enacted that after the
When the under the schooner's flying jibhoom.
is necessary for an officer in charge flotilla got under way it made a Capt. Jim said: “I'll get ye out of
alike marvelled at the smoothness of coming Fourth of July, the flag
Before the towboat crew
of the deck to know instantly and ab very imposing appearance sweeping here.”
his powerful, easy voice and natural should consist of 13 stripes, symbol
eloquence. His subject was “Duty’s izing the original 13 colonies, and as
solutely if his order haa been heard along the broad, placid bosom of the knew what was going on. Capt. Jim
had
crawled
out
on
the
flying
Jib

and understood.
This sharp call Hudson.
Call,” and he carried his hoirers with many stars as there were States in
him through a keen analysis of the Union, a new one to he placed
of the sailor givea him this informa
To return to the loss of my mate. hoom with a draw bucket and hauled
“Duty,” first taking the unquestioned in the flag at the admittance of a new’
tion and he is free to turn his at As we were moving up the river and up a bucketful of good cold salt wa
When the towboat crew saw
instance of the call to arms. Thence State. The last two stars were ad
tention to what comes next.
came abreast of the dock that we ter.
bucketful
of
cold
water,
he sped) to the first great call—that ded in 1912 at the admission of New’
A study of sailor's lingo might be had left earlier in the evening, the a
of Christ, then Columbus with his Mexico and Arizona.
of interest to the student of language. mate was waiting there with a boat- going down her smoke-stack they
A
SPECIALTY
three tiny ships and his convict crew;
A little examination of seaman's: man whom he had engaged to set him gave her two bells mighty lively.
Un the making of the flag, Mrs.
then the Pilgrims; Valley Forge and Ross pleased the committee «o well
“calls" and “hails" will reveal them off to us. The tow was made up in Jim got his chance through the
TRY US
Washington, tho great Lincoln and that she was asked to undertake the
to be admirably adapted to their an irregular line of formation so "draw” ail right and it was a wonder
on to the scientists, bridge buildlers manufacture of flags for the nation,
purpose.
Take the cry of “Aye! that canal boats behind our schooner that he did not keep right on going
WE OFFER
But he
and thinkers of today. In closing he a work which descended to her chil
Aye! Sir!”
It is an open vowel projected from the body of the tow through St. Peter’a “draw."
paid tribute to the mothers and told dren.
sour.d repeated twice and pprmits farther than we.
This brought our died quietly of old age at his home on
Her home, known as the Old
221 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
a house as quiet as the grave itself Flag House, is now a flag museum.
the greatest freedom of the vocal or schooner within the outer line of the Water street.
72-tf
When
they
arc
not
seasick
lioys
that
the
nation
which
stood
the
test
gans in producing the very loudest moving compact squadron and made
Taken a/4 a whole, the American
(Maine)
of the past, years and was the but flag is an emblem of freedom.
and clearest tone with rapid repe it dangerous for a boat to land along generally have a great time on hoard
Any
tress
of
w
’
orld
civilization
today,
tition and powerful accent.
In a side of us because if a miss was made
person In the United States is free
owed Its strength and would owe its to do as he pleases, as long as he
heavy gale when the wind Is roaring the boat would be swept under the
future glory to the sainted mothers. does not interfere with another’s lib
through the rigging like a train going bows of the canal boats behind us.
The prize-winning essays are given erty, life or property.
into a tunnel, and combing seas are The boatman saw the danger and
“Please Go
This, in part,
in full.
crashing over the rail, this cry can proposed to land the mate on the
explains why immigrants come in so
• • • •
be heard cutting through It all.
It outer line of the canal boats behind
large numbers, for one year over a
’Way and
The mate could then walk
7
is the same with the hall "Ship us.
Tb© American Flag and th© Princi million came.
Ahoy!"
This hail can be heard a across the mass of barges to our
Also, the colors in our flag repre
ples for Which It Stands.
Delivery about July< st
But the mate was insis
surprising distance when a strong schooner.
Let Me Sleep !”
sent our country’s characteristics.
!Men through all the ages have Red is the symbol of bravery.
voice bellowa out the "Hoy!" A sea tent upon landing alongside the
Our
' had dreams and aspirations.
Many country has always been known as
man should be able to make himself schooner and the accident happened
on my
I of which have be<n realized.
But one of the bravest in the world. We
heard all over the ship during a exactly as it was foreseen by the
the greatest symbol of the realization have never been defeated, and w
squall or ordinary gale of wind but boatman.
• • • •
of the dreams and aspirations of men ; are not afraid to lend our assistance
in n hurricane it Is necessary to yell
3 Paper Hangers
is surely the Stars and Stripes. Our to other nations who arc oppressed
right in a man’s ear to make him
lit was dark and as I was not on
Rockland, Maine
14 School Street. /
forefathers foresaw a great United ! by some other country.
hear anything.
The language of deck at the time I do not know Just
This was
13
Painters
73-74
/
States, hut the United States of to well repreeented during our last war.
the sea is the sharp word to the what occurred.
I was told that the
day
goes
far
ahead
of
any
of
their
boat was pulled up too quick or
point.
iWhite is the symbol ofpurity.
• • • •
thoughts.
Our flag is the symbol of This can be seen by the adoption of
short. Anyway it capsized and threw
/ /
Complete line of
the hopes, the struggles, the victories, the eighteenth amednment. to abol
/
The mate
I fear that I am steering thia ar both men overboard.
the happiness, the progress and the ish the drinking of alcoholic beverPainting Supplies
ticle in rather an unseamanlike way must have been swept under the
very lives of the American people. , ages.
for an old sailor-man but I am not 'bows of the canal boats 'behind as he
“
All
the
Comfort
(When our flag was lirst flung to the
sailing anywhere just now but just was not seen afterward. The boat
iBlue is the symbol of truth.
This
breeze to send its message through the last but not least of the three
Masury’s R. R. Color
drifting about among my old ex man who was a strong swimmer
in the World”
the world, the civilized nations | symbolic colors.
periences on the ocean.
I will try struck out and avoided the oncoming
Our promises are
produce the best house
laughed sneeringly.
Yet, when the more than mere breath and written
to shape my course to some experi barges behind.
Someone on a canal
Ask your dealer to show you
men came and tasted of the liberty scraps of paper, as they are consid
paint obtainable
ence in the dangers of the sea.
Of boat threw him a line and pulled him
DAYSON Mattresses, Springs
and justice that our flag stands for, ered by Germans.
course on the sea as well as in evpry aboard. I knew nothing amout this
As a truthful
they found it was good. They stayed person is respected, so is America re
and Beds. Write us for folder
other calling in life, the proven until the boatman came aboard the
and
built
our
wonderful
nation
upon
skill of men is not able to overcome schooner and explained what had
(No. 424.)
spected.
the foundation of the liberty and jus
all dangers.
Overpowering and un happened.
We fitted him out with
(He, who, as an individual, makes it
tice
for
all.
locked for conditions are bound to dry clothes and he turned iti in the
H. L. DAY SONS CO.
his standard to observe to the great
lit
is
for
the
immigrants
from
for

When my youngest
claim their victims everywhere.
In mate's bunk.
est possible limits America’s laws, is
Manufacturers, Bangor, Maine.
eign countries that the flag bears a entitled to hold a« a priceless shield
my considerable span of life on the boy who slept on a cot in the main
A call will bring a sales
special
message,
that
of
peace
and
ocean, 1 was spared the melancholy cabin awoke the next morning the
| the Star Spangled Banner.
It is a
man with color cards and
freedom.
Many foreigners come to shield that never has yet gone down
misfortune of losing a man except in first thing he saw was the back of
this country because of wars or ru in defeat, and it is the prayer of a.
one instance.
While the pain and a sleeping man in the mate’s liunk.
advice on any class of
mors of wars in their countries and nation that it never will.
sadness of death is much the same “Hullo!" he said eagerly, "how did
Full DAYSON Line at
I here they find peace. Much that has
under all conditions. I know of no the mate get aboard?" He was thun
John Blanchard Mclnnes.
work.
V.
F.
STUDLEY
INC.
' been said and sung of the flag was (
_____ _ ____
situation where the overpowering, derstruck with surprise and regret
' inspired by war. nevertheless, Old
Thp Knox Fish Co has Qjeen orbenumbing shock of death is so vivid when his mother burst Into tears and
Rockland, Me.
Prompt
delivery
on
phone
Glory is a flag of peace rather than J Ranized at ,Port Clyde with a capi
The
ly realized as in the loss of a man at laid: "That is not the mate.
of war.
The mate was
sea.
Death from a long sickness mate was drowned."
orders
tal stock of $10,000, to conduct a geuThe flag is whatever we make it, |eral fishing and fish packing busi
prepares the mind for his coming. a well disposed man and liked by all
nothing more.
The work we do is ' ness. Alan L. Bird of Rockland is
Even in accidents on the shore the on board.
Several days later hi«
FEATHER MATTRESSES
the making of the flag. The mother | president and clerk and Jessie M.
presence of the body gives a sense body was found floating in the Hud
Have your Feather Beds made in
who is working hard to give her chil Stewart is treasurer.
of reality to the situation.
But on son.
I remember him well but can
up-to-date feather folding mat*
dren an education; the congressman
This was the
the sea a comrade is beside you not recall his name.
tress, one side summer, other side
who helps push a bill through to
speaking to you in full strength and only drowning accident that occurred
winter. Also renovate all kinds of
make a mine safer for human life, j YOUR FAVORITE POEM
animation of spirit.
The next in in any vessel that I was concerned in.
(Opp. Rear Hotel Rockland)
fancy pillows. If interested, tele
the boy who is working hard to win
stant a sea sweeps him over the rail i .When we had taken in freight up
phone 25-5.
64-73
16 Park Place.
Telephone 745-W
the Corn prize next sunimei; the
THE DEATH-BED
and he has vanished forever. In the river and was waiting for a towboat
A. F. IRELAND, Thomaston
government worker who brings re
We watch’d her breathing thru’ the night.
place of this strongly living person to attach us to a down-river tow. a
Her
breathing
soft and low.
lief to un old soldier—all these peo
ality of a moment before there is tall well-dreased man on the dock
As In her breast the wave of life
We haV the following used cars for sale:
ple are making the flag what it
nothing.
It makes the senses reel. stepped to the rail and said: Captain
'Keep heaving to and fro.
should he.
The man I lost was mate of the we have a sunken canal boat over
'So silently we seem’d to speak,
The Grand Union flag, unfurled at
schooner Clara Rankin with me in here and I would like to hire two of
CHEVIQLET TOURING,
DODGE SEDAN,
S<> slowly moved about.
Cambridge, Mass., Jan. 2, 1776, was
the summer of '88 or '89.
We had your sailors to help pump if you can
As we bad lent her half her powers
To eke her living out.
the first striped flag.
It bore tile
just unloaded a cargo of lime at 96th spare them for a short time.”
I ex
VELIE TOURING
OLDEST GRADUATE OPTOME
combined crosses of St. George and
street, New York City, on the Hudson plained to him that we expected to
Our very hopes belled our fears,
TRIST IN KNOX COUNTY
St. Andrew in the corner, with 13 red
River side, and sometime before sun leave shortly but if the iboys wanted
bur fears our hopes belied—
(April
15,
1898)
We thought h»r dying when she slept,
and white stripes representing the 13
down
were
waiting
for
a
towboat
to
to
earn
a
little
extra
money
while
PELLEY
And sleeping when she died.
colonies. This flag hoisted liy George
take us farther down river to make we were wulting they could do so.
And fitting comfortable glattet at the
Washington
himself,
was
designed
up a “tow” that was going up the The sailors hopped over the rail and
Tor
when the niorn came dim a ad sad,
right price ever since.
And chill with early showers.
to show that tho colonies, while de
Hudson that night. While we were started pumping.
They had worked
larage 655 Main Street, Rockland
TOTuAStf
Her
quiet eyelids closed—she had
termined to gain their demand, were i
i waiting for the "tug", the mate ex about an hour when the tow-boat !
Another urnm than ours.
still faithful to the mother country.
-Thomas Hood (1798-IM5).
pressed a wish to go ashore on some 1 came alongside to t/ijic us away.

WE WANTERKNOW!

fh

♦,

•••

the romance of seafaring

If,

COME

'DINNER and DANCE

Friday, June 20

SHEET MUSIC 15c

r

OWL’S HEAD INN

SIMONDS’
ORCHESTRA

Wan-e-set Inn-

Week of June 23

1

W. H. SYMONDS

CAR
WASHING

CITY

OF

FLYE’S GARAGE

ROCKLAND

15-YEAR 4 1-4 PER. CENTBONDS
AT 100 AND INTEffST

AT
YOUR
DISPOSAL

MAYNARD S. BIRD &
^COMPANY

MATTRESS

A
$2.70 GALLON

Motor Sales Company has moved into

John KAHL &
A.
Co.

the BlaLe Building, formerly occupied by
the Sn<w-Hudson Co.

OREL E. DAVIES

‘

1

.
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The Courier-Gazette
THREE TIMES A WEEK

CIRCULATION

AFFIDAVIT

Rockland, .lime 17. 1924.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyildie, who
on oath declares that he Is pressman in the
office of the Rockland Publishing Co., and
that of the issue of The Courier-Gazette of
June 14. 1924, there was printed a total of
6,330 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

When thou passest through the
waters, I will be with thee; and
through the rivers, they shtSll not
overflow thee; when thou walkest
through the fire thou shalt not he
burned; neither shall the flame kin
dle upon thee.—Isaiah 43:2.

For President

CALVIN COOLIDGE
Of Massachusetts
For Vice President

CHARLES G. DAWES

FARRINGTON IS NOMINATED

Democrat

Representative to Congress—Mc
Or So It Looks With Bulk of State Heard From— Intyre,
23; Plummer, 5.
Judge
of Probate—Tirrell, 10;
18.
Fernald and White Have Generous Majori Withee,
Clerk of Courts—Coombs, 4; XIac
Alman, 0: Rowell, SO.
ties.—Thurston and Patterson Win Sheriff Sheriff—Erskine, 8; Patterson, 19.
County
Attorney—Emery,
17;
Howard, 6.
Nominations Easily*—Campbell and Emery
Cnmmiasloner—Bramhall.
19; Crockett, 9; Richards, 3.
Named for County Attorney.-- Gushee and
V. S. Senator—Fernald, 22; Guern
Richards the Commissioner Candidates.
sey, 5; Jack. 1.
County

ST. GEORGE
Republican

Of Illinois
ROCKLAND'S SUCCESSFUL

Governor—Brewster, 7; Fair in gton, 8.
Auditor—Hayford, 9; XIorrill, 4.
Representative
to
Congress—
Blanchard, 3; XX'hite, 11.
(Sheriff—Grant, 5; Thurston. 10.
County Attorney— Campbell, 10;
Xliles, 5.
County Commissioner—Gushee, 4;
Pease, 4; X’ose, 4,

Governor—Brewster, 3; Farring
ton. 26.
Auditor—Hayford. 16; XIorrill, 6.
Representative
to
Congress—
Blanchard, 7; XX'iiite, 26.
Sheriff—Grant. 4; Thurston, 21.
County Attorney—Campbell,
13:
Xlilea, 12.
County Commissioner—Gushee, 11;
Pease, 6; X’ose, 8.
Representative to Legislature—
Ames, 11; Brown, 12
Democrat
iRepresentative to Congress—Mc
Intyre. 7; Plummer, 3.
Judge
of Probate—Tirrell,
4;
Withee, 6.
Clerk of Courts—Cuombfl, 7; XlqeAlniati, 1; ItoWdi, 2.
Sheriff—Erskine, 5; Patterson. 5.
County Attorney—Emery, 7; How
ard, 3.
ICounty
Commissioner—'Bramhall,
4; Crockett. 3; Richards, 3.
Representative to
Legislature—
Bowman, 4; Lewis, 6.

Every-Other-Day
Pease, 11; X’ose, 7.

Judge of Probate—Tirrell, 21;
Sheriff—Erskine, 31; Pattersonifi.
XXTthee, 9.
County Attorney—Emery, 22; hVClerk of Courts—Coombs, 18; Mac- ard, 27.
Representative to Congress—Mc
Alman, 10; Rowell, 0.
| County Commissioner—Bramtil,
Intyre, 28; Plummer, 4.
tSherlff—Erskine, 10; Patterson, 21. 16; Crockett, 21; Richards, 9.
Judge
of
Probate—Tirrell. 3;
County Attorney—Emery, 10; How-----XXTthee. 29.
Clerk of Courts—Coombs, 23; Mae- ar<t 1SWARD SIX
County Commissioner—Bramhall,
Alman, 1; Rowell, 9.
Republican
Sheriff—Erskine, 8; Patterson. 26. 7; Crockett, 9; Richards, 11.
U. 8. Senator—Fernald, 41; Guern
County Attorney—Emery, 21; How
sey, 7; Jack, 11,
ard, 16.
WARD THREE
Governor—Brewster, 38; Farring
County
Commissioner—Bramhall.
Republican
ton, 28.
9; Crockett, 18; Rlehards. 5.
Auditor—Hayford, 33; Morrill, 15.
U. S. Senator—Fernald, 124; Guern
«t It
Representative
to
Congress—
sey, 30; Jack, 28.
ROCKLAND
Governor—Brewster, 73; Farring Blanchard, 26; XX'hite. 36.
•Sheriff—Grant, 18; Thurston, 46.
ton, 110.
Republican
County Attorney—Campbell, 35;,
Auditor—Hayford, 101; Morrill, 46.
U. S. Senator—Fernald, 383; Guern
Representative
to
Congress— Miles, 24.
sey, 100; Jack, 112
Governor—Brewster, 313; Furring- Blanchard, 76; White. 87.
County Commissioner—Gushee, 1
ton, 330.
| Sheriff—Grant, 32; Thurston, 154. Pease, 21; X ose, 20
Representative to
Legislatur*
Auditor—Hpyford, 323; Morrill, 160.
County Attorney—Campbell, 91;
Lawrence, 20; Thompson, 42.
Representative
to
Congress— Miles, 96.
Democrat
County Commissioner—Gushee, 82;
Blanchard, 301; White, 290.
Representative to Congx-ess’
Sheriff—Grunt, 163; Thurston, 459. Pease, 34; X’ose, 50.
Representative to Legislature—Intyre, 21; Plummer, 3.
County Attorney—Campbell, 327;
Miles, 279.
Judge of Prchute—Tine 19;
Luwrence, 89; Thompson, 100.
Withee, 10.
County Commissioner—Guskee, 230;
Democrat
Clerk of Courts—Coombs,**• MacPease, 152; Vose, 159.
Representative to Congress—XflcAlman, 4; Rowell, 6.
Kepfesentatlve to Legislature— Intyra, 45; Plummer, 7.
Sheriff—Erskine, 25; pft«TSon, 9;
Lawrence, 237; Thompson, 373.
Judge of Probate—Tirrell, 34;
County Attorney—Etner- 15> How'
Democrat
XXTthee, 20.
ard, 14.
Representative to Congress—Mc
Clerk of Courts—Coombs, 2G; MacCounty CommisslDP** Bramhall,
Intyre. 188; Plummer, 44.
Alman, 12; Rowell, 18.
5; Crockett, 13; Richa1*8’
Judge of Probate—Tirrell, 165;
Sheriff—Erskine, 18, Patterson, 38.
XXTthee, 97.
County Attorney—Emery, 33; HowWARD Sr'EN
Clerk of Courts—Coombs, H7; Xlae- ard, 19.
Repub°«"
Alman, 53; Rowell, 69,
■
County
Commissioner—Bramhall.
U S. Senator—prnald, 31; Guern
Sheriff—Erskine, 158
P|tterson, 17; Crockett, 19; Rlehards, 17.
139.
\
sey, 5; Jack, 5.
Governor—■Bref,ter( 25; FarrlngCounty
Attorney—Emer>)
13#:
WARD FOUR
ton, 20.
Howard, 123.
Republican
Auditor—Hay4r<l'
• XIorrill, 14.
County Commissioner—Sl^mhall,
Representatl’*
to
Congress
69; Crockett. 95; Richards, 7
U. S. Senator—Fernald. 63; Guern
Blanchard, 14' XXXhite, 28.
sey, 26; Jack, 17.
«t *
sheriff__ Gfnt- 101 Thurston, 29.
Governor—Brewster, 36; Farring
WARD ONE
County yttorrfey—Campbell, 22;
ton. 82
Republican
Auditor
—
Hayford,
64;
XIorri
’
!,
22.
Xfiles,
20.
U. S. Senator—(Fernald, 38; kiernCounty fomniissioner—Gushee, 12;
Representative
to
Congress—
sey, 16; Jack, 15.
Pease, 9; vose, 16.
Governor—Brewster, 59; Facing Blanchard, 78; White, 34.
Represntatlve to Legislature—
Sheriff—Grant, 12; Thurston. 1"9.
ton. 24.
Lawreneh 21; Thompson, 20.
County
Attorney
—
Campbell,
57;
Auditor—Hayford, 33; XIorri 30.
Xtiles. 55.
Democrat
Representative
to
Cong
County Commissioner—Gushee, 50;
Rgtresentatiue to Congress—Xl'cBlanchard, 39; XVhite, 34.
Pease.
27;
Vose,
24.
Sheriff—Grant, 63; Thuraton,
Iuc’t'e, 9; Plummer, 3.
Representative to Legislature—
Judge
of
Probate—Tirrell, 5;
County Attorney—Campbell,
Ianvrenee,
42;
Thompson,
69.
Miles, 25.
Withee, 7.
Clerk «.f Courts—Coombs, 12; XIac
County Commissioner—Gushee,
Democrat
Pease, 23; X’ose, 10.
Representative to Clonflreas—Xf-’" Alman. 0; Rowell, 4.
Sheriff—Erskine. 9; Patterson, 9.
Representative to
Legislatur
Intyre, 38; Plummer, 12.
County Attorney—Emery 7; How
Lawrence, 20; Thompson, 53.
Judge of Probate—Tirrell 44;
ard. 7.
Democrat
XXi'lue, 15.
County* Commissioner—Bramhall,
C'erk of Courts-—Coombs, 22 Xla<Representative to .Congress—Me
2; Crockett, 9; Richards, 3.
Iman, 14; Rowell. 22.
Intyre, 20; Plummer, 5.
Sheriff—Erskine. 56; Pattfrsan, 16.
Judge of Probate—Tirrell, 12;
County Attorney—Emery, 23; rlawWithee, 17.
REP. TO LEGISLATURE
20.
Clerk of Courts--Coombs, 25; Mac'ounty
Comt/tlsMoner
—
Biamt-.ail.
Alinan, 2; Rowell. 8.
Sheriff—Erskine 9; Patterson, 20. H Crockett, 19; Richards 12
County Attorney—Emery, 10; How
ard, 18
\
WARD FIVE
County Commissioner—Bramhall.
Republican
•
JS
3; Crockett, 5; Richards. 11.
5
33; Guernh
Ward 1 .......................... ..... 20
53
Jack, 23.
22
48
1; Farring- Ward 2
WARD TWO
100
XVurd 3 ................................ 89
Republican
C9
Morrill, 21. Ward 4 ........ «................ ..... 42
S. Senator—Fernald, 47 Guern41
Boiesentatlve
to
Congress— XVttrtl 5 ............. 4................. 23
Jack, 13.
42
Ward 6 .................... ....... ..... 20
Governor—Brewster, 34; Farring3^’ ^'hite.^36
20
XVard 7 .... ............................ 21
ton, 38.
“
.
. irston, 54.
Count. Attorneytpbell, 32;
Auditor—Hayford, 36; Morrill, 18.
Miles. 3b
Totals ..................... ..... 237
373
Representative
to
Congress—
County 'ummlssloner—Gushee, 24;
Blanchard, 37; XVhite, 35.
Pease, 16;Vose
Sheriff—Grant, 18; Thurston, 55.
Rei)resen,|ive
lo Legislature—
K
County Attorney—Campbell, 37;
K
c
Lawrence, 1. Thompson, 41
Miles. 29.
S
c
County Commissioner—Gushee, 15;
c
Democrat
s
o
Pease, 22; XXise, 21.
g.
Rdpresentat^g, (O Congress—Mc
X
B
'Representative to Legislature—
Intyre, 36; PlUte,pr (j
26
Vinalhaven ... ... 14
242
Lawrence, 22; Thompson, 48
Judge of
lqbate
1
4
59
2
No. Haven ....
abate—Tirrell,
30
Democrat
Withee, 19.
4
St. George ........ 11
12
Representntiv to Congress—Mc
Clerk of Courtf^coombs, 28; XIac
Intyre, 19; Plummer, 8
Alman, 11; Rowel)]].
248
91
Totals .... ... 29
97

County Attorney—Emery, 1; How
ard. 2.
V. S. Senator—Bert M. Fernald
V. S. Senator—Fulton J. Redman
County
Commissioner—Bramhall,
The special sale which the mer of Poland.
of Eflsworth
7; Crockett, 0; Richards, 0.
chants of Rockland put on Saturday,
Governor—Frank G. Farrington of
Governor—William R. Pattangall
and which is one of a series of spe Augusta.
of Augusta
FRIENDSHIP
cials to be run once a month, “went
State Auditor—Elbert U. Hayford,
State Auditor—Almond L. Hodgkins ,
Republican
over big" in spite of the fact that it of Farmingdale.
of Rumford.
U. S. Senator—Fernald, 9; Guern
was a bad weather day Comment
Senator—George XX’. Walker of
Senator—Jesse Overlock of XX’ash- sey, 1: Jack, 0.
from people who took advantage of Warren.
Ington.
Governor—Brewster, 2; Farrington,
the special bargains was very favor
Judge of Probate—Edward K.
Judge of Probate—Henry L. Withee 9.
able, and if the success of this Gould of Rockland.
of Rockport,
Auditor—Hayford, 6; Morrill, 2.
initial sale is any indication of what
Clerk of Courts—Xlilton XI. Gridin
Clerk of Courts—Tyler XI. Coombs
iRepresentative
to
Congress—
future sales will be, Rockland bids J of Rockland.
of Rockland.
Blanchard, 5; White, 5.
fair to experience a highly satisfae-I County
Treasurer—Edward
R. County Treasurer—John L. Tewks
■Sheriff—Grant, 1: Thurston, 9.
tory outcome of this plan inaugurated > yeazle of fjockland.
bury of Camden.
County Attorney—Campbell,
2;
by the Chamber of Commerce. Every , Sheriff
gheriff-—Raymond E. Thurston of
Sheriff—Arthur U. Patterson of Miles. 7.
•
housewife within trading radius of
X’inalhaven,
County Commissioner—Gushee, 3;
Rockland should wateh the papers Couniv
—Leonard
R.
County Attorney—Oscar H. Emery
Vose 3
closely and not miss these opportuni-I Calnpbej, of Attorney
K(.okland.
Rockland.
of Camden.
ties which are to he presented to
Democrat
County Commissioner—George W.
County Commissioner—XX'infleid S
buy specials at prices in many In Gushee of Appleton.
'Representative to Congress—Mc
Richards of Camden.
stances far below cost. Plans are
Intyre, 23; Plummer, 5.
Representatives
Representatives
already being made for another sale
Judge of Probate—Tirrell,
9;
Rockland—Rodney I. Thompson.
Rockland—Walter T. Prescott.
day in July, when it is expected to
XXTthee, 27.
Thomaston
South
Thomaston,
Thomaston
South
Thomaston
THOMASTON
offer even better values than those ) f,
Clerk of Courts—Coombs,
22;
| Friendship. Cushing and Owl’s Head Friendship, Cushing and Owl’s Head
listed on Circus day.
Republican
XIacAlman, 0; Rowell, 11.
—Hollis If. Gilchrest of Thomaston. —Ralph XV. Davis of Friendship.
I'. S. Senator—Fernald, 93; Guren■Sheriff—Erskine. 11; Patterson, 20.
Rockport,
Warren,
Union and
Rockport,
Warren, Union
and
Do the children of Germany stand Washington—(Samuel E. Norwood of XVashington—Herbert N. Brazier of
County Attorney—Emery,
13; aey, M; Jack, 12.
Governor—Brewster, 85; Farring
Howard, 16.
In need of help from the tender-] Warren
Rockport.
County Commissioner—Bramhall, ton, 61.
Camden. Hope and Appleton—ZelCamden, Hope and Appleton—Xlilhearted and generous people of
Auditor—Hayford, 95; XIorrill, 33.
48; Crockett, 1; Richards. 6.
ler B. Hobbs of Hope.
America? Reiairts are so conflicting rna XI. Dwinal of Camden.
Representative to
Congrees—
X'inalhaven, North Haven,
St.
X'inalhaven,
North Haven,
St.
that one linds it difficult to establish George. Isle an Haut, Xlatlndcas and George. Isle au Haut. XIatinicus and
Blanchard, 38; White, 105.
HOPE
■Sheriff—Grant, 20: Thurston, 117.
Republican
i Criehaven—James O. Brown of North Crlehaven—Charles L. Bowman of
County Attorney—Campbell, 79;
I'. S. Senator—Fernald, 44: Guern
doubt that American money can be I Haven.
X’inalhaven.
Miles, 54.
advantageously used by the children ------------ ————————
■■ — ■ — sey, 2; Jack, 2.
County Commissioner—Gushee, 38;
Governor—Brewster, 18; Farting
of Germany, hut the question is, Do
Early morning returns, with I generously placed his automobile ton, 29.
Pease, 16; Vose, 80.
they need it more than, or even so ioo precincts in the State to lie' at the disposal of this newspaper
Democrat
Auditor—Hayford. 31; XIorrill, 14.
Representative to Congress—Mc
(Representative
to
Congrees—
much as, the children of other coun heard from, show Frank G. Far- in the collection of the Rockland
Intyre. 60; Plummer, 4.
Blanchard, 24; White, 22.
tries affected by the great war? Com rington of Augusta to be leading)returns,
Judge of Probate—Tirrell,
19;
(Sheriff—Grant, 5; Thurston, 47.
It K
menting upon the recent appeal by for the Republican gubernatorial
County Attorney—Campbell, 13; Withee, 47.
KNOX COUNTY
Samuel Rea, chairman of the “Bu- nomination by a majority oi
Miles. 32.
Clerk of Courts—Coombfl, 24; XIac
Republican
County Commissioner—Gushee, 0; Alman, 27; Rowell, 15.
reau for Relief of Starving Children about
iSoO.
It was thought
U,
S. Senator—Fernald
1034; Pease. 53; X’ose. 1.
Sheriff—Erskine, 26; Patterson, 38.
in Germany," the noted American doubtful it tile remaining towns Guernsey, 267; Jack, 192.
County
Attorney—Emery,
27;
Democrat
overcome the
Augusta
artist and writer, George Wharton | could
Governor—Brewster, 749; Farring
oward, 38.
Rep>esentative
to
Congress
—
Mc

Edwards, in a communication to the man's lead.
Farrington carried ton, 925.
County Commissioner—(Bramhall,
Auditor—Hayford, 815; XIorrill, 432. Intyre. 12; Plummer, 1. ,
. Crockett, 2; Richards, 25.
New York Herald Tribune, tells of Portland,
Augusta,
Lewiston,
Judge
of
Probate
—
Tirrell,
3;
Representative
to
Congress—
Withee. 10.
a visit that he made last fall in the Bangor and several other of the Blanchard, 586; XX'hite, 901.
UNION
Clerk of Courts—Cnombfl, 6; XIac
Sheriff—Grant, 363; Thurston,
home of a leading citizen of Sweden, j larger cities. Knox county gave
Alman, 4; Rowell, 4.
z
Republican
1059.
where he had an opportunity for se- him a majority of "6.
Sheriff—Erskine, 2; Patterson, 10,
U. S. Senator—Fernald, 61; GuernCounty Attorney—Campbell, 782;
curing first-hand information with
p)Crt M. Fernald of Poland was Miles, 654.
County Attorney—Emery, 8; How
y, 16; Jack, 1.
Governor—Brewster, 19; Farring
respect to conditions in the adjoining ' renomjnate(j for U. S. Senator by
County
Commissioner—Gushee, ard, 5.
County
Commissioner—Bramhall, ton, 68.
country. Mr. Edwards wa. informed ahout
bOOO
majority. _Kl1OX 588; Pease, 456; X’ose, 359,
0; Crockett, 3; Richards, 10.
Auditor—Hayford, 48; XIorrill, 20.
Democrat
-in detail, so he writes, that no such 'county was especially Strong for
Representative
to
Congress—
Representative to Congress—(Mc
Blanchard, 41; White. 47.
NORTH HAVEN
state of starvation was known of bJ'|him, giving him a plurality of 767 Intyre, 735; Plummer, 246.
Sheriff—Grant. 46; Thurston, 39.
the authorities of Sweden, nor had over Guerrjsey; his nearest OppOJudge of Probate—Tirrell, 417;
Republican
County Attorney—Campbell, 41
XXTthee, 629.
U. S. Senator—Fernald, 35; Guern
any appeal for relief been addressed 1
Miles. 24.
Clerk of Courts—Coombs, 741; sey. 15; Jack, 4.
to the German sympathizers in that' Congressman
Wallace
H.
County Commissioner—Gushee. 31
Governor—Brewster, 17; Farring
prosperous country; that if ^ch. White>o{ Lewiston was renomi- XIacAlman, 155; Rowell. 243.
Pease. 38; X’ose, 9.
Sheriff—Erskine, 391; Patterson, ton. 37.
Democrat
starvation among children existed in ; na|e(J by a majority of close to 843.
Auditor—Hayford, 34; XIorrill. 13.
Representative (fo Congress—Xf<
County
Attorney—Emery,
688;
Germany it would undoubtedly ht 2000.
—
'
Representative
to
Congress—
Knox county gave
BlanIntyre. 15; Plummer, 6.
Blanchard, 13: XVhite, 44.
known to the Swedish people an“ chard a handsome vote but stood Howard, 392.
Judge
of Probate—Tirrell,
.’
County
Commissioner—Bramhall,
Sheriff—Grant, 6; Thurston, 47.
very promptly relieved; that
(loyally by White, who had a pill- 251; Crockett, 397; Richards, 546.
County Attorney—Campbel!, 24; XX'ithee, 15.
reports printed in American news- J|r£lJj|y of
Clerk of Courts—Coombs, 9; XIac
Miles. 27.
it n
papers were not borne out by farts; i ‘ Tbe R‘.pabljcall sheriff contest
County Commissioner—Gushee, 24; Alman, 5; Rowell, 6.
APPLETON
Pease* 8; X’ose, 9.
Sheriff—Erskine. 12; Patterson, 9.
that Germany was not faced by " j resubefj j,l an overwhelming vicRepublican
County Attorney—Emery, 12; How
'Representative to Legislature—
U.
S.
Senator
—
Fernald,
49;
Guern

f.nnine; that it was a fact that the lory for 'fhurstOU, wllO was reard, 8.
Amey, 4; Brown, 59.
sey. 6; Jack, 3.
County Commissioner—Bramhall,
German farmers had petitioned tha', nominated by a majority of 696,
Democrat
Governor—Brewster, 18; Farring
Crockett, 2; Richards, 16.
a tax be placed on the incoming, a„(, who had the largest vote of ton, 46.
Representative to Congress—Mcgrain from the United States, so that any can(|jriate OI1 either ticket,
Auditor—Hayford. 30; XIorrill, 18. Intyre, 35; Plummer, 8.
VINALHAVEN
Judge or Probate—Tirrell, 17;
Representative
to
Congress—
the prices for the very large amount |>atterson ran awav with fheDemRepublican
Withee,
34.
of grain on hand in the markets there ' ocratjc
nomination.
defeating Blanchard, 17; JVhite, 33.
U. S. Senator—Fernald, 16; Guern
Clerk of Courts—Coombs, 56; XIac
'Sheriff—Grant, 20; Thurston, 69.
sey, 19; Jack, 4.
should not be lowered; that large Erskine 452. A striking instance
'County Attorney—Campbell, 35; Alman, 2; Rowell, 0.
Governor—Brewster, 30; Farring
amounts of grain in Germany, which
ISheriff—Erskine, 5; Patterson, 55.
of home loyalty was shown in his Miles, 31.
County
Attorney—Emery,
11; ton, 11.
could be used for 'bread for these al
County Commissioner—Gushee, 70;
case at Vinalhaven where Mr.
Auditor—Hayford, 21; Morrill, 11.
Howard. 37.
Pease, 11; Vose, 4.
leged starving children, was being
Representative
to
Congress—
Patterson had all but one of the
'County
Commissioner
—
Bramhall,
Democrat
made into ibeer and sold in the
Blanchard. 11; White, 26.
1;
Crockett,
75;
Rlehards,
5.
304 votes cast.
Representative to Congress—Mc
Sheriff—Grant, 7; Thurston, 30.
crowded ibeer gardens of the German
L. R. Campbell and A. L. Miles Intyre, 15; Plummer, 1.
County Attorney—Campbell, 23;
OWL'S
HEAD
cities. Mr. Edwards quotes his host,
Judge
of
Probate—Tirrell, 1;
ran a neck and neck contest for
Miles. 10.
Republican
Herr Holden Mayer, as saying:
County Commissioner—Gushee, 23;
county attorney, the ex-mnnici- Withee, 18.
Representative to Legislature—
(Clerk of Courts—Coombs, 9; XIac
“Undoubtedly there is suffering
Pease, 4; X’ose, 5.
pal judge winning by 128 nia- Alman, 3; Rowell, 6.
Bowman, 2; Lewis 61.
in Germany as a result of the great
Representative to Legislature—
U. S. Senator—Fernald, 19; Guern
■Sheriff—Erskine, 1; Patterson, 17.
war, just as there was suffering in|J°pty. Emery of Camden had a
Allies, 14; Blown, 26.
sey,
1;
Jack,
1.
County
Attorney
—
Emery,
9;
How

ubstarttial
majority
for
the
Dem

SWeden among certain classes and
Democrat
Governor—Brewster, 15; Farring
ard, 9.
likewise the Scandinavian countries, ocratic nomination.
Representative to Congress—Mc
ton,
7.
County
Commissioner
—
Bramhall,
but there was and is great suffering
The
three-cornered
county 1; Crockett, 10; Richards, 9.
Auditor—Hayford, 13; XIorrill, 5. Intyre. 73; Plummer, 104.
in France and England and othei
Judge
of Probate—Tirrell, 72;
Repreeentativ e to
Congress—
commissioner
contest
in
each
countries of the Allies, which your
XXTthee. 88.
Blanchard,
9;
XVhite,
13.
go it United states lias taken painsjparty was also a pretty race,
CAMDEN
Clerk of Courts—Coombs, 239;
Sheriff—Grant, 7; Thurston, 15.
to investigate. The German children. • Gushee of Appleton WO11 RepuhRepublican
XIacAlman. 6; Rowel!. 9.
County
Attorney
—
Campbell,
1
or some of them, are undernourished |jcan favor wjth a plurality of
•U. S.
Senator—Fernald,
148; Miles. 5.
Sheriff—-Erskine, 1; Patterson, 303.
according to rt port, but tills does not „
,
,
r /-<
1
County Attorney—Emery, 86; How
County Commissioner—Gushee, 15;
mean starvation.”
’32> whlle Richards of Camden Guernsey, 43; Jack. 26.
Governor—Brewster, 116; Farring Pease, 4; X’ose, 3.
ard, 79.
Mr. Edwards concludes his com- won the democratic nomination ton. 107.
County Commissioner—‘Bramhall,
Democrat
munication in these words:
by a plurality of 249. In CamCrockett, 151; Richards. 30.
'Auditor—.Hayford, 84; Morrill, 82.
Representative
to
Congress
—
Me
IRepresentative
to
CongressRepresentative to Legislature—
As a matter of fact the children of lien Mr’ Kh-hards had 338 of tile
Intyre, 5; Plummer. 1.
Bowman, 242; Lewis, 24.
France, especially in the devastated 343 VOtCs cast; ill Hojie Mr. Blanchard, 59; White, 145.
Judge
of
Probate
—
Tirrell,
1;
With

Sheriff—Grant, 30; Thurston, 173.
regions, are undernourished and re-(Pease had 53 of the 54 votes cast
County Attorney—Campbell, 75; ee. 4.
WARREN
qtiti e constant aid. That terrible (and jn Appleton Mr. Glushee had Xtiles, 103.
Clerk of Courts—Coombs, 7; XIac
Republican
attlietion. tuberculosis, rages among
Alman,
0;
Rowell.
3.
County Commissioner—Gushee, 48;
V. S. Senator—Fernald, 60; Guern
them. Let Americans help these in- 7°
hc
Votes Cast.
(Sheriff—Erskine, 4; Patterson. 6
\x ithce ot Rockport won the Pease, 106; Vose, 29.
nocent victims of unrepentant Ger
County Attorney—Emery, 4; How sey, 9; .lark, 10.
Democrat
Governor—Brewster, 44; Farring
many. the only country which suf judge of probate nomination in
Representative to Congress—Xte- ard, 2.
ton, 31.
fers from no internal debt, and which the Democratic party by a ma Intyre, 1S6; Plummer, 55.
County Commissioner—Bramhall
Auditor—llayford, 42; XIorrill. 17.
is successfully duping the world by
3; Crockett, 4; Richards, 0.
.Judge of Probate—Tirrell 93;
jority of 192. Coombs of Rock
Representative
to
Congressher clever propaganda. Let the
Withee, 184.
Blanchard, 26; White, 51.
German profiteers take care of their land won 'the clerk of courts nom
ROCKPORT
iClerk of Courts—Coombs, 147;
Sheriff—Grant, 15; Thurston, 61.
“starving" children. Let us remem ination in a canter.
Depublican
XIacAlman, 43; Rowell, 62.
County Attorney—Campbell, 52;
ber our debt to France and hell) her
The first town to report last
I'.
S.
Senator
—
Fernald,
26;
Guern

Sheriff—Erskine, 102; Patterson,
Xtiles, 21.
children who are still living (in the
sey,
11;
Jack,
15.
night was St. George, and W. F. 165.
County Commissioner—Gushee, 39;
devastated regions) in temporary
Governor—Brewster, 29; Farring Pease, 13; X’ose, 16.
County
Attorney—Emery,
294;
sheds and dugouts—many of them Sherer was the man behind the
ton, 24.
Howard, 31.
Democrat
ragged and hungry. There is no de gun with that information. The
Auditor—Hayford, 23; XIorrill. 23,
County Commissioner—Bramhall,
Representative to Congress—-Mc
vastated region in Germany, nor are first hint of the Rockland result
Representative
to
Congress— Intyre, 26; Plummer, 5.
9; Crockett, 6; Richards, 338.
.
German children starving. There is
Blanchard, 26; White, 24.
was given by Charles L. Robin
Judge
ot Probate—Tirrell, 8
no such tiling as famine in Germany,
Sheriff—Grant, 11; Thurston. 41.
CUSHING
XVilthee, 22.
and this is vouched for by our Am son who told what Ward 2 had
County
Attorney
—
Campbell,
21
Republican
Clerk of Courts—Coombs, 18; XIae
done for the head of the ticket.
bassador Herrick in France.
U. S. Senator—Fernald, 16; Guern Miles, 23.
Alman, 5; Rowell, 8.
Cushing backslid, but every other
County
Commissioner
—
Gushee,
19
•Sheriff—Erskine, 32; Patterson, 8.
XiOcal diaries are doubtless " ’' town- in the county had been cov sey, 2; Jack, 1.
Governor—Brew’sten, 8; Farring Pease, 23; X’ose, 8.
County
Attorney—Emery,
22;
cording thit not until June 1C did I
Democrat
ered by The Courier-Gazette serv- ton, 10.
Howard, 16.
the present year vouchsafe us a day j jce
m
Representative to Congress—XIe
Auditor—Hayford, 9; XIorrill. 5.
County Commissioner—Bramhall
of genuine summer temperature-an.l!
, paptT js
jn(lebte(,
iRepresentative
to
Congress— Intyre, 30; Plummer, 0.
24; Crockett, 3; Richards, 7.
Judge
of Probate—Tirrell, 6
Blanchard. 4; XVhite, 14.
it was a day. following the ram of (f) g c Moran, Jr., W. J. SltlliXXTthee, 25.
Sheriff—Grant, 8; Thurston, 11.
WASHINGTON
the weekend, that made growing |van, Charles M. Fawry, Milton
IClerk of Courts—Coomlrs, 16; XIac
County Attorney—Campbell, 15;
Republican
things leap in their tracks.. Summer, I
(;riffin> pre(| q” Black
Alman, 4; Rowell, 7,
and Miles. 3.
U. S. Senator—Fernald, 43; Guern
Sheriff—Erskine, 10; I’atterson, 18 sey, 3; Jack, 0.
County Commissioner—Gushee, 1;
old sport, welcome to Rockland.
others who worked unceasingly Pease, 5; X’ose, 14.
•County
Attorney—Emery,
19
Governor—Brewster, 25; Farring
from 10 to 1; to its loyal friends
Howard, 7.
Democrat
ton, 22.
I11 the seven Knox and Lincoln
County
Commissioner
—
Bramhall
who
reported
the
county
towns
;
Representative to Congress—MeAuditor—•Hayford, 31; Xtorrill, 13.
League games which
Rising has
5; Crockett, 5; Rlehards, 18.
Representative
to
Congress—
idtched. to.lie more exact. )c has had to Miss Adelaide Holmes chief Ityre, 9; Plummer, (1.
Judge of Probate—Tirrell,
3;
Blanchard, 2; White, 45.
121 strikeouts and only 13 hits have operator and other members of
SOUTH THOMASTON
Sheriff—Grant, 15; Thurston, 30.
licet, made off him. Perhaps some the telephone staff for splendid Withee, 5.
Clerk of Courts—Coombs, 7; XIac
Republican
County Attorney—Campbell, • 29
Other High School pitcher can claim
service until the last town was Alman. 1; Rmvell, 2.
U. S. Senator—Fernald, 10; Guern Miles. 13
an equally successful record. If so,
in; and to Frank B. Allen, who • Sheriff—Erskine, 6; Patterson, 5. sey, 4; Jack, 0,
County Commissioner—Gushee, 24;
Ills name, please.
SALES DAY

REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS

DEMOCRATIC NOMINATIONS

Democrat

Security Trust Co.
\

rockland.maine

STATEMENT OP CONDITION
a9 shown by the State Banking Apartment examination

made on May 1^ 1924

ASSETS

Loans and Discounts ........................ ..
.$1,596,990 28
Loans on Mortgages of Red Estate .. Y .. .
215,357 16
Overdrafts.............................................. v ..
699 27
United States Securities ........................
153,247 69
Stocks and Bonds .................................... x . 1,050,828 89
Trust Investments.................................... \..
46,763 22
Bank Building...........................................\.
25,000 00
Other Real Estate Owned........................
21,910 13
Furniture and Fixtures .................................
6,230 25
Cash on Deposit............................................. \ 192,166 09
Cash on Hand................................................. 114,151 50
$3423,344 48
\

•

LIABILITIES
Capital Stock................................................... $ 10k000 00
Surplus ............................................................
75^00 00
Undivided Profits ...........................................
63,95 61
Savings Deposits............................................. 2,427, V® 48
Demand Deposits ..............................................
665,26)7&
Other Deposits (Christmas Club)................
42,883 00
Demand Certificates of Deposit..................
1,743 %4
Trust Department...........................................
46,763 22
Due to Banks and Bankers...........................
716 05
Certified Checks Outstanding......................
84 55
Other Liabilities..................
63 50
Dividends Unpaid...........................................
172 45

$3,423,344 48
FRED F. LAWRENCE,
Bank Commissioner.
69*71

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT8
June 18—Annual outing of First Baptist
Sunday School and Parish at Oakland Park.
June 18 (Baseball)—Rockland High vs
Thomaston High, for Knox and Lincoln cham
pionship, in Camden
June 19—Camden—High School Commence
ment.

•June 24 (St John's Day)—Claremont
mandery, K T., has outing at Oakland
June 24 (St. John’s Day)—Camden
mander}’, K. T., entertains Palestine
mander}' of Belfast.
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ComPark.
Com
Com

June 2|—Democratic National Convention
meets in New York.

July 4—Independence Day celebration at
St. Georges Park Liberty.
July 5 —Opening day at the Knox Arbor
etum.
July 15-State D. A R. Field Day In Kingfleld.
Aug. 4 9—Elks’ Circus and Old Home
Week.
Weather This Wsek

Weather outlook 'for the week in
North Atlantic states: Generally fair
at beginning; probably occasional
showers
thereafter;
temperature
somewhat below normal first part;
about normal thereafter.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

RUGS BEAUTIFUL
The above is not exaggerating when used in reference to the

Remarkable Display of Choice ORIENTAL RUGS being shown
today and the remainder of this week at the Fullcr-Cobb-Davis
Carpet Department, Second Floor.

John Peters is a recognized authority in the world of quality

Oriental Rugs and Floor Coverings. , The line ho presents this
year is the Best Ever Shown Here and the Prices are the Lowest.
Come—Be Convinced—Buy.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Charles Chapin is employed in The
The W. C. T. U. meets Friday af- j Steam Lighter Sophia is laying a
Courier-Gazette office.
ternoon with Mrs. Jeannette Dunton, cable between North Deer Isle and
Mechanic street, at 2.30. This is the Sargentville. •
Owl’s Head Inn opens Friday annual meeting for the election of
with dinner and dance.
officers md a large attendance is deWinston B. Fiflekl, student* at
sired.
Hebron Academy, won one of the ten
Esten Blake, who has l>een in the
$30 scholarships from the Kingsley
employ of The Courier-Gazette foF
Deer Isle Messenger: The Kian Scholarship Fund.
several years, ha« joined the Knox has invaded Deer Isle and held a
Messenger staff as linotype operator. meeting in the Chattel. Rev. Eugene
Owing to the Encampment held in
V. Allen of Rockland, formerly of Portland Wednesday and Thursday
King Solomon Temple Chapter Stonington, was among the speakers. the Sons of Veterans Auxiliary holds
worked the Royal Arch degree on There was a large attended meeting its regular meeting tonight instead
Ralph W. Tripp. Alfred P. Condon, at Stonington.
if tWednesc ty. All are requested to
Kenneth F. Smith and John M. In
be present, There will be no circle
John II. Leo of the V?. S. J. L. Luck- supper.
gram last Thursday night. t
A
er.back visited his sister, .Mrs. Gard
Manager Wotton of the Rockland ner Freeman, 2010 East Manchester
Tommy Lev We, former vaudeville
locals hopes to have the llazzards of avenue, Los Angeles, a few days last star, comes to Strand Theatre next
Gardiner here next Saturday. He week. During his visit he motored to week at the head of “Oh, You baby,”
has booked two games with the Hollywood, Beverly Hills and Long a musical revue. The quaint comedi
Auburn American Legion team, and Beach and took ifi the sights.
an Lou Powers is also a member of
the Philadelphia
Giants (colored)
the cast. This musical revue has a
The Bible class of the Reorganized plot and a mighty interesting one.
will be here July 12. The game to
have been played in Togus Sunday, church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints will meet in their rooms, 471
Was postponed two weeks.
Vernon L. Hart of Lake avenue,
Main street, Wednesday afternoon
Rockland, was granted the degree of
The Anmini reception will l>e held at 2.30 o’clock. All Saints are invRed
Bachelor of Business Administra
tonight in Temple hall, following the to attend. A prayer meeting will be
tion at the 51st annual commence
usual custom. The 64 graduates of held in the evening. All are wel
ment exercises of Boston University
the class of ’24 will be guests of come.
which were held today in Symphony
honor. There will be music and re
hall. Degrees were conferred upon
freshments, followed by dancing.
A good job is being done on Oak
more than 1100 students, the largest
President Ralph W. Hanscom urges street, near Glen Heights, Rockport,
graduating class in the history of
a large attendance in honor of this, where tlie kink's are being taken out
tlie university. This is an increase of
the last class to graduate from the of a had curve. This required much
more than 200 over last year, when
time endeared building.
blasting and the expense ran into
901 degrees were conferred. The
more dollars than had been expected.
university this year' has 10,515 stu
Rockland friends of Jeff Smith Private subscriptions will be asked
dents, an increase from 10,008 last
will he interested to learn that he has to complete the work. A. B. Packard
year, exclusive of several hundred
been awarded the honorary degree of has the contract, and L. E. Upham,
enrolled in extra-mural courses. The
Master of Humanics by the Spring- an expert road builder, is in charge.
increasing service which the uni
field, Mass., Y. M. C. A. college. Mr.
versity is rendering to the- country
Smith, better known to thousands of
This is commencement week at
and tlie world isWndicated by tlie in
boy’s as ‘Jeff’ is the National Y. M. Castine Normal School. The program
creasing student enrollment. the
C. A. secretary for Maine and has features are: Wednesday, June 18,
growing size of the graduating
been engaged for some 20 years in Normal School Building 8.45 a. in.,
his splendid work for the boys of last chapC; presentation of. class classes, and the wide range from
the State. He is an inspiring lender gift. Leola A. Boyd; teaching exer which students travel, sometimes
and an indefatigable worker and the cises, members of the class*’ of 1924 thousands of miles, to attend Boston
University, Commencement speak
degree now conferred upon him is only; Wood’s Inn 1 p. m., class lunch
eon. members of class of 1924 only; ers pointed out.
thoroughly deserved.
Richardson Hall, 8 p. m., class party
Opportunity Farm, located at New
The committee having in charge and reception, admission by invita
the St. John’s Day festivities of tion card only; Thursday, Normal Gloucester, Me., is one of the insti
Claremont Commandery at Oakland School Building, 2 p. in., class day ex tutions that sets the chords of sym
Park are busy completing arrange ercises, presentation of diplomas. pathy vibrating, for its object is to
ments for the day*. The program will Emerson Hail, X p. m., three scenes provide for hoys unfortunately cir
cumstanced, without regard to race
^include the morning parade, the din from ‘‘Twelfth Night;” concert.
-4-—
or religion, a home and instruction
ner at Oakland Casino, followed in
Battery F, 1st M^inc Heavy Ar necessary to make them an asset to
he afternoon by athletic stunts,
jseball, putting contests, tug-of- tillery, had a reunion at the M. A. the nation, that would otherwise fall
war, pitching quoits, cane-ringing Johnson cottage, Crescent Beach, by the wayside and perish long ere
dancing in the pavilion, and cards Sunday, and 17 were present in spite they reached maturity. Particular
for the ladies and Sir Knights, with of the tempest. Wjjh two expert stress is laid on that training which
music all day by the* Rockland Band. cook!* among the members it was to makes for honesty, industry, obedi
The committee will appreciate it if be expected that the boys would not ence and self-reliance. T’.ie institu
Sir Knights will at once mail the re go hungry. And they did not; on the tion is not a reformatory, not a
turn cards, at least before Thursday. contrary they expresed themselves refuge for the vicious and incorrigias highly phased with the fine din-[hie, but a happy and comfortable
The annual outing of the First ner and supper. With a Victrola do home for the needy boy who can
Baptist (Sunday school and parish ing a perpetual motion stunt, and profit 'by its influences and advan
will be held at Oakland Park Wed lots of things.oto talk over, the bud tages. and it is doing a very success
nesday
afternoon
and
evening. dies sure put hi a happy day. Those ful work. Some of the leading busi
Baseball and sports will be features present were Carl Cole, Clayton M - ness men of Portland—such men as
of the afternoon entertainment and Cobb and F. -Cook. Camden: Fred F. A. Rumery. Henry F. Merrill,
supper will be served to all at 6.15. Cates, A. C. Brown, Ray Kalloch. | Miles B. Mank and others—are on its
All are to take their own dishes and, Ted Collete and •Clarence Brown ‘board of directors. Miss M. Blizaif not solicited for the supper, also Rockland; William Ballou, Lieut, ' beth Arnts, field secretary, is in the
I. city, presenting the work and needs
cookies or cake. The first party will Coffey, Sergeapt Simpson, W.
leave on the 2.40 car and thereafter Hanscom. II. Graham, John Graham, of the Farm to our people, whose
ns convenient throughout the after -Edgar Hanscqm, W. Dyer and Her-,support she seeks to enlist in this
"
.highly worthy institution.
noon. The church hell will ring tfert Grivelle.
soon after 1 o’clock as signal to get
ready hut in ease of stormy weather
the picnic will be postponed to the
next pleasant day. All friends and
children of the church and Sunday
school are invited.
*

The Western Union telegraph offr e went onto its summer schedule
yesterday, and for the next few
months will he one of the busiest of
fices in the Stale,•'with hours from
5.30 a. ni. to 11 p. in. weekdays and
from 9 a. m. to 10 p. m.< Sundays—
standard time in each instance. The
staff is made up thus;/ ’Manager
John E. Sullivan; day operator.
Frank L. Clark; night operator
Charles A. (‘ Bert”)Pease; cashier
Charles Godsoe of (Somerville. Mass.;
day clerk, Mrs. H. J. Dunbar; night
clerk. Mrs. James II. Han scorn of
Machias; phone operator. Mrs. Eve
lyn Hammond.
Added to this ef
ficient force are three smart mes
senger hoys who can run to Donges
Mountain and back, without a skip.
Today every woman who Is inter
ested in better cooking, and can
leave her home, will he found at Odd
Fellows Hall at 2.30 p. m. attending
the electric cooking demonstration
given by Miss Gotts, formerly senior
instructor in Miss Farmer’s School
of Cooking, Boston. This demonstra
tion is given under the auspices of the
T. & E. Club, and they have extended
a most cordial invitation 4o all wo
men in Rockland and vicinity to at
tend. Miss Farmer’s School of Cook
ing is known throughout all New
England and is one of the foremost
domestic science schools in the coun
try, while Miss Gotts herself is well
known by a great many Maine wo
men some of Whom, no doubt, are
present day Rockland housewives.
Similar demonstrations have been
held in other Maine cities and have,
drawn large audiences of housewives
both young and old. Young brides
who have yet to learn the finer arts
of cooking have found these demon
strations a great help to them; gray
haired motherly women whose hands
have fashioned thousands of cookies
and made hundrds of pies for hungry
youngsters have attended, that they
•might gain new -ideas and learn new
recipes to which they could turn their
deft skill. Because o-f the interest
Which every woman has in better
cooking and new recipes and the fact
that eveiy woman in Rockland and
vicinity is cordially invited, it is ex
pected that < >dd Fellows Hall w»ill be
well filled when Miss Gotts begins I
her demonstration at 2.30 today.
’

neth or any other of her numerous
following.
The class prophecy as engineered
When Rockland High Makes Graduating Class Had Royal by Sidriey Snow made a tremendous
hit. He had a loud speaker set up
a Bid For Its First Cham
Good Time At Saturday’s on the end platform and tuned in
for’ Mars, getting a good reception ,
pionship—Episode 3 of
Banquet.
though interrupted occasionally by
R. H. S.
static and laughter. The predicta
Feehan vs. Rising.
The old gag about a “bang up good
phone worked admirably however and
tim-e” was literally true of the Senior showed the whereabouts and occupa
!
Class banquet held in the Thorndike tions of the class members in 1935.
Lack of space prevents listing all
I SAW HENRY CHATTO
Hotel Saturday night. To be sure
HEED
th0y didn’t bang up the dining room the 64 but a few roof-raisers
wouldn’t -be out of place. Winnie.
at the last High School game
furniture hut they did take same Coughlin and Edith Stowell were
on
the * Broadway
Athletic
mighty, good-natured wallops at each circus dancers, Helen Ames was a
Field.
The
assistant post
is Tonight,
other verbally and some of the more woman wrestler in the same show
master does not whoop and yoll
like 6ome excitable baseball
prominent members of the class re and Isabelle Kirkpatrick and Almeda.
Hall.
There will
Martin were selling hot dogs for the
fans, but rest assured that he
ceived some terrific Jolts to their self
outfit. A turn of the wheel brought
sees everything that is going
complacency when their fancied in in the sonorous voice <rf Parson
be Music.
be
on, arid that he is just as much
nermost lovelorn tragedies were Robishaw accompanied by his choir
interested as most demonstra
There
be the Old
and
bared to an uproariously api»i*ec»ative boys, Ludwig, Nosworthy, Winchentive persons on the ground.
group of classmates. The dinner was
bach and Baum, though the latter was*
The
younger
generation
doesn
’
t
the last
to
the old
the beat ever, served in the Thorn
taking the air.
know about it, but Mr. Chatto
dike’s best style, with this menu:
Eleanor Sawyer was a dare devil
a quarter of a century ago was
Through a Comedy of Errors
Imperial Cup
movie actress, Vivian Ludwig a tester
one of the speediest bicycle
Broiled Schrod, Drawn Butter Sauco of ear trumpets and McAuliffe had
the
is
the
insufficient
riders in the city, and was a
French Fried Potatoes
Olives
by some alchemy developed into a
winner of numerous prizes.
Queen Fritters, Foam Sauce
great chemist. Leola Cole was a
but make
in the spirit

Henry C. Chatto’s middle name
Roast Turkey, -Cranberry Sauce
chimney sweep, and Wendell Thorn
might be Conscientious. That’s
Whipped Potatoes
Peas ton was found to have eloped for the
the old
what he is all right.—The
Fruit Salad
third time that year, amid the
Sporting Editor.
Hot Rolls
shocked silence of his classmates who
Strawberry Shortcake
never knew him to look a.t a damsel.
COME! '
Demi Tasse
Their equanimity was still further
Some roads are better than others,
In addition to the 64 grads several disturbed when they found that Helen
but, good or bad, they all lead eachers were present in the persons Griffin had adopted the class angel,
tomorrow to Camden, where, on a of Misses Adams, Howard and Stev Jits, and was trying to sell his plum
neutral Held, will lie played the rub inson and Coach and Mrs. Pa Jones age to decorate hats.
ber game between Rockland High Sub Master Phillips was there and
Elmer Rising was found to be a
and Thomaston High for the cham very much at home in his role of gubernatorial candidate, having suc
pionship of the Knox and Lincoln toastmaster. In the course of his re cessfully lived down his piratical ca
League. Seems as if everybody you marks it developed that the class had reer.
meet is going, and Camden for a day, 13 letter members, II boys and two
The Bancroft Training School at
The old Thorndike rocked at the
CHILDREN’S DAY CONCERT
at least, will be the capital of the girls, -the latter being the class unquestionable look of surprised dis
Owl’s Head opened last week, with
Tbe
game
will begin dwarf. Leola Cole and Wiley Helen may that went over the prophet’s
a large attendance of pupils and the
The children of the 'Sunday School county.
usual capable corps of instructors of the Pratt Memorial M. E. church promptly at 3 o’clock, and the ad 3rlfftn, Maine's unquestioned cham face as his machine played Idin false
and attendants.
presented their Children’s Day Con mission price is 50 cents.
pion basketball comedienne and and talked on after the end of the
Roth teams .will have had a good guard. Following the ceremonies of program, telling tbe bouse that Sid
cert in the church auditorium last
(Kenneth ilavenor \ Cassens who Sunday evening.
The church was long rest and the two pitching aces, the festive board the class and guests ney Pillsbury Snow had followed the
graduated from
Rockland High prettily decorated in green, white and Elmer Rising and ‘‘Tippy’’ Feehan tripped the light fantastic until mid footsteps of his forebears and was a
School Friday night as valedictorian gold, the platform being backed with should lie in a position to give tlie night.
rear admiral in the U. S. Navy, the
of his class, is in Portland this week, a screen of green boughs with large very best that ia in them. In the
Elmer Rising and Helen Griffin, two promotion 'being won by the ancient
taking examinations for admission to bouquets of white lilacs on each side first Thomaston game Rockland hope Mass idols, were Hiosen to present and honorable process of working
Harvard college.
and a row of golden marigolds across was hopelessly routed, and the the class gifts and each certainly did his many and willing friends, includ
the front.
In this beautiful petting honors were unquestionably Fee- wiekl a good shillalah, especially ing bis red-headed wife.
Secretary MacDonald of the Cham tlie children stood and presented their bail’s. In the second game Rising had this Griffin who took sweet revenge
The last straw came in the presen
ber of Commerce announces that a pleasing program.
decidedly the better of tbe argument. on all those class-mates who had tation of gifts when Ludwig received
special car will leave the corner of
Mrs. Edith Tweedie and her as Tin/ friends of each are unshaken in plagued her in times past about the last pound of Perry’s kisses and
Main and Park streets at 1.45 tomor- sistants in the Primary Department, their loyalty, and the real test of su Harden or Harold or Wiley or Ken was left only a slender Reed of hope.
row afternoon to accommodate the'Mrs. Evie Orcutt and Mias Ruth Pe periority will come 'with this game.
The writer is firmly of the opinion
fans who wish to attend the cham- tcraon, have been untiring in their
pionship game hi Camden.
I efforts to make this day a success that Jack Kennedy is as good an
umpire as lias ever worked on a lo
-----and much credit is .due them,
The affairs of Municipal Court will
cal diamond, but it was deemed ad
Program
lie In the hands of Recorder Butler : Ihinn,
Choir and Audience visable to have somebody from out
Bev. K. V. Allen side of the county, and upon rfreomtomorrow in order to give Judge j I’1
1 nvicclion,
Choir
Miller a Chance to attend a reumpn (
Marion Koster mendation of Harry Lord, McDonDorothy A»nls dugh of Augusta and McNeilly of
of the teachers and pupils of the two Tit for Tat,
Virginia Brown Portland were selected.
school districts in North Waldoboro, Greeting,
linn Along and Never Mind,
Five Girls
where Judge Milter first taught after Song—Welcome Beautiful Day
Rockland High School has yet to
MARMON,
REO,
HUPMOBILE,
DORT,
(Marion Vina I win its first championship
Recitation,
leaving school.
in the
Little Messenger Girls,
Three Girls
Vivian Oakes Knox and Lincoln League, and the
Oyr Very Own Way,
WiLLYS-KNIGHT
and
LITTLE
OVERLANDS,
Admirers of motor cars stopped in Ten Little Pennies,
Ten Children feeling is that now is the opportuni
Esther and Gladys Chapman ty, for seven players are lost by
front of The Courier-Gazette office Duet,
AND THE FAMOUS SPEED WAGON. ON
Summer,
Charles
Freeman
yesterday to inspect a new Apper- A Little Brandi.
Donna DeRochemont graduation.
THE FLOOR TO DEMONSTRATE.
son sport sedan which was about to 1
Are Only Boys Grown Tall. Three Boys
A committee of financiers will be
be delivered by State Sales Manager ! So'.o,
C’arold Gardner present from Thomaston filled with
A. C. Jones to a customer in Bangor. °"r
Thrct' Glrls
A Few Second Hand Automobiles and Trucks.
Collection Speech,
Winfield Chatto the hope that some rebate will be de
It has a dark blue body, iblack fend offering taken by Four Girls
clared on the investment which was
Good Values.
Choir made here a week ago -Saturday, if
ers and disc wheels, full balloon tires, Selection.
Then and Now,
Esther Chapmau
and is upholstered in Spanish leath Be a Volunteer for Jesus,
the Camden Count of iMonte Christo
A Limited Number of GROCERY WAGONS on
Stanley Gay, Kenneth Orcutt drives in onto the ground with I
er.
Virgina Brown bulging pocket there will he some
Solo,
Hand.
Few TEAM WAGONS, second-hand.
The Friend of the Children,
The liandiuli Albert R. Havener will i s,',1,',,,.' ‘'r7s'fiiildn n'K Ita'y
thing doing.
Fresh Carload of HORSES.
be in the limelight tomorrow night i brim ami Urn Children,
Eight Girls
• • * •
on the Tillson avenue squirt-away
'^n Day.
Uiui« ’iZiinve?
A midnight baseball game and
SPECIAL
when the red shirts will “brake er
Ha|>py Hour Is Clnslng, Helen Mattsun automobile race are to feature the
down” at 7 o'clock. Steamer No. 1 Hyinn,
Hymn.
All
Half
Dozen
Nice
Clever SADDLE HORSES
annual celebration of the midnight
Benediction
beat the Havener by a few feet but
sun festival in Fairbanks, Alaska
has been in the Home for Feeble
PRESSED
HAY
June 21. Hundreds of visitors from
OUR GRANGE CORNER
Fire Engines ever since and
is
British Columbia, the states and
seriously threatened with total disa
Continuous
REAL ESTATE
Limerock Valley Pomona met with Alaska are expected.
bility.
St. George Grange Saturday with daylight prevails there for more than
One
Little
Farm
right in the City. Buildings all
ten days every June.
William Thomas was arraigned in Past Master Harold H. Nash in the
• • • •
chair.
It
being
“
Circus
Day
”
very
connected.
House,
Stable, Hen Houses, Butcher
Municipal Court yesterday on tlie
charge of driving a car while under few patrons were present and it was
It was learned yesterday that Roy
Shop.
In
first
class
repair. Connected with field
the influence of intoxicating liqtior.i nearly 4 o’clock before the meeting Gratten, the CarHiou entry in the
was
called
to
order.
James
Gil
cutting
65
tons
of
hay.
Barns and Shed. Farm
free-for-^Ul class has gone very lame
Probable cause was found, and lie
was held for the September term of chrest welcomed the visitors and This was caused by a safety pin,
of
16
acres
at
Rockland
Highlands,
buildings all
E. K found stuck in one of his feet. A
court in the sum of $200. Thomas Harold Nash responded.
connected.
Basement
under
ham.
All in first
Gould
of
Pleasant
Valley
Grange,
wa*
veterinary was called from Bangor
is said to have persisted in taking
his car out of the garage although the speaker in the afternoon and to make "an examination and it is
class
condition.
Beautiful
home.
Apple
trees.
warned not to do so by several per favored the Patrons with an instruc understood that he advised not en
Cuts
16
tons
of
hay.
Stone
’
s
throw
of
the
car
line.
sons, including C. D. Wentworth of tive and inspiring talk on Grange tering the horse for any of the races
the State Highway police, who later problems and the old age pension as until September. With the Caribou
a possible substitute for the poor entry out of’ the running until the
arrested him on Park street.
house.
James Gilchrest told of his fairs begin in the fall, John It.
Ten Boy Scouts, members of Troop experience as a sailor and then re Braden, over in Presque Isle, will
3, associated with the Universalist cess was taken for supper. After a turn the twice arounds easy in the
HEADQUARTERS FOR U. S. TIRES
church, composed what was perhaps fine supper, Grange resumed and lead unless Chesley If. Searcy, the
the merriest group of youngsters that James Riley opened the question, new Fredericton purchase, shows to
has left Rockland in some time, when “What should be the attitude of th lie more of a contender for the down
23 Tillson Avenue
ROCKLAND, ME.
they climbed into the Universalist Grange toward Organized Labor?” east crown than is figured by the
and
was
followed
by
George
Nash,
Braden hackers.
Telephone 4-W
camping ear on Sunday afternoon for
Herbert
Poland,
Harold
Nash,
Her

a week’s motor camping tour to Bos
ton and the White Mountains. The bert Brazier, Leon Crockett, Frank
A sound body—A sound mind.
group was in charge of the former Richardson and Alfred Gray. A co
|Health is an obligation to
operative
attitude
was
favored.
Ella
pastor of the Church of Immanuel.
Citizenship.
Rev. John M. Ratcliff, and was made Robinson finished the program with a
Rockland Red Cross.
up of Scouts Henry Marsh. Kenneth reading.
Overlock, George Wood, Jr., Cedric
Scarfs may flutter in the wind, but
French. Carl Ladd, Edward Barnard,
1856
1924
Maynard Wiggin .Harold Cross. Nel no wind can blow them away, for
son Glidden and Richard Overlock. more numerous daily are the speci
The party made t’ortland about 9 mens on view. A double silk scarf,
Sunday night and reported in Bever a Callot and Rehoux idea, wound
VS.
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
t»he Miroat
with deeply
ly Monday morning at 10. Monday about
bordered
ends
of
contrasting
color
WALDOBORO, ME.
afternoon they visited Boston and
Cambridge, and on Tuesday Lexing or design—such Is the new scarf that iin;jii!itiii'!tiHiiiniiiiitiii;iHiuuuiiii;iiiii!iiuiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiriiHiiiitiiKiiiiiiiifliiHiH
the
smart
Parisienne
is
wearing.
It
ton and Concord, also playing a game
BORN
of baseball with the Beverly Uni may be white* with black, red, or
-Connors—Sjiruce Head, June 14, to Mr.
versalist Sunday school team which green ends, red with plaid ends, black
and
Mrs
Alonzo
A.
Connors of Two fiirsh
These two young gladiators in the baseball arena
has A picnic today. Wednesday will with printed Hilk ends, or printed Light Station, a son. weight 11 pounds
tWylUe— Warren, June <3, to Mr. and Mrs.
And them traveling through Lowell, crepe with solid color ends. Worn
meet
—
Cheater
Wyllle,
a
son.
Manchester, Concord and to the instead of fur on smart coats and
White Mountains; Thursday will lie wraps is the graceful collar of fiutspent In testing their mountain tery*, wiillow^"' ostrich in black or
MARRIED
McIntosh-Miller Bangor, June 14. Earle
climbing ability, and Friday will see White, mounted on chiffon. Ostrich
undoubtedly holds fashion of all McIntosh of Rockland, and Miss Mona Lil
the return trip to Rockland.
M'.Iler of Bangor.
kinds firm in hand, whether it he on lianHardin/
Hazard At. Christ Church, Al
The summer train service of the coats, dresses, or hats.—Dry Goods bion, N. V.. June 7, by Right Reverend David
in the greatest Baseball “Classic ever staged in the
Uincoln TYrris. bishop coadjutor elect of
Maine Central Railroad goes into ef Economist.
Western New York, assisted by the rector.
history of school athletics in Knox County. The
fect next Monday in accordance with
Rev diaries P Burgoon. Elias E. rl Harding
Marguerite, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
the schedule published in last Sat
Last week first saw costumes of and
Hazard, all of Albion.
game will be played at the Trotting Park,
urday's issue. Dining cars will he petal pink. Gowns for summer days Schuyler
Murrny-Marrlon Hardwick, Vt., June
operated between
Portland
and were fabricated of petal pink silk William A. Murray, formerly of Vinalhaven,
Rockland, trains Nos. 53 and 80 daily, crepe or crepe georgette and trimmed and .Miss Vivien K Marrion of Barre, Vt.
X'lirric Sherman •Somerville, Mass., June 7.
except Monday, from Portland and in hand made laces, tucks, or pleat Clark Wallace Currie and Jennie Winslow
daily, except 'Saturday, .from Rock ing.
Dinner gowns selected soft, Sherman, both of Somerville, Mass.
at 3:00 o’clock
land. Monday, June 23, only, steam rosy chiffons, or chiffon and lace.
er will leave Rockland wharf for For sports wear flannel, of course,
DIED
Dark Harbor (Isleshoro) and Castine joined the ranks of 'petal pink in
(Robishaw -Rockland, /line 14, Mary M
at 3.55 p. m., or on arrival of train coats trimmed in white summer fur widow of Eli Robishaw, aged 88 years, 26
No. 57, with parlor car .from Boston and in suits with long or short coats, days.
iRoscoe Thomaston, June 13, Medora, wid
vs.
and Portland. Commencing Tuesday, or even in three-piece affairs. Cash- ow of Edward Roscoe, aged 70 years,
June 24. steamer will leave Rockland mere flannel or crepe de Chine skirts months, 21 days
Mont (Hartford, Conn., June l'», Pete
wharf for Dark Harbor (Isleaboro) also adopted the new color.
Petal Mont of Tenant’s Harbor, aged 86 year;,
and Castine dally, including Sundays pink for silk crepe tucked over months, 19 days.
Follansbee --Weedsport, N. V., June 16, Dr,
at 9.55 a. m., or on arrival of train blouses and sheer apaca yarn or jboufor the Championship of the Knox and Lincoln
W. Follansbee, aged 7.*» years.
No. 53 with sleeping cars from New clette sweaters, is the verdict of the Marrhall
FoIlanMiec ^Weedsport, N. V., June
League—a playotf of a tie.
York and Philadelphia, also daily, mode. Last but not least came hats Ada L.. wife of Dr. Marshall W. Follansbee,
except Sundays, at 3.55 p. m., or on of petal pink lacy horsehairs, tulle aged 68 years ‘
Annls •Camden, June 16, Fannie 8., widow
arrival of train No. 57 from Boston with petal 'brims, felt, or georgette of Jonathan Annls, aged 69 years.
Umpires
Wardwell •Cambridge, Mass , June 16. Ag
and Portland,, and Sundays only at crepe.—Dry Goods Economist.
nes
L.
Piston,
wife
of
George
8.
Wardwell,
5.05 i). m. Maine Central trains op
McDONOUGH, August, McNEILLY, Portland
formerly of Rockland.
erate to and from Rockland wharf in
Fogler -Hope, June 16, Lyman Fogler, aged
CARO OF THANKS
years.
connection with steamer Pemaquid
We wish to thank our neighbors and friends 78 Farrington
Warren. June 14, Hudson Far
service, and no transfer is necessary for their kindness and s.vmq»ath.v during our rington,
aged 76 years, 2 months. 13 days.
of through Penobscot Ray passen recent bereavement; also for the beautiful
'Crawford
Hi
onia st on. June 12, Mrs. Net
tie C. Crawford, aged 68 years, 10 months,
gers, via Maine Central Railroad floral offerings (Percy J£. fioscoe and family.
24
days
steamers.
Commencing Aug. 11
Thomaston.
contemplated steamer service daily,
CARP OF THANKS
and War—War to the Teeth I
except Saturdays, between Rockland
CARO OF THANKS
We wlsli to exproas our sincere thanks to
(We wdsb to thank our neighbors and
Dark Harbor and Castine, leaving
friends for their many acts of kindness dur neighbors and friends; also to members of
Castine 2.30 p. m„ Dark Harbor 3.30 ing our recent tereavenient; also lor the fhe Rockland Fire Deparimient for their
TICKETS 50 CENTS
TICKETS 50 CENTS
many acts of kindness and for the beautiful
p. m„ arriving 'Rockland wharf 4.50 beautiful floral offerings.
H Hawkins, Joseph Hawkins. Ernest floral offerings.
p. m.. affording close connection with E. Jcriin
Clement 8. Dunning, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Hawkins, Mary II. Monaghan, Angeline
train No. 80.
•
Fadbury.
• ‘ Walab.
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The Reception
Tuesday
June 17, in Temple
There will
Refreshments,
will
Gang
—It is
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graduate from
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time
short and
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up for it
and loy
alty to
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GEORGE M. SMS

GEORGE M. SIMMONS

dcMemorialsv*

Sowing
Good
Seeds!

8^

E sure you get the best
Seeds when purchas
ing them this year. The sur
est way is to secure them
from us. 1 hen you know
they will gives you great re
sults.
‘

B

.We will carry a full line
of the Best Seeds obtainable
—Vegetable, Flower and
Grass, with all fertilizers.

Cobb’s

DINED AND DANCED

RISING

FEEHAN

WEDNESDAY, JUNE IS
CAMDEN

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL

THOMASTON HIGH SCHOOL

BASEBALL
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GARDENS

/

GUjIRANTEEDUSED

CARS

At Unusually Low Prices

THAT

PRODUCE

RESULTS

The Early Bug Must Be Caught To Save the Tender Plants.

Director,

Scboob of

By SETH W. SHOEMAKER
International Correspondence

Agriculture,

Schools,

Scranton, Pa.

1918
1918
1918
1918
1920
1920
1921

Overland ........................................
Reo Touring................................
Dodge Touring...........................
Buick Six Touring......................
Buick Six Touring....................
Buick Seven Passenger.............
Studebaker Big Six....................

1921

Franklin Touring.......................

$85.00
185.00
195.00
285.00
300.00
395.00
650.00

.
.
.
.

Overhauled and in Fine Condition

650.00

Fine Condition; New Parts

1922

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 17, 1924.

Marmon......................................... .

915.00

Perfect Condition; New Tires

1924

Essex Six Coach........................

1923

Hudson Seven Passenger..........

925.00

New Car Guarantee; Good Condition

225.00

Perfect Condition; New Tires; Low Mileage
TERMS IF DESIRED

awn nuuww u).

710-716 Main St.

Rockland.

Tel. 896

GARAGES
Have you
seen
I

this, nett)
Repair
Form

CJ complett record of the job—from the time
the car comes in until you get your money/
Send, postal today
for FREE samples

The Potter. Press
Waltham, Mass.
APPERSON SAFETY WEEK
Seven Cardinal Points To Be Empha
sized In Campaign For Week of
June 22.

Introducing a new element in au
tomobile sales psychology the Apper
son organization is launching a cam
paign to capitalize the public desire
for greater safety by stressing seven
of the outstanding features of its
new Six nnd Eight cylinder models
which make for added security un
der all driving conditions. The cam
paign will be inaugurated with a na
tional "'Apperson Safety Week” to
be observed from June 22 to 28.
"'The safest car" is the slogan up
on which the campaign is based.
The seven cardinal safety points will
be used.
Included in the seven
points of safety are: The mechanical
gear shift; tho exclusively designed
Apperson safety springs; the perma
nent top; tho seven inch gusset
plated
chassis
frame;
over
size universal joints; the waist high
dash board emergency brake and tho
ease of control which makes it pos
sible to turn their largest models in
a radius of thirty eight and one
fourth feet with proportionate de
creases for the shorter six cylinder
cars.
"While it is true that the safety
element has been introduced in va
rious automobile sales campaigns
before," says A. C. Jones, sales
manager, "the effort has been con
fined merely to some single phase of
the car—and in no instance has the
appeal been based upon exclusive
engineering features.
(Today the element of greatest
safety enters into every sale. We
hope to crystalize that thought and
concentrate it upon the Apperson.
To accomplish this, we are going far
beyond any past safety campaigns
and are showing not one—hut seven
outstanding Apperson features which

insure the protection of the motorist.
“The fact that several of these are
exclusive with Apperson and most of
the others have been brought to their
highest stage of efficiency under Apperson's Engineering Standard, will,
we believe, make Apperson synonomous in the public mind with still
another pioneering movement, that of
safety insurance from the manufac
turing end.”
TREES BLOSSOMED WELL
But Pests And Disease Must Be Ov
ercome If Apple Crop Fulfills
Piomise.
The New England Crop R pc:ting
Service in a bulletin Issied las’
week says that the leading feature in
the crop situation in New England
at present is the very promising
prospect for commercial apples
"Judgments of tin farmers,” the
bulletin say.-, ' in. ieafe that. the
blossom in most localities and on
most varieties has been better Than
ual. A heavy blossom however,
does not insure a big crop because
i’ must yet run the gaunt’■» of many
pests and disease troubles.'
Potato p'aniing is reported as pro
gressing well, with a larg- • acreage
probable in nest eases.
Better
,-ed generall'.' is bc'ng plantel which
should mean larger yields.
Unsatisfactory .-"turns freon onions
ia the last two }":irs hav • resulted
ir a much straller acreage in the
Connecticut Va’ify his year. Opin
io:.s differ as to the final acreage of
tebacco in tlie table region, but a
smaller acreage of shade tobacco
so, me probable.
Gardens
i'o - effort.-, cf t.’e
ol’i;iy bate seisir. nod are ttiiK.'i belind their usual ti-velopment

iMost garden 'plants have one or
more insect pests that will stunt
or destroy them unless carefully
watched.
IThe early bug ie on the wing con
stantly and he is the one who must
be witched.
Plants are injured
more easily when small than when
large because a single bite of a small
plant takes away a much larger per
centage of the plant than whtn it is
iarger. The lose saved from killing
<ne bug early in the season :s often
equal to the loss by 100 or more later
in the season.
Unsects that try to make a living
out of your garden are of two gen-,
eral types—the biting or ’ chewing
type and the sucking type.
Most
of the insecticides which contain ar
senic are effective tor killing the
chewing insects.
Care must be
taken, however, not ic use th? kinds
that will injure tho plant such as
Paris green alone.
The sucking insects must be gotten
rid of by an insecticide which de
stroys by eating through the back
but which does not injure the plant
to which the insecticide is applied.
Insecticides of this kind may be
either wet or dry, the wet onos
being sprayed on by some form of
compressed air sprayer and the dry
ones dusted on either side with a
can or by hand.
The simple powder
gun used lor cleansing beds may be
selected for a small garden.
Fortunately, the home gardener
does not have to fight all the insects
that plants are plagued with but
may confine his energies to a few of
the most serious ones
The follow
ing is a summary cf the plants which
need attention most.
Asparagus—The beetles and bugs
of the common asparagus beetle eat
the young shoots of the plant in
spring and summer.
In the sprifig
f the shoots are cut every day the
beetles are not liaible to injure them
seriously.
After cutting, the plant
may be dusted with poison.
Paris
green or arsenic of lead maj- be used,
if Paris green is U3ed it is well to
mix it with gypsum.
Beans—The leaves of the bean
plant may be eaten in the summer by
the blister 'beetle, bean lady bird and
the bean leaf beetle.
Arsenate of
lead is good to spray before the
plant starts to grow much.
If you
have bean weevils in your seed,
either discard it altogether, and buynew seed or put it in a tight box and
fumigate with carbon bisulphide.
Use one ounce of carbon bisulphide
for every sixty cubic feet of air space
in the box.
Sprinkle the liquid over
the beans.
Keep fire away as the
gas is inflammable.
Beets—The beet leaf miner is a
maggot that digs tunnels occasionally
in a beet leaf.
The home gardener
r.eed not bother with this as the
damage is not serious unless the
beets are grown for market when
they sell for less if their appearance
is spoiled.
Cabbage—The cabbage plant has
host of enemies, but the home gar
dener often gets along with very little
work against them.
The green eajb
bage worm and the cabbage looper
that eats holes in the leaves in the
summer may be killed by spraying
ith arsenate of lead solution two or

The cabbage aphis, little green
and blue-black lice, will sometimes
make the leaves pucker in the sum
mer.
The first
plants infected
should be pulled up and destroyed.
If this is done, sometimes the
trouble will cease.
Tobacco dust
or whale oil soap is effective.
Cut worms, looking like smooth,
white caterpillars, will often eat the
stems of the cabbage plants in the
spring. These may be combated by
wrapping paper bands around the
stems and by poison bait consisting
of one pound of arsenate of lead, or
Paris green, to fifty pouds of bran
placed near the plants. A small
quantity of sugar should be added to
this and the mass moistened with
water to make a mash. Children and
poultry should be kept away from it.
Seedlings with tough, sturdy stems
are not seriously affected.
The cabbage root maggot is a
white maggot that causes the leaves
to wilt. It attacks the plants late in
the spring or early in the summer.
Tarred paper collars placed around
the stems of seedlings close to the
ground are most effective. Water
slaked lime to which a small quan
tity of carbolic acid has been added
may be used in place of the paper
collars. Kerosene and sand scattered
along the rows in the proportion of
one cupful of kerosene to a bucketful
of sand acts as a repellant.
The harlequin cabbage bug is an
orange and black bug which causes
the leaves to wilt in the summer.
On a small planting hand picking is
effective. On a large planting sow a
row or two of radishes or mustard
planted early as trap plants on cither
side of the cabbage patch and when
bugs attack them drench with a rawkerosene spray. This kills both bugs
and plants and safeguards the later
planted cabbage plants.

ROCKVILLE

OWL’S HEAD

three times before the head hardens.
There is no danger In using poison
in this way as the outside leaves are
discarded in preparing tire head for
the tabic.
-u

Wbite ©ultcrjly.

©
fbpal or kHntef5t a$e.

Worm or Larva ntLunchcnCabb^etea!

Mrs. E. H.St Clair and son Warner
Miss Arnold of the Maine Music
spent Monday in the city.
Co., mother and niece are occupying
Miss Una Whitmore is visiting her
the Ranlett cottage (Camp Antlers) sister, Mrs. E. H. St Clair.
at Chickaw-aukie Lake for the sum
Leonard Ames was a recent visitor
in town.
mer.
Mrs. Emery St. Clair and son War
Mr. and Mrs. John Ranlett and Al
ner who have been visiting in North
bert B. Soderetrom went to Ringling
Haven, have returned home.
Brothers circus Monday in Portland.
Miss Faztoline Barrows went to
Orono Monday to attend commence
ment at the University of Maine.
(Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Robbins and
daughter Mrs. McDermott of Cam
den spent Monday in Portland.
J. A. Ewell and Mrs. Sarah Snow
of St. George were guests of Mrs.
Ewell Sunday.
Miss Mae Sherwood after closing
a successful term of school here re
turned to Bangor Wednesday.
She
will spend the summer in Orono.
Monday she held an ice cream picnic
for the school children at the schoolBaked in big modem brick
house. The girls furnished cake and
the hoys (with teacher’s help) froze
ovens—then straight into
the cream.
It was a very enjoyable
Know tho tremendous pulling power
occasion.
of Courier-Gazette ads.
the can—steaming hot,
Circus day how the automobiles did
fly.
Not many horse drawn vehi
tender, flavory and downcles went past though.
Was there
ever a circus in "the shore village”
right delicious—that
without rain? Everybody young and
old likes to go to a circus and are
“home” taste is in every
sorry for t'he disappointments the
stormy day caused.
can of Hatchet Brand
Miss Ada Pettingill has returned
home after nursing in Lisbon Falls
Baked Beans.
Four
for three months.
Little Laurie Marden, a nine-year
kinds, too—Baked Beans
old Finn boy, is a very smart stu
dent.
Under the efficient teaching
plain or with tomato
CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE of Miss Sherwood he has won his
promotion card for the 8th grade in
sauce—Kidney Beans
September.
OILS AND GREASES
CHEVROLET GARAGE
and Yellow-Eyes.
Apple trees -and lilacs arc in full
Call 127
Call 837-M
bloom filling the air with fragrance.
Grass is flourishing and looks to be
THURSTON OIL CO.
SEA VIEW GARAGE
Remember—all the oldheavy.
If there is a crop like last
Wholesale
and
Retail
Chevrolet Cars, Parts and
year's the farmers will have another
time, home-baked flavor
hard time.
Much of last year's crop
Service Station. Auto Ac
Oils for All Purposes
of
hay
still
remains
in
the
barns
be

cessories.
—and save all the labor.
GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
side that which was left uncut in the
689 Main St., Rockland
Looks as if farmers would
' 70-72 Tillson Ave. Rockland fields.
have to raise more stock, some for
To make serving simple
market, as the old farmers used to
GARAGE
LAUNDRY WORK
do.
Autos have supplanted the
—just say
horse and a yoke of oxen is almost
Call 170
Call 124
as much of a curiosity as the circus.

that.p

taste

Telephone

Directory

People’s Laundry

17 Limerock Street
We do all kinds of Laundry
Work. Family Washing a
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
Dry.
Finish Flat Work.
Shirts, Collars.
HARDWARE AND PAINTS

Dyer’s Garage, Inc.

REPAIRING, STORAGE
AND SUPPLIES

Agent for
DODGE BROS. CARS

MONUMENTS

Telephone 205

Telephone Connection

HAYING TOOLS

Gilchrest
Monumental Works

Rakes, Scythes, Forks,

Sections and Rivets

H. H. Crie & Co.
456 Main Street, Rockland

Main Street
»
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

ATARRH
of nose or throat is made
more endurable, some*
times greatly benefited by
applying Vicks up nos
trils. Also melt some
and inhale the vapors.

VICKS

w
VapoRub
Omt J? MiTUm Jara {/•«( YeerJr

HATCHET
BRAND
130 Kinds

---- - -- '
A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.

THE TEN MILLIONTH

Some Automobile History of
Wonderful Plant at Detroit.

the

, A new and outstanding achieve
ment in tile automobile industry in
America was attained when the tenmillionth Model "T" Ford Car left the
final assembly in the Highland Park
Plant of the Ford Motor Company in
Detroit.
Ths motor hearing the number
10.000.000 was completed June 5, and
reached the ear assembly line early
in ihe afternoon, and was assembled
into a touring car, the most popular
of 'll Ford body types.
In celebration of having attained a
10 000.000 production record, the
company announces that Ford Car
No. 10,000.000 will make a coast to
coast trip as signifying the nation
wide popularity of the Ford Car and
its appeal to every class c f driver.
The car will be shipped to New Yo»k
within a day or two and leaving
there will be driven across the coun
try to San Francisco. The Lincoln
Highway has been selected as the of
ficial route of travel and stops will
be made at most all of the towns
along the line. Frank Kulick. who
years ago attained fame and broke
m ay records as the pilot of Ford
racing cars will lie at the wheel of
the ten-millionth Ford, during the
trans-continental trip.
Model “T" Ford cars are today in
use in every country on earth and
the unusual success which has at
tended the Ford Motor Company
dates principally from 1908, when
the Model “T” was developed and
first introduced on the market.
The company was among the first
to adopt the unit power plant and the
left hand drive control, and it was
the originator of such fundamental
principles as the removable cylinder
head, three-point motor suspension
and torque tube drive, all incorpo
rated in the Model “T” and which
have since been generally adopted
in the automotive industry.
The
correctness of these basic features
has been strikingly proven by the
fact that in the ten-millionth produc
tion. while improvements have con
stantly been made there has never
been any deviation from the original
principals of the Model “T."
Previous to the time that the Model
“T" was introduced the company had
built and sold approximately 25.000
Ford ears of other models. The first
Model "T" was completed October 1.
IOC*, and it was seven years latqr.
December 10, 1915 when motor No.
1,MO.000 was produced. Since then,
under an over increasing demand,
production has steadily grown until
a new output record was established
in turning out the last million cars in
132 working days.

The Touring Car

$
F O. B. Detroit
Demountable Rims
•nd Starter 185

extra

Helps millions enjoy
their vacations
Ford cars will carry millions on healthful, pleasant vacations
this summer—vacations that are inexpensive because of the
low cost of maintenance of this reliable car.

Everyone wants a car for the outdoor months. That means, of
course, an unusually heavy demand for Fords. To avoid delays
and disappointment list your order now.

Runabout $265 Coupe $525

Fofdor Sedan $68S

Tudor Sedan $590
All prices f. o. b. Detroit

SEE THE’NEAREST AUTHORIZED
FORD DEALER

THE

UNIVERSAL

CAR

You can buy any model by making a email down-payment and arranging eaey
terms for the balance. Or you can buy on the Ford Weekly Purchase Plan.
The Ford dealer in your neighborhood will gladly explain both plane in detail
ke

tel 333.

KNOX COUNTY MOTOS SALES CO.

rocklahd.

SPRUCE HEAD
Alonzo Connors has returned from
the Marine Hospital Portland greatly
improved in health.
Mr. Smith, government worker, ar
rived at Two Bush Light
Station
with two men to do some repairing
there.
(Cecil Elwell came from Boston
Saturday to spend a few days with
her sister. Mrs. H. F. York.
’•Mrs. J. H. Olsen and infant daugh
ter Selina Alice returned home Sat
urday from visiting Miss Whitney in
Rockland.
IJ. H. Olsen has employment in
Rockland.
iMrs. Frank Wall who is at Knox
Hospital is reported as gaining.
Mrs. Charles E. Hall ie at her cot
tage Spruce Lodge and has as guests
Mir. and Mrs. P. P. Bicknell and son
Billy of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs.
[Howe Hail and daughters Lucille and
Ruth of Orono.
Mrs. C. E. Hall
goes Wednesdty to visit Mrs. Au
gusta Wright at Pleasant Beach.
Mrs. G. M. Snow has returned
after visiting her sister Mrs. Kenniston at Gorham, going by auto with
her brother. William De Mass.
IRev. and Mrs. A. J. Wilsr.n and
Mrs. Maria L. Kendall and Arthur
Patterson arrived here Wednesday
from Norwell. Mass., and opened
their cottage.
Mr. Wilson returned
to Massachusetts on Friday night’s
boat.
He sails on the President
Harding for France .June 24 and will
remain abroad until Sept. 1.
Miss Estelle Caddy attended the
graduation ball at Tenant's Harbor
j Wednesday evening.
Mrs. Sidney Thompson visited her
i sister, Mrs. William Ellis at Clark
Island last week.
Mrs. Wardwell and stepson were
! recent guests of her mother Mrs.
Cassie McLeod at H. R. Waldron's.
Mrs. Annie Burtpn and niece Mrs.
' Alice White of Stoneham are at Mrs.
Burton's home for the summer. They
have spent the past two weeks in
Rockland the guests of Mrs. Burton's
i daughter. Mrs. E. L. Newhall.
From June 16 to Oct. 1 there will
j be two mails a day.
Leave 6.45 a.
m. and 9.30 a. m. for Rockland, ar. rive 2 and 5 p. m.
Leave Rockland
i on arrival of noon train and after
noon train.

First with the
Mechanical
ear Shift

SYMBOL

M.v faith is all a doubtful thing,
Wove on a doubtful loom—
Until there comes, each showery spring,
A cherry-tree in bloom.

Maine Wholesale Representative for Apperson Motors, Inc.

And Christ who died upon a tree
That death had stricken bare
Comes beautifully hack to me,
tin blossoms everywhere.
—David Morton

DIRECT FACTORY BRANCH

FIREPROOF GARAGE

E. O. PHILBROOK & SON, Apperson Service Station

MARTINSVILLE
APPERSON
The Ladies Circle meets at the
Grange hall on Thursday for an all
day session with a box lunch for din
ner.
Tea and roffee wilt be served.
There is special work to be dene.
The graduation at the Grange hall
Thursday evening of the pupils of
Miss Gertrude Lowe's school was a
marked success.
Each one took his
part in a very creditable manner.
Much credit is due Miss Lowe for her
untiring efforts all through the term
to make her work a success.
Pub
lic appreciation was shewn hy the
large attendance Thursday.
G. N.
Baehelder voiced the sentiment of the
people by some interesting remarks.
Music was furnished by the High
School Orchestra.
The principal
Mr. Warren, gave some fine piano
solos.
The hall was prettily deco
rated.
The motto of the class is
“Tonight we launch. Mlhere shall
we anchor?" Miss Lowe and her
ptlpils held a picnic on Mosquito
Island on Friday. All kinds of goodies
were in evidence.
G. N. Baehelder nltended the Bap-

-

A. C. JONES

BROS.

list convention held in Sanford tlie
past week and reports a fine session.
Mr. and Mrs. William Harris at
tended the graduation at * Coburn
Classical Institute of their daughter
Margaret on Tuesday.
Mrs. Ilosv
Hupper, Mrs. M. J. Harris and daugli-L
ters Lena and ElizabcQi also at
tended.
Miss Marjorie Hupper arrived
home Friday from New York to
spend the summer.

AUTOMOBILE

CO.,

KOKOMO,

INDIANA

■r
One customer who buys our granite by the carload writes:
"I consider your Lincolnville Granite the best in the State,
for monumental work.”

Let us prove to you that it is the best for hammered dies and

bases

Insist on the genuin Lincolnville granite for all bases,

whether hammered or reck faced.

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
Dealers in All Kinds of Granite and Marble Cemetery Work.

Telephone Connection

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

T-tf

EAST UNION, MAINE

W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
WALL PAPER

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES
THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu&S-tf

■W' A. TXT

T -E5 13

to exchange new furniture fcr your old. We mutt keep our sec
ond hsnd department filled, and are willing to exchange new mod
ern furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY INC. 279 285 M,in 8t’Roc

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 17, 1924.

In making up the newspaper forms
or the graduation story Saturday
hree Hne» from Kenneth Havenor
?assens' valedictory were transferred
o the essay of Elizabeth S. Hagar,
luite destroying the sense of the
atter. Miss Hager’s fine essay is
lere printed in full:
MY

CONTEMPORARIES

No fault In ironwn, to refuse
The offer wliit'h they most would choose.
No fault In women to confess
tHow tedious they are in their dress;
No fault In women, to lay on
The tincture of vermilion.
And there to give the cheek a dye
Of white, whore Nature doth deny.
No fault in women, to malic dhow
Of largeness, when they’ve nothing so.

jusTWAiwnq-GETTINQAN APPET|TEj
TOH Y\Y
WAKFAST,

WH\'JEDqE, WJT

WlMQS YOU OUT
SO EARLY IN DE
lAfrWRiH'z

Ano iwn BHinqs

'Pete ?

Eastern Standard Time

Trains Leave Rockland for

WHY I5E JEST qemrf

A-BREAKFAST PER M
APPETITE'

1$E ALIUS)
UP EARLYj
—

(^T

Augusta. 0 57.00 a tn. 17.30a nt.. tlJO p ah
Bangor. A 57.00 a. tn . (7 30 a. m . tl.IOp. m.
Boston. A }7.00 a. in.,17.30 a m.. 11.10 p.m.
Brunswick.A87.00 a.m.. 17.30 a. m.. tl. 10 p. m..
15.25 p m ; 15.35 p. m. ____
Lewiston, A§7.00 a. in., t7.30 a. m., {1.10 p
New York. 11.10 p. m., {5.25 p. in.
Philadelphia, {5 25 p. m.
Portland. A$7.00a«m., t7.3O a. m., tl.IOp. OL,
{5 25 p. m., {5.35 p.m.
Washington, {5.25 p. m.
Waterville. A|7.0() a m.,t7.30a m.tl 10p.m.
Woolwich, A87.00 a m.. {7.30 a.m.. {1.10 p.m..’
{5.25 p. ni., {5.35 p. m.
A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool
wich.
{ Daily, except Sunday.
{ Daily, except Saturday.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,

• ••

0 17-21 V. P &Gen’lMgr. Gen 1 Passenger Agt.

''

t
E

Rockland National Bank

North National Bank
Rockland,

-

YES -BUT UMWT ARE YOU
Doirtq around wy
hen HOUSE,

V00 OUT so EARLY

Three centuries ago Robert Herficlt Wrote this poem defending the
vomen of bin age. Still the favorite
•ry of each generation as 'it comes
lown through the years has been,
’Girls were different when I was
oung !” Are tho people Justiied in criticizing the standards of
he modern youth? Have they good
■easons for believing that the young
oik arc lacking in culture and reftncnent? Are the girls of today lnerior to those of yesterday? The
i newer to these questions is “No.”
Jut when asked if the modern youth
s different we proudly answer “Yes.”
Today the your.g women do not
by even larger circuses,’’ added Col.
A WONDER SHOW
lave to travel In order to see the
Jparks, who expressed much pleas
ulns of ancient Carthage or Romeure at the attendance on such an un
lor is it necessary for them to go Sparks
Circus
Delighted favorable day.
■ut from their own cities to hear
iSomething which did not please
Rockland Whjch Turned Col. Sparks or any other circus mag
he grand operas and concerts given
>>• the greatest artists of the age. It
nate is the fact that it is necessary
Out Despite Storm.
s the moving-pictures that bring to
to pay both a State and local tax.
is the grandeur of former archiSparks' Circus brought stormy It is the only State north of ihe Ma
octuye. The. radio is the means by
son and Dixon line which does this
vhlch we hear the most famous mu- weather, but in spite of this handicap he says. , It will interest many per
icians of our time; The wonderful there was a big crowd at the after sons to know that it costs between
lower of the victrola preserves the noon performanee. and a reasonably $3,600 and $4,000 a day to run this
nexcelled voice of Caruso. No mat
shew, and it is not easy to see how it
er how much the girl of yesterday fair attendance in the evening.
an be done for thai.
The rhow may be summed up in a
ravelled and saw, she did not see
(Sparks Circus leaves Maine the
i nd experience what the modern single sentence—“the best circus that latter part i f the week for Canada
outh has
through the screen, has been in Ro kland since Barnum and then slowly journeys back south
phonograph and receiving set.
ward through New York State.
We are condemned for being bois- and the flood exhibited on the same
■Success to it.
day
in
tlie
Ingraham
Field."
lt
open

erous, and because we do not pated
with
“
An
Egyptian
Fantasy
”
In
ern after our sedate sister of yesTENANT'S HARBOR
erday. Perhaps there are a few #f which 20(1 persons and animals parti
he modern girls that are noisy, and cipated. and from that moment there
Miss Eva Torrey was in Rockland
hus give that impression of the ma- was something new and wonelerfu
orlty. Rev. Daniel Evans of Har- going on in the arena and two rings. Saturday.
Among the big animal acts were
Capt. and Mrs. Orris Holbrook
ard Theological School recently
ook up the cudgels for the young Frank Woske's bengal tigers, one of made a business trip to Rockland last
omen saying that they are nqt them being Princeton’s mas ot that week.
Capt. ar.d Mrs. Charles Holbrook
Nearly as bad as their elders appear was seen one year ago led by a chain
■o think, and that the noisy, bolster- at all the Princeton football games, and daughter Thelma went to Somer
alrto Woske’s Polar bears with great ville. Mass., in their auto Wednesday.
■us type is really in the minority.
Mrs. Morris’ ices are now being
When we speak of painting the dane dogs that intermingled fearless
ace we find it is not a new invention ly with the bears, and Steve Hatty’s served In Port Clyde, Spruce Head
■ecause in Shakespeare's tragedy we five lighting lions. These are the and Thomaston.
Schools closed Friday.
ear Hamlet say to Horatio. “Now same lioijs that were used in the picMr. and Mrs. Thomas Wood of Au
et you to my lady’s chamber and turization of "Tarzan of the Apert."
ell her let her paint an inch thick," Then Bessie Harvey, in beautiful hall gusta ar.d two children have been
on her guests of Mrs. William Monaghan.
nd she will come to that.
In room costume, appeared
Twelfth Night” Viola speaks of handsome horse and entertained with
Willis Barter is home on a three
llivia’s beauty saying, “Excellently a vocal selection during whl -h her days furlough.
Mrs. E. E. Allen and son Henry
one if God did all.” Even as long trained pigeons were loosed and all
go as in the Biblical times we find assembled on her head .shoulders and have returned home from Waterville.
hat, "When Jehu was come to arms. The elephants were marvel
About 25 members of Puritan Re
ezreel. Jezebel heard of it; and she ous. Capt. Ticbor’s musical and rope bekah Bodge attended the district
alnted her face.” Why then are the walking seals were a delight and meeting held in Rockland June 10.
Iris of today so criticized for using there was something new for the
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Hart of
owder and rouge? It seemed to be kiddies md the old. folks as well, Portland are guests of relatives
n estalbllshed custom.
In
the Tom Burns’ Bibb county pigs
here.
A number attended the circus in
Eighteenth century milady used ex‘Prof. Kloske's 16 horses were won
ensive imported powders. During derful. in fact all of the hin.se acts Rockland Saturday.
Mr, and Mrs. Leland Hawkin were
he crisis after the Civil War of our were wonderful, one 1« particular
w',n country Hour was used as a su-b- featuring Florence Harris riding weekend guests of their parents,
liU thus we often hear the re King George in a broad jump of 30 Mr. and Mrs. I-evl Torrey.
Mrs. Melvin Hart and son Clarence
It seemed as li the el >wns
"She Just stuck her nose in feet.
ur barrel: or she" has flour on were funnier than usual and all the are guests at Wan-e-set Inn. Mr.
or nose." However the chief reason aerial acts were fully up to the Hart metored from New Y'ork in his
car.
hat wc are so criticized is that the standard.
Frank Pierson ot Connecticut is
‘ It costs more to exhibit in r.o -ktodern girl Is open about using hr
anity case; at least she practises nc land than pny other State,” said Col. staying at Wan-e-set Inn for the
Sparkr, proprietor of the circus. summer.
ccoptlon.
l Never before have the fashions of The obvious reason is the Kennebec
Know the tremendous pulling power
"When you get a bridge
rcss been more sensible. Y’et our ferry.
icde Is criticized. About 30 years ago a ross that river you will be favored ■ ot Courier-Gazette ads.
ine bustles, trains, puffed sleeves.
Ind small, wasp waists were In
fogue. Horsehair furnished the raaerial for the bustles and full sleeves,
"he dress itself was lined with
luekram so that it would not hang
lose to the body. The trains were
PEACE OF MIND
Iso lined with this material to stand
[tore wear sweeping along the dirty
OR WORRY?
idewalk. * Alas the waist ! No mat
er how uncomfortable, how unSound, substantial investment gives the
lealthy, how disfiguring, one must he
owner peace of mind, but speculative securi
style and have an eighteen inch
ties are often the cause of much worry.
aist. At the height of this fashion
.ie latest creation in dress weighed
Choose w'sely and invest safely.
Irom eight to ten pounds. How could
Open an account with the Rockland Na
hese heavy dust carriers be an aid
tional Bank,
o health? My contemporaries in
end to be comfortable and have
4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
calth. so they wear the simplest
nd most sensible costumes which
hey often make themselves. Were
1 TkiE
aany of the lined gowns made by
heir wearers? Not many people had
Rockland, Maine
he time to sew on a hundred yards
f ribbop ruffles or even eight dozen
||l!!ii.i member federal-reserve system
uttons and make the buttonholes beides lining the dress.
Of course one question is undying,
’hat Is, “What is the reason for the
hange in youth?" Seriously we
harge.the World War with having
ad the most influence upon younger
;eneratlons. At the call of our counNEW ACCOUNTS
-y the men and boys left their work
(’> go to the field of battle. As the
Subject to clieck, are cordially invited by
Ivar Continued it became necessary
this bank which has for reference, hundreds of
or the girls and women to do the
satisfied depositors made up of
i-ork that their fathers, husbands,
nd sons had left. This hard labor,
Farmers, Firms and
easeless work in the Red CrnRS
Individuals
ooms, selling Liberty Bonds, the
who have done business with us sines 1854.
vork in foreign hospitals, in “Y”
What we have done to make them satis
ork and driving ambulances have
fied depositors—we will do for you.
oubtless left an imprint on the
riodern youth.
Cc-mo in and get to know us.
The girl of today Is accused of
elng frivolous: she smokes and
4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
corns
higher
education.
Mist
Vooley, the president of Mt. HolLimited United States Depository
oke, denies the fact that the modern
college” girl is frivolous. The term
Foot of Limerock Stret
ollege girl may he applied tothemodrn youth in general, because there
re more girls schools and colleges in
he world today .than ever before In
Istory. These are attended by not
niy the wealthy class but by the
reat middle class, numbers ot whom
re working their way. We admit
hat some girls smoke but fZ.dn’t
nyone-ever hear that our greatrandmothers used tobacco or snuff?
t is bad but Is it a style originated
y modern youth?
In spite of these accusations and
riticisms isn’t it true that my conemporary does many worth while,
ROCKLAND
SAVINGS
BANK
hings? She cooks, sews, knits. Just
s well as ever her grandmother did,
ROCKLAND, - - • MAINE
nd keeps in touch with the musical
lrcles. with literature and with art.
Jot only Is she efficient In her home
Office Hours, 9 to 3
work but she offers her services
or Improving her community. It Is
ly contemporary that her critics ask
Saturdays, 9 to 12
o put a drive over. This is the girl
hat Is the representative of the presnt age, because, she is individual,
Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent
ndependent, a voice, not an echo;
rlglnal, not a copy; herself not
nother: not even her worthy grand-

lother.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

THE JUDGE—Getting up EjercisESbyJW-

Main©

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc
BANGOR LINC—SPRING SCHEDULE

STEAMSHIPS BELFAST AND CAMDEN

.U-U-U-

Leave Rockland dally except Sundays at
8 Oh 1’ M. (Standard Time) for Boston
Return—Leave Boston, dally except Sun
days at fioo P M. (Daylight Saving Time!.
Leave Rockland, dally except .Mondays at 5.00
A. M. (Standard Time) Camden 5 45 A. M •
Belfast 7 15 A. M ; Bockaport 8 45 A M.J
Winterport 9.15 A. At ; Due Bangor 10 00 A.
M.
Return—Leave Bangor, dally except Sun
days at 2 oo I*. M.; (Standard Time) for
Boston and way landings, due the following
morning about 7.00 A. M
MT.

Events in the Lives of Little Men
put It KfsE SMtrrf
BOV 15.
■WI5 »f»(t

10

GEE WttlKENy
WI5H I
I
-fllROUort

arts

with his exceptional dramatic talent
he will be a distinct loss to the town.
The graduation ball was given in th<
evening at the Star Theatre at which
there was a large attendance. The
theatre was beautifully decorated
with the class colors. Smith’s Or
chestra also furnished music for the
ball.
The long anticipated picture, "Ponjola,” will be seen at the Star
Theatre tonight. This is a mystery
picture, strange and
fascinating
taken from Cynthia Stockley's amaz
ing romance of Paris and Africa. In
the story Anna Q. Nillson, the hero
ine, masquerades as a man to save
the one she loves, James Kirkwood
and Tully Marshall have leading
parts in this thrilling production of
love and life on two continents.

two wire there all the following day'
in the Interest ot safety first. Much
uncertainty is expressed over the
cause of the fire hut the damage
serves gs a reminder to all u ho fre
quent ufipoded sections in a dry sea
son to »e careful cf sparks.
Hill-tpp Inn opened Thursday with
19 guests when Mrs. It. W. Messer
and MffS. J. K. Rhodes entertained
the Charity Club of Rockland at one
of Miss Elevens' delicious chicken
dinners.
The house was most at
tractively decorated with lily of the
valley and huge bunches of stately
tulips from the gardens of Mrs. R.
J. Andrews.
The hospitality and
cheer 6f Hill-top Inn under Miss Ste
vens’ management draws friends
from fur'and near.

DESERT A BLUEHILL LINES
BAR HARBOR LINE

Standard Time

Leare Rockland daily except Mondays at
5 A M.. for North Haven, Stonington, South
west Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Seal Har
bor. due Bar Harbor 11 A M.
Return—Leave Bar Harbor dally except
Sundays at 1 00 I’. M. for Rockland and way
landings.
BLUE HILL LINE
Standard Time

Leave Rockland dally except Mondays at
5 00 A. M for Dark Harbor, South Brooks
ville, Sargentville, I)ccr Isle, Bvooklln, Soutb
Bbiehill, due Bluehill 11.00 A M.
Return—Leave Bluehill dally except Sun
days at 12.30 1*. M. for Rockland and way
landings
At Boston connection Is mado via the Bos
ton and New York Line express, passenger
and freight steamers for New York and point!
South and West.
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Portland-New

York Freight

Service

Direct Freight Service between Portland
and New York is resumed from the New
Slate Pier, Portland. Me
Sailings Tues
UNION
day, Thursdays and Saturdays earn way.
WARREN
Through rates and direct track connections
Alonzo Carter has been in New with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rail
iLlewellyn Harriman has nearly Hampshire the past week on busi roads.
F S. SHERMAN, Supt , Rockland. Maine.
completed his work at the McCallum ness.
R S. SHERMAN, Agent. Rockland. Me

house where he has ’been doin^ work
in preparation for the new tenant,
O. W. Ellis and family.
'Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Hilton left
Monday for Cutler where they will
eRAWATt
spend ten days with relatives.
(Leland Peabody, who has a most
uncomfortable case of blood poison
in his thumb, is much better.
ROCKPORT
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Clarence Munsey and son are
guests ot relatives in Rockport dur
Miss Rachel Spear is at home from
Everett Waltz is at home from the ing Mr. Munsey’s absence in Boston
the Andrew T. Still School of Oste University of Maine for the summer on a business trip.
opathy, Kirksville, Mo., to spend tlje recess.
(Miss Avis Newman who has been
summer with her parents, Mr. and
Dr and Mrs. J. T. Sanborn have having a week's vacation from hetwork at the Security Trust Co., re
Mrs. W. M. Spear.
returned from Worcester, Mass.
turned home Saturday.
Miss Blanche Wooster spent Sat
Mr. and Mrs. J. Glenn Mayo, who
The State road crew having com
urday and Sunday with friends in are at Driftwood Camo, Martin's pleted the tarring of the State high
Waterville.
way in this vicinity moved early in
The following pupils of the R. H. Point were in town Saturday calling the week to Ellsworth.
on friends.
S. were not absent for the year:
IMlss Goldie Warren and Bert BenMrs. T. C. Ashley has returned
Doris Ballard. Rose Auspland, Her
! r,er cf Belfast were weekend guests
from a visit in Massachusetts.
bert But'.er, Wilma Carroll, Helen
Mr. and Mrs. P. B. -Stinson ot at the home of William Sidensparker.
Clancy, Charles Gregory,
Ernest
Fred Rackliff, salesman for BatesWiscasset
spent the weekend with
Ingraham, Kenneth Overlock. Frank-!
f Butler & Littlefield of Boston, and
Mrs.
George
H.
Coombs.
tin l'riest. Clyde Richards, Ross
Announcements have been received non Colby Rackliff of Belfast were in
Spear, Alice Palmer, Mary Marrincr
in t'Wn of the -marriage ot Miss . town recently < n a business trip.
and Margaret Upham.
Work has been started on the upMrs. Edgar Smith iff the- guest of Jennie Winslow Sherman to Clark ■ per road for Levere Jones’ new liunher daughter, Mrs. Fritz Sjogren In Wallace Currie on Saturday, June 7 | gatow.
Sinee this Section is being
at Somerville. (Mass. Mrs. Currie
Winthrop, Mass.
built
up.
can't
someone recall an old
The Nilsumsosum Club was enter will he remembered pleasantly af I name or attach a new one to the road.
being
a
frequent
visitor
In
town.
She
tained Monday evening at the hum
An unusual sight wan witnessed
of Mrs. Marion Richards which was is the daughter of Mrs. Lillian Wins ! beyond Duck Trap Hill on the Bel
low Sherman, a former resident.
a very pleasant occasion.
Refresh
A benefit card and Mah Jong party fast road at 8.20 Friday evening when
ments were served.
will
be given in the Odd Fellows in motoring from Belfast, Sidney
Dr. and Mrs. F. L. Magune motored
dining hall Friday evening for the Copeland of the Rockland Motor
from Worcester, Mass., Saturday
library. The affair is in charge of Mart was confronted by three moose
and were guests of his parents, Capt.
Mrs. Harold R. Smith, chairman ot J in the road as he topped a sharp
and Mrs. F. A. Magune over Sunday.
tlie entertainment committee. She | ascent. Others in that vicinity have
Miss Lillian Brann who has been
will be assisted by an efficient cori>s seen moose at different times and Mr.
teaching in Livermore Falls is the
ot aids.
Tickets will he on sale at ! Copeland feels he can substantiate
guest ot her parents, Mr. and Mrs
his story if need 6>p.
the library and hall.
Charles Brann.
One of the most praiseworthy j (Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Percy, Mrs.
Mrs. Addie L. Carver of Vinal
graduations ever witnessed in the Kathcryn Overlook and Mrs. A. C.
haven is the guest of Mr. and Mrs
history of Waldoboro High School Peabody motored to Brunswick Sat
Albert Adams for a few days.
is that’given by the Class of 1924. urday on a shopping tour.
The "Up Streamers" broke cam|
Jenlce Haskell who had the mis
13 in number on Friday. June 13
Friday after spending the week ver.
The almost phenomenal success that fortune to badly sprain his wrist
pleasantly at Lake Megunticook.
attended every Item of the exercises about two weeks ago is still carefully
Mrs. Charles Ingraham Is thf
will effectually dispose foe all time favoring the injury.
guest of her brother. Dr. Granville
of the superstition regarding the -Frank Shortell! a graduate of
Shibles and family in Westbrook this number 13..
The Congregational Gecrgetown University, Washington,
week.
church
was
decorated
effectively in i D. C., at the recent commencement is
• * • •
Ihe class colors blue and gold. The now at home for the summer.
The imany friends of Mrs. Belinda
■Mrs. A. P. Gray has a’ moat at
pntire organ space was filled with a
Griffin who was a former resident of
curtain of green boughs on which the tractively arranged bed of irises
Rockport, arc pleased to learn that
class moto, “Character is the Best , that draws mdeh notice before her
she is somewhat improved from her
Diploma” ehone with startling clear home on Main street.
recent severe illness.
Mrs. Griffin is
IMr. and Mrs. Harland Benner and
ness.
Large bouquets of flowers
a member of the Fred A. Norwood
were also used in the decorations. In children Katherine and Harland. Jr.,
Relief Corps and they are remember
time to the march played by Mrs. I! of Hinckley were weekend guests of
ing her by sending to her home in
L. Sheaf the Senior Class entered Mr. and Mrs. John Sidensparker.
Danville, N. IL, a shower of post
the church escorted by the school ; IMrs. Clara Lermond who went a
cards, in which lt is hrped they all
in a body.
Richard Kimball was short time ago to Beverly as guest of
will have a part.
marshal of the day. The Invocation her daughter Miss Elsie is now in
The regular meeting of Harbor
was given by Rev. Guy McQuadiddee Rockland where she lias accepted the
Light Chapter. O. E. S.. will be heli'
Bernard Newbert gave the salutatory position of housekeeper for Dr. Mary
this Tuesday evening. A picnic sup
and his speech of welcome was . Reuter.
per will (be served at 6.30. This is the
, ISpeaking ot unusual punctuality
hearty and genuine, delivered In
last meeting of the season.
fine manly style. Hazel Heyer re the other day F. L. Teague, who has
Miss Dorothy Ott of 'Stonington is
conveyed the school children from
viewed the history of the class in her
visiting
her
grandmother,
Mrs.
two district/; to the village all of the
own bright way. In the -prophecy
Charles Brann.
Karl Hoffses drew liberally from his past year, stated that not once, in all
Oliver Ingraham is at home from
this time has he waited a second for
imagination revealing the future of
Bowdoin college.
the children of Leonard Gammon
his companions through a rosy veil
Mrs. Herbert Stinson and daughter
In the course ot his rounds.
Rather
The class will read hy Robert Coffin
Frances, Mr. and -Mrs. Horace Stin
a record especially for child-en.
was witty and amusing. The dispo
son ar.d son Horace. Mr. and Mrs
IStanley H. Farrington arrived
sition of the effects of the elass to
Chauncy Stinson and daughters Inez
Thursday night from Boston sum
the undergraduates elicited much
and Charlotte, Mr. and Mrs. 'Maurice
moned on account of the critical ill
laughter.
Marion McLain's essay,
Dow and son Chester and Frank
ness cf his father Hudson Farrington
'Abraham Lincoln" was given in a
Bowden of Portland and Gaylon Dow
who has been in failing health for
dignified and graceful manner. John
of Rookland were guests ot Capt. G.
, the past year at the home of his
Whitcomb in his address to under
W. Stinson and family Sunday.
daughter, Mrs. Clifford Spear, East
graduates upheld the reputation for
Mrs. Cacildia Cain. Mrs. Emma
Warren.
declamatory ability manifested by
Torrey and Mrs. Minnie Wellman are
The fire reported on the Middle
him in the recedt prize speaking con
attending the W. R. Corps Depart
road Thursday covered about 125
test. Myrtle iSimmons chose for hPr
acren of mostly chopped over tracts
ment cf Maine convention in Port
subject,
“Myths” <ipd her essay
land this week.
owned hy Charles Carroll, Fred Starshowed careful research and study
rett, Joshua Starrett, Miss Mina Wil
Miss Agnes Wiley of San Diego.
Aluieda Viles presented theseveral
liams and Ernest Campbell, where a
Calif., is the guest of Miss Marion
gifts to her classmates with many
year or so ago Charles Starrett had
Weidman.
telling remarks
and
Insinuating
operated a sawmill.
Miss Williams
humor. Miss Y'iles also presented 'thf
it i« thought will be the chief loser
FIRES AND CARELESSNESS
class gift to the school, a large clock
as the fire damaged some heavy hard
for the entrance hall. The elass ode
During
The Two Are Costing This Nation which was a gem. was written by wood growth on her land.
the Enormous Sum of $500,000,000 Miss Viles and sung hy the elass. the height of the conflagration 40
fighters wiere kept busy and the
Each Year.
Rev. R. L. Sheaf presented the di I chemical called.
Six men kept
plomas.
Mr. Sheaf brings to the watch during Thursday night and
Five of the largest buildings in the superintendeney of this district a
business district of Lowell, Mass., scholarly mind combined with rare
A Good Thing . DON’T MISS IT
were destroyed by Are recently, re executive ability. His personal in
Send yonr name and address plain
sulting in one fireman losing his life terest in each member of the clast
eight others being injured, and a mil- shioved in his remarks. The music ly written, together with 5 cents (and
lion-dollar
property
loss.
Inci furnished by Smith’s Orchestra of this slip) to Chamberlain Medicine
dentally. all of the destruction could Augusta was well received, each Co., Des Moines, Iowa, and receive
in return a trial package containing
at one time have been prevented by number -being greeted with applause
CHAMBERLAIN’S COUGH REM
one ladder and n pail of water.
Much regret is expressed that Harold EDY for coughs, colds, croup, bron
The lire fiend, taking advantage of F. Gonzales, who has been principal chial, “fln” and whooping coughs,
the inexcusable carelessness of thi of the High 'School for a year, is and tickling throat; CHAMBER
American people, is annually levying severing his connection with the in LAIN'S TABLETS for stomach trou
a $500,000,000 tax on the nation.
stitution. Mr. Gonzales goes to Bates bles, indigestion, gassy pains that
In every
municipality
charred college in the fall. He is very popu crowd the heart, biliousness and con
buildings and blackened areas -beat lar both among his assistants and stipation; also CHAMBERLAIN’S
silent testimony to the fact that pupils and with the people of the SALVE, needed in every family for
. Americans are, with respect to fire. town whom he has Inet in a social barns, scalds, wounds, piles and akin
' one of the earth’s most careless peo way. Broadminded, public spirited, affections; these rained family medi
ples.
always ready to help iu any way cine* for only 5 cent*. Don’t mt— r.

(Frank Hart of Rockland, formerly
of Union is at work in the pahts
factory here.
•W. E. Overlook of Washington
called on Rev. E. S. UfTcrd last week.
(Saturday's rain, although bad for
the circus, was indeed welcome to .the
farmers as it began to look a bit
dubious for a half size hay crop.
Harry Pierce hn« opened up a bar
ber shop over the harness shop in
the Rink building.
IMrs. Emman Jones of the Jones
Sanitarium is having what used to be
the W. C. T. U. hall remodeled into
a nurses' home.
(Prof. (<odman and his quartette of
colored lingers gave an entertain
ment at Town Hall Wednesday eve
ning.
It being commencement night
of the U. H. (S. the attendance was
small.
'There was a large attendance at
the Memorial Day exercises which
were held at the Town hall at 8 p.
m.
John Howard of the American
Leglo:i ,had charge of the program
and Dean’s Orchestra of Camden fur
nished tho music.
Rev. B. P.
Browne of Rockland gave the address
of the evening in a very able and in
teresting manner.
The Ladies' Relief Corps nnd
American Legion Auxiliary wish to
thank the public for their co-opera
tion and liberal patronage in regard
to their supper.
'The North Knox District Sunday
School Association will hold its an
nual convention ia the Congrega
tional church on Friday. June 20.
Convention will‘begin in the morning
at 10 o’clock and continue during the
day.
Dinner will he served in the
vestry at noon.
The afternoon ses
sion will begin at 1.30.
Supper will
be served at 5.30 and the evening
session will begin at 7.15. Rev. A. T.
McWhorter of Augusta will deliver
the address of the evening on the
subject “Weary Workers.’’
Dele
gates will be present from all the
Sunday Schools of the District and
the public is very cordially invited
to attend.

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
VEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN'S
ISLAND
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT

(Subject to change without notice)
EASTERN STANDARD TIME
VINALHAVEN LINE

Steamer leaves Binalhaven at 7 a m. and
1.00 p ni.. for Rockland dally except Sundays.
Returning. leaves Rockland
(Tillson's
Wharf) at 9 30 a. m. and 3.30 p. ill. for
Vinalhaven.
STONINGTON A SWAN'S ISLAND LINE

Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30 a re.
Stonington 6.45 and North Haven at 7.43 a.
in. for Rockland
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 p. m. for
above landings also Isle au Ilaut when pas
sengers.
W. 8. WHITE,
Manager.

Rockland, Maine May 15. 1924.

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Telephone 323

38 Summer Street, ■ - Rockland
68-tf

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407
Hour,: 9 to
Residence. 21
Office

MAIN STREET
12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J
Telephone 493-W

DR. T. L. McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Telephone 136
38 UNION ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

F. B. ADAMS, M. D.

Office Hours: 8 to 9 s. m., 1 to 4 and
ONE CARPET MILL
7 to 8 p. m., and by appointment
Day or Night Calls answered from the
That Daily Uses the Wool From
office
Thirty Thousand Sheep.
# 400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
The wool used daiiy in the weaving
Telephone 160
54-tf

of carpets and rugs by a New York
manufacturer is equal Io the shear
Not Medicine, Not Oeteopathy
ing from thirty thousand sheep. The
C.
M.
WHEELER, D.C. Ph.C
soft, rich, coats of these animals are
turned into -the looms at the rate of
Chiropractor
126,000 pounds every day.
400 Main Street, • - - Rockland
These and many other interesting
Graduate Palmer School of Chiropraotle
Office Hours;
facta Were revealed recently through
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays. 10-12; 2-5;
the publication of statistics concern
7-8. Tuesdays. Thursdays, 10*12; 2-5;
ing t'hclr mammoth mills at Yonkers,
Saturdays, 10-12. Tel. 886
N. Y.. by Alexander Smith & Sons
Car|»et Company, said to be the larg E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
est manufacturers of carpefs nnd
Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 te 9 P. M.
rugs In the world, and who are using
the columns of The Courier-Ga Residence until 9 A. M. tnd by Appointment
zette to tell of their products.
Telephone 184
If all the wool used In these mills
were reckoned according to the num
THOMASTON, ME.
ber of animals from which it is
W. A. JOHNSTON, REG. PHC.
shearod, a year’s output at the mills
would represent the clip from 9,000.- JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
000 sheep—a number which /would
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
constitute herds beyond the imagi
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
nation.
VELOPING. PRINTING ANO EN
For the manufacturing of all this
LARGING.
wool Into American-made carpets
370 Main Street, Rockland
and rugs, the energy and industry of
7.600 employees is devoted with a
spirit of co-operation and craftsman
H. M. deROCHEMONT
ship resembling the loj’alty given to
his individual loom by the smaller
105 PLEASANT STREET
weaver of bygone days.
PLUMBING HEATING
zThis army of workers operates
1500 looms, with a total dally produc
TEL. 244-W
tion of 90,000 yards of carpets and
117-tf
rugs. Place one day's tremendous
output In a continuous line and it
would make a strip of carpet 53 miles
ARTHUR L. ORNE
long. In one year of eight-hour
working days, the 1.500 looms turn
Insurance
out 28 millions of yards, making an
annual production of almost 16.000
Successor to A. J. Erskine 4 Co.
lineal miles.
The carpet made
through a year’s effort would reach 417 MAIN ST.. - • . • ROCKLAND
more than half way around the
world.
L. R. CAMPBELL

FOR SALE
Two Marble Imposing Sur
faces, size 31x38 in. and
30x60 in.; also Shafting
and Pulleys.

Inquire at This Office

Attorney At Law
Special Attention to Probate Matter*
875 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney At Law
Specialty: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND,

Telephones—Office 468;

MAIN!
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Amos Dow who has been visiting

in Portland for several days, re
turned home Saturday.
Miss Annie Dolham went to Knox
Hospital Sunday.
Mrs. Helen Bryant is in Brockton,
Mass., on business.
Alfred M. Strout is at home from
Bowdoin College for the summer.
Miss Alcada Hall came Monday
f'-oni Waterville after a successful
term in the music course at Coburn
Classical Institute.
It will interest some people to
know that Raymond Healey, who
with his family is living in the Miles
Watts house, is a grandson of the
late William S. D. Healey who was
at one time in the furniture business
in Thomaston.
Mrs. George Gardiner who has been
among relatives in Augusta for a
week came home Saturday.
B. I'. Adams was in town Saturday.
He will be remembered as an over
seer of the blacksmith shop at the
State Prison for many years.
Clarence Oliver is having a vaca
tion of two weeks from his duties as
town carrier at the Postoflice.
The funeral of Mrs. Medora Roscoe
■was held at her late home on Booker
street Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. J. E. Walker will attend the
luncheon of the Bowdoin College
Women's Club at Hubbard hall.
Brunswick this week.
Miss Eunice I. Hawkins who has
been an assistant in High School for
two years has resigned from the
faculty and left for Lewiston Mon
day to attend commencement at
Bates College, after which she will
return to her home in Lisbon, N. H.
Miss Hawkins has made many
friends here who regret her depart
ure. She has been a faithful and
competent teacher.
Mrs. Alida Keene of llyde Park is
in town for the summer.
Webb Patterson of Fair Haven.
Mass., Is visiting his mother for a
few weeks.
Oliver Hahn is learning to operate
an electric car over the Warren to
Camden line.
Rockland and Thomaston will play
the rubber game of the Knox and
Lincoln championship series on the
Camden ball grounds Wednesday at
3 o'clock. Admission 50 cents. Spe
cial ear will leave Thomaston at 1.15.
Miss Naomi Averill will arrive
home from Pratts Institute, Brook
lyn. Thursday.
Mrs. Lydia Xewbert is in Friend
ship for some weeks.
Fred Small who formerly traded at
the West End and after selling out
■went to California, came back to
town Saturday.
Mrs. Roundy has returned to her
home in Winslow.
Ross Wilson left Monday to join
the steamship Missourian for
voyage to the west coast.
Mr. and Mrs. William Richards
are attending the banquet of the
class of 1914, Bates College, at NewMeadow Inn today.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Sturtevant mo
tored to Ellsworth Saturday and had
for a passenger Miss Morrison who
has been attending the High School.
Mrs. Howard Burton of Wiscaset
is visiting Mrs. Fred Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Simmons are
at home for- a few days.
Mis. Marian Starrett Shrader sub
stituted at the Park Theatre Satur
day evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Spear of
Watertown, Mass., were callers at E.
]’. Starrett’s last week.
Alta MoCoy entertained the Sew
ing Club Monday evening. Refresh
ments were served.
There will he a meeting of the Vil
lage Improvement Society at the
Congregational vestry Friday night
at 7.30. Members are urged to at
tend.
Miss Elizabeth Gillchrest has re
turned from Gorham Normal School.
Harold Roundy, assistant in the
High Schol for two years, returned to
his home in Winslow Monday. Mr.
Roundy has been very helpful in
. community work as well as in the
- service of the High School.
His
friends wish him success in any other
field of labor.
Miss Beauforte Caldwell of I’ort- land is the guest of Miss Helen Carr.
The Beta Alpha Society met Mon
day evening with Mrs. Minnie New-
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Here are the light suits, light
in eoler, light in weight, light in
price.

This combination lightens the
work for the man who has to stay
on “the firing line” (or gst fired)
during the het spell.

Palm Beach
nel.

and Striped Flan

Bathing
suits,
bolts,
trousers, special knickers.

SPECIAL
PRICES

Orchestra Music.
Invocation,

Clark’s Orchestra
Rev M. G Perry

.Music.

\

The Past Noble Glands' Association j
will meat in Union, Wednesday. June B
is.
The members will spend thijg
afternoon with Mrs. Fred Burkett at
her home. They will unite w’ith the
Past Grands and go to Odd Fellows
ball for supper.

I

WE ARE RETURNING
TO OUR POLICYHOLDERS

\

25 PER CENT
|
OF AIL PREMIUMS PAID FOR (
Automobile

|

FIRE, THEFT, PROPERTY DAMAGE AND

|

COLLISION

INSURANCE

\
r

At Expiration of the Policy
INSURE YOUR AUTOMOBILE WITH US
THE "AMERICAN COMPANY ONLY” AGENCY

E. C. MORAN & COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS

425 Main Street, - - Rockland, Maine

<
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Following the program the class
held a reception assisted t>y Princi
pal Milan, Assistant Miss Clements,
Supt. Smalley and Mr. Perry.
Not
enough can he said of the very able
manner in which each of the (Hass
parts were delivered.
Many were
the blight and laughable jokes given
in the prophecy, will and gifts. The
address to the undergraduates con
tained many words of wisdom: the
poem was well written and showed
much thought, while the class history
took the class and its schoolmates
back over the four years of work and
fun.
The two clans parts given for
high rank fell to two sisters Ethel
and Hazel Dickey and both were de
livered in a very able manner.
At
the close of the reception the grad
uation ball was held in Calderwood
hall. 'Music was furnished by Clark’s
Orchestra of Thomaston.
This
brought to a clcse the history of the
class 1924.
iSunday night. .June 22. wili occur
the Children’s Day exercises at the
church.
The North East Sunday
s hool will join the village school and
line program is hein/, arranged
(Thursday afternoon the relatives
and friends of the primary and gram
mar grades of the Thoroughfare
school gathered at the schoolhouse
•and listened to a very well arranged
and presented program.
Miss Edith
Beverage, teacher of the primary
grades, and Mrs. Olive Lermond
teacher of the grammar
school,
worked many hours to put across the
program which showed the training
and ability of their pupils. Rev. Mr.
Perry had charge of the music and

On Porch or Lawn are always a Summer Neces
sity. All grades from $7.60 up. Well made, at
tractive finish. Outfit complete—Coilth, Stand
ard and Awning, only $17.80.

On Some Small Lots of
WOMEN'S WHITE CANVAS
OXFORDS
AND
PUMPS,
Leather Soles and Some with
Rubber Soles—most all sizes
in the lot

’s

Benjamin Sn..wman
Orche .4 tra
Vivien Babb

HAMMOCKS

COUCH

white

1

School closed June 14 after a most
successful term taught by Mrs. A.
B. Ripley. The chidren received ex
cellent marks for their work, and the
attendance, as a whole, was unusu
ally good. Friday the children en
joyed an outing with their teacher
and the pupils and teacher of North
Hope school, at Hobbs’ pond. The
• children and their parents unite in
hoping that the services of Mis.
Ripley may be secured as teacher for I
the fall term.
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Wentworth
of Camden were in town Tuesday
calling on friends.
:
(). T. Keene and daughters Shirley
and Vivian and L. J.' Johnson and
daughter Florice -were in Rockland :
•Saturday where they attended the
circus.
Several from this place attended
the minstrel show at Searsmont Fri I
day evening.
;
Quite a number attended the High
!
School graduation at Union.
Turner Center ice cream is handled
Johnson. I »
o
•by mu
our local
.wv... ...................
grocer. L. ~
J......................
Deliveries are made twice each week Ig
from Rockland by Fred Howard.
%

Capable Girl or

NORTH HAVEN

Trcpical worsteds.

Plantation Songs,
History and Prophecy,
Selection,
Valedictory,
Address.

COOL

Through the Hot Months to Come Health and
Happiness Depend
to a Large Extent
Upon Keeping Cool,
Proper Refrigeration
and Proper Personal
Comfort. We Have
a Full Line of Re
frigerators, Ranging
in Price from $1 3.20
to $44.50.
These
are of ice capacities
from 40 lbs. to 225
lbs., of Heavy Oak
Construction
and
White Enamel In
terior.^

■7^

nell’s Indian Gall Stone Solvent did tor me. My family doctor
told me the only way my gall stones could be removed was by
an operation. On being advised bv one of mv friends that had
taken Dr. Donnell’s Indian Gall Stone Solvent 1 had the doctor
come to my house and after taking his Gall Stone Solvent for
nine days. 1 passed six stones the size of a lima bean, and took
them down to my family doctor and showed him the results of
Dr..Donnell’s Indian Gall Stone Solvent. Signed Mrs. J. B. Morency, 39 Horton St., Lewiston, Maine. All druggists.—adv.
73-tf

NORTH APPLETON

KEEP

777

L**W

Salutatory.
Hazel O. INckey
Supt. Morse Hfctoiy.
Elston F. Cooper
Conferring Dlpftxnas
71-73
Music
Orchestra Prophecy,
Music.
Evelyn Dyer
Addr vs to Undergraduates, Una M Whitmore
Music
Presentation of Gifts
Clara W Leyonhnrg
ONE MORE CASE WHERE MEDICAL SCIENCE WINS OVER
Gerald W. Hopkins
Pqcm,
Music
SURGERY—TRY DR. DONNELL’S INDIAN GALL STONE
Will.
A'.ta M Calderwood
Ethel L Dickey
Valedictory,
SOLVENT FIRST—PROVED GOOD ADVICE.
Class Ode
Presentation of Diplomas Supt. E. A. Smalley
Music
Lewiston. Me.—Just a few lines to let you know what Dr. D nTHIS WEEK

■
,
.
•
'
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HOWTO

V. F. Studley Inc.
ROCKLAND, ME.

283 MAIN STREET.

Your Choice

98 CENTS

WOMEN’S PATENT LEA
THER CUT OUT NOVELTY
SANDALS

SALE

FOR

$2.98 to $5.50

SODA

Something for the Children—
Low in Price and Long in
WEAR

FOUNTAIN

Used

Months

Three

Sizes 5 to 8

TAKEN

IF

BARGAIN

$1.00
Sizes 8'/2 to 11

AT

ONCE

STARKEY

$1.25
Sizes 11'/2 to 2

23 Fessenden Street, - - Portland, Me.

$1.35

To

assist

and

act

Good proposition

Rockland

as

to

Country Club
70-tf

Wanted
WANTED Bookkeeper and Stem jrraidier.
Make written application .stating experience
and pay desired to SNOW-lHTlSUN LX).. 510
Main Street, Rockland.
73-75
WANTED Position as nurse for one or
two children. TEL. C44-2.
73*75
W ANTED—Furnish'd rent of six roopiaj
wiJt modern conveniences.
TEL. 551-W
73*75
WANTED Five women for denionstratloil
employment.
Easy work, short hours, nol
selling.
Apply UOUKLAXI) CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE
72-74
WANTED—Boy to work in THE COCRIE-KGAZETTE Office.
Apply to MR PERRY.
WANTED—Maid for general housework!
For information call 46 11, THOMASTON
71.73
WANTED Desirable boarding place fod
nged lady. Impiire at 25 CLARENDON ST.J
or telephone 824-R.
71*73
WANTED—Position as boatman wuntcdl
through the summer months.
A. C. .MIL
LER, Vlnalhaven. Maine
71-73
WANTED -Capable woman to work In fani-l
ily of three.
One willing to go in country.
C C. CHILDS, Union, Me. Tel. 11-21
71-tf
WANTED—At all times Shaggy eats ant’.i
kittens. Highest prices paid. TEL 352-14,
JOHN S RAN LETT, Hockville. Me. 31-tf

For Sale

73-74

Five room house on Erin street.
Goa
repair
.Many other trades not listed her J
’Till y ar-' bargains.
Impiire DR. ALLYLNI
PEABODY, Thomaston
73-tf
FOR SALE—l Atwater Kent Bet, 3 tubes J
B. Batteries, pair Braudes phones. Braudes
tabu tad r. 2 plug1... B Battery tester, gen
eral Ebe:;., charger, cabinet, B Batteryl
tester. ( >t new two months ago $100 wii|
.sell for $50 cash
W. It KNOWLTON, 11
Pleasant St.
Telephones 25 or 62S-M..
73-75
FOR SALE—FARM in Searsmont, 12 mile
from Bi.tast, off State road.
Hi acres, 2(1
acres fields, balam .
wood ami pastunT

Plenty nt water Cor stock.

All

278 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

Inga in fair repair.

The whole gist 3f this chat is
SAFETY for money.

Miscellaneous
FOR SALE LARGE PLATE MIRROR A

beauty

R3% bj

END WOOD

YARD. C.

F

Prescott

PAPER HANGING

PAINTING—For

AND

C. C.
62*73’

such work call 349-M Itockland.
JOHNSTON, 16 Pleasant St.
TRUCKING.

MOVING

AND

ERRANDS

done promptly. (io anywhere.
C. O HARADEN.
Tel 156 M or 629-1.
61/tf
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED-A ailed Tor
and delivered.
Work guaranteed.
ROCKLA ND HARDWARE CO. Tel 791.
55 tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
the Itockland Hair Store, 3: «i Main St Mail
orders solicited.
HELEN C. RHODES.
l-tf
NEW AND SECOND HAND SHOES. Cloth
ing, Crockery und Household Goods Bought
and Sold.
C T. BRAGG, Rankin Block
8 tf
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R does all kinds of
Trucking ami Moving
li*tf

Take this sound advice: invest
your savings here, Where every
dollar is backed up by stable se
curity and careful management.
isn’t

indu-, bevelled edBet,

Tel. 462-J.
72*74
SINGLE AND DOUBLE HARNESS fur sale
cash or easy payments
Have 1 set second
hand would trade for wood
<’ F. l’RES
COTT, Koekland
Tel_ 462-J_____
WINTER CABBAGE Pl ANTS 50c
dred, early fall cabbage plants 75c per hun
dred; tomato plants 35«- per dozen; aster
lean’s 35c per dozen.
L. E. CLARK. Lake
Ave . City. Tel. 864-R.
71lf_
CE?~ WOOD.” TRUCKING—Hard Fi11ed
Wood $16 00 cord. Shims 10 bundles $100.
R H. WITHIN'.,TON. Tel. 361W
70 tf
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, picot edge.
covcre«l buttons, plaiting PHYLLIS TOL
MAN MORSE, 350 Main St Tel. 868 M
6U-tf

’ He wins because he puts his
savings where they are SAFE, in
stead of trying to get “quick
earnings.”
The truth is: you haven’t even
a gambler’s chance to “get rich
quick.”

simply

ii'j

handsome 4-ineh oak frame
Glass dear as
crystal.
This is a wonderful buy at the
pi ice we can sell It for.
V. E STUDLEY,
INC., Rockland.
73-tf
ORDERS TAKEN FOR machine Hemstitch
ing. Picot Edge and fancy work.
MRS JO
SEPH NASSAR, 12 Edwards St.
73-73
FOR TAXI SERVICE at reasonable rates.
Call JOHN T RDB1SHAW, 562 W
3-tf
HOME MADE DDOUGHNUTS—Mad • by
Mrs. Etta Martin on sale at Knight Bros.
Mark t. Webber Market Co., E. C. VaUer3oil’s and F. O Haskell’s.
73*75
REDUCTION In price hard wood $2 15 per
ft fitted: $7 per
cord fitted; soft wood
slabs fitted $1.5ii; slilm.i 11 big bunches $1.

Every man who gets anywhere
arrives by the road of sure and
steady saving.

There
safer.

anything

Used Cars

Rockland Loan &
Building Association

I FORD
j iliiion.
BIG
in good
Agents.

the boys with their diplomas.
The
little folks were charming in their
songs, drills and recitations and Mi£6
Beverage closes her first year of
teaching in her home town with
much success.
It is learned with
regret that Mrs. Lermond will not be
With them next year.

APPLETON

COUPE, 1921 price $200 good conTEL
T1«T3
TRADE IN RED 7
passenger,
condition A. C. JONES. Apperaon
Tel. 57C-R or Fireproof Garage

62*tf

FOR SALE
FORD TON TRUCK
Stake

Body,

Closed

Cab,

Two

Spare Tires, 1923 Model, A1 Con

Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Morrisette and | dition. Price Reasonable.
Charles Safford of ISunset Lodge und I
Camps Jefferson were recent callers ,
cn Miss Lillian Proctor.
The Willing Workers met with !
CALL 672-M
Mrs. O. W. Currier June 10 and 1
tacked three quilts.
P. D. Perry has bought the Eme
tine Hall farm and has begun work
there.
Sea Shells and Grit For
Mrs. Ava Simpson and
Miss
Charlotte Simpson of Criehaven are
Baby Chicks
visiting Mrs. Simpson’s parents; Mr.
and Mrs. J. L. Clarke.
A number from here attended the
graduation at Union Wednesday
night.
Mr." Williams has bought the farm
of Mr. Andrews, and is doing quite a
business fanning.
Miss Maude Fuller, the High I
School principal, took the graduating |
class of 1924 on a picnic to Augusta I
Insist on Merrill’s Shells for your
in her car.
Poultry, and Merrill’s Baby Chicks
Miss Lillian Proctor was a recent ;
as they contain all the minerals of
caller at the Jones Sanitarium.! the ocean which is necessary to the
Union.
health of baby chicks, and should
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Note have re- i be fed freely, and will be found a
turned to Manchester, X, IL. after;
preventative for leg weakness.
spending a week with Mrs. Mute's
Sold by
mother, Mis. A. W. McCorrison.

S. D. BEATON

MERRILL’S

Know the tremendous pulling power

piesvated,^

Courier-Gazette adi.

House newlj palntmll

buildings need shingling
Good hay arnfl
crop laud
Fine place for poultry farm!

SOI Til

STABILITY

Cottage boueel

d. barn, carriage and hen houses, bulldl

Kinds of Sneakers and
Tennis Shoes at
Money Saving Prices

Boston Shoe Store

waitrea*.

right party.

street, 7 rooms, excellent condition.
Newhall farm. 4'J acres, Helds, buildings
cuelhnt condition.
35 acres woodlot, farm.'
iagdools

Eight Foot

Solid
Leather PLAY OXFORDS and BAREFOOT
SANDALS

Woman

FOR SALE 5 bucks 1 year old, bucks,
4 years old. Island stock.
Wanted 3 bucks, Island stock, and black
f.t
prebired.
WOODBURY M. SNOW,
Rockland, Me., and Metinic Island. 73-75
FOR SALE—All varieties tif catrhage plants.
PALADINOS BARBER SHOP, over Palmer
Jewelry Store.
73*7.5
FOR SALE Fitted bard wt»u<l $15 per cd
small flued round wood $11 per ed; clefted
cortf wood $13 per cd.: round cord wood $ll«
ler cd.
A’ldress MIKKO LOFMAN. R. F.
D Box Del. Rockland. Tel 263-11. 73*73
FOR SALE—Dwelling house on Beecbwoods

This is an exceptionally good
trade

Waldoboro Garage

Mrs. Nettie E. Crawford

Mrs. Nettie E. Crawford, wife of
Edgar C. Crawford, died Thursday
night at tlie home of her daughters,
Mrs. Vose and Mrs. Ames on Main
street. She had been in poor health
for some time. Her home had been
in Warren until a few months ago.
The tender and loving ministration
of her children were a source of
. comfort to her. Funeral services
were held Sunday, attended by Rev.
J. W. Strout of tlie Congregational
church. Interment was iji the Union
cemetery, Warren. The surviving
relatives are the husband and two
daughters, Mrs. Blarfche Vose, Mrs
. Lilia Ames and Ralph Crawford of
Thomaston.

f-rf-RBHKH!

WALK?

Waldoboro Garage

WANTED

ltd, I, WrttRt
w awtiedte oh
1HE f»RM will.
1UI

ILL

Mrs. Mabelle Worcester, daughter
Mr . IL O. Atkinson and son Waldo
\\ . 1 • ster are occupying the Noyes
Slip-ever sweaters.
ipiirtments for the summer.
Dr. Sprague and family arrived
Saturday morning and are located in
Mi<. Lizzie Gillis’ house for the sum
| mer months.
Miss Alice "Webster is visiting
friends at Swan’s Island for a few
Gregory
days.
Among those who attended Sparks
ir. .5 in Rockland Saturday were
Bat 'd Dyer. Parker Stone, Lou York.
Mis. F. H. Mills and son Deane and
Mi. and Mrs. Joseph Bellmore and
Rose’“Sullivun cf \V:t ; .-'i lj:t v«- been sou Joseph.
When they have such
Miss Elda Lermond and M:»=s Dorguests • i Mrs. Bali.w’s daughter.
I.y Stone are attending the gradua
Mrs. 1.Grill;: cl.
Wonderful Bargains in
Mrs. Fannie S. Annisl, widow of te p exercises at Kent’s Hill.
Mrs. Roderick Grills and children
USED CARS
I inu'.h.’i: Ai i:s. died June 1G after a
few dajs' ill;a ss. Her age was G9 Kenneth and Ruth and her mothe’.
: : at the : :
\lrs. Box. are guests of Mr. and Mrs
R. C. Gillis for the summer.
The graduating exercises and fes
SUICIDE IN SOUTH HOPE tivities of the North Haven High
To Be Sold Regardless of Cost
s iiool class 1924 began Sunday when
Lyman S. Fogler, Despond the Baccalaureate sermon was deliv
LISTEN IN
ered by Rev. M. G. Perry
The un
ent On Account of Illness, dergraduates and the graduating
15 Fords—1921 and 1922 models,
class in their gray caps and gowns
$35 up—going this week.
Ends Life, By Hanging.
were marshaled by Lawrence Hop
Ford Sedans, $275 to $300.
Lyman S. Fogler, a well known and kins with Paton Dyer at the piano
Ford Coupes, $250 to $325.
prosperous farmer, committed suicide Mr. Perry took for his text “Be thou
Ford Roadsters, $200 to $250.
yesterday morning by hanging him strong therefore and shew thyself a
Ford half-ton Trucks, from $65
self in his barn at South Hope. The man” from which he drew a very
up.
drop was from a scaffold 30 feet forceful lesson for not only the eigh;
1-ton Truck—Cab
and
Body,
above the floor. Despondency caused young people who were passing out
1922 model, $235.
by illness, and belief that he could into life’s broader pathways but also
1-ton Truck—Cab and Body—a
not recover, is believed to have been to the large audience which filled the
bargain at $250.
Tuesday evening Rev. Mr.
responsible for the act. The remains church.
1 Star Sedan—the cat’s eyebrow.
were taken in charge by Undertaker and Mrs. Perry entertained the grad - '
1 Star Depot Wagon—new as a
H. B. Bowes, after Medical Examiner uatlng class and teachers of tn ■ ’
June bride, $575.
II. \V. Frohock had investigated the High School, principal Frank Milan
1 Star Touring Cai—1922 model
case, and rendered a verdict of sui and assistant, Miss dements at a |
—a Hum-dinger.
banquet served at Nebo Lodge.
The!
cide.
Vim half-ton Truck, $2C0. You
Mr. Fogler was 78 years of age, and tabic decorations were blue and gold. j
can't beat it.
A most enjoyable
except for two years while he was in the ( lass colors.
Chevrolet half-ton Truck, $125
business in the State of Washington evening was spent telling the many '
—fairly given away.
had spent his life in South Hope. He class jokes and the numerous plans J
1 Model 83 Overland for $50.
At the close of the
had served that town as selectman, lor the future.
Marked down this week.
and at one time was employed in evening Gerald Hopkins in behalf of ;
1 1918 Maxwell, self starter, two
the State Tre.umrer’s oflice in Au the (lass presented Mr. Milan, Miss'
new Cord Tires, $35.
Clements and Mr. Perry each a gold
gusta.
1 Mcdel 90 Overland—nice run
The only near surviving relative piece in appreciation of their good
ning condition, $100.
of the deceased is a brother, John work.
An Oakland Six that's a winner
The first annual commencement of
Fogler, of Skew began.
—eno big bargain.
the North Haven High School was
LOOK IN
TIMBER HILL SCHOOL
held in the Baptist church Friday
at our
A neatly gotten up invitation has evening.
The class of 1924 had
NEW
FORD CARS, TRUCKS
been issued by Mrs. Whalen, teacher transformed the interior of the
AND TRACTORS
of Timber 41 ill Sch iel, which reads . hur.'h in a'very artistic manner, the
They are ready for immediate
as follows:
■lass colors, blue and gold predomi- ,
delivery
You are r ndially invit' d to nttend
iting.
The background of eveip
WE HAVE
the Gradual! n Exercises of the Class greer.s with the* class motto in gold
1 two-scated Express Wagon
of Nineteen Twenty-F« ur at Cres
.n avant” made an effective setting
Prison Road Wagons
cent Beach Hall on Thursd. y Even lor the eight youhg people who were
Neve and Second-Hand Harness
ing. June the Nineteenth, at Eight graduating.
At 7.30 the und rgradALSO
o’clock.
; itui marshaled by Lawrence Hop
1 Brand New Overland Sedan
F( ilswing is the program:
kins to the reserved seats followed
(A Little Beauty)
Orch ‘.tra
Marrin
Rev. B. P. Browne by the class of 1924 marched into the
For Cash or Installment Plan
Prayer.
Mr El ‘then church where an audience of rela
Cf iiit Solo,
Edwin Whalen tives and friendu awaited them. The
Salutatory.
/
EVEN OLD MAN STATIC
Orch ura
March,
il’s II. i i) Eliis I>yer ushers were Mervyn Snow and
WOULD WHISTLE WITH JOY
Essav
(1 ie.aire au1'
Mrs ( .in, dull Parker Stone members of the fresh
Vocal So'...
IF HE COULD LOOK IN AND
Walter Ross man class.
p.-em (Never Give Up
The following program
Orche dr i
March.
LISTEN IN AT THE
is)
Ray
Dow, Jr. was given:
Essay — (Gr< at America

. bert.

------------ '

Our Pet Peeve

Joel Keyes Grant Circle, Ladies ofi
the G. A. R., observed Flag Day Fri- I
day by inviting the pupils of the'
fifth grade to the hall at 7.30 where |
the children under the able direction j
of Mrs. Staples furnished the follow
ing excellent program: Here Comes
the Flag; Fldg Salute: Freedom’s
Flag of Glory: Patriot's Song; Black-j
bird; civic pledge; “Quaker Song,"
Eva Pierson; “The Name of Old
Glory;" •'Farewell t othe Woodlands; "
"The Cooper;” “A Columbia Tea
Party," five girls in costume; “Fland
ers Field;' "America's Answer;1'
"America the Beautiful;” "Barbara
Frietchi;” physical exercises; “Star
Spangled Banner." Ice cream and
small cakes were served. The moth
ers of the children were special
guests and expessed thremselres as
much pleased with the evening's en
tertainment.
The 12th annuul convention of Deparement of Maine, Ladies of the G.
A. R„ is to be held in Portland June
18-19. The meetings are to be held
in Trinity hall. Pythian Temple,
Joel Keyes Grant Circle of Camden
will exemplify the ritualistic work.
The following members of that order
are to nttend the convention: De
partment Junior Vice President.
Lena A. Strong; Past Circle Presi
dents.
Addie
Bushby.
Margaret
Conant, Florence Curtis, Annie Bow
den, Lilian Lincoln. Carrie E. Aldus.
President Grace M. Howe;: S. V. 1'..
Mabel Whyte; J. V. P., Callie
Thompson: secretary May Young;
guards. Lucinda
Clifford. Bertie
Heal; Patriotic Instructor, Elisabeth
Conant; delegates Hester Wads
worth, Roxie Whitehouse and E.neline Bridges.
Mrs. Sarah Barlow and daughter

KNOX GRAIN CO.
Rockland, Maine

64-76

In Everybody’s Column

Afi'!.in u :i costing m.irH wi...' \\i uli.ugf

tor the farm
>375 if sold at once. Fhotfl
on retjuest
LEWIS ROBINSON. Angler T
Farm. Union, Maine or Finest C. Davi/
Rockiand, Maine.
73 75 1
Lost and Found
FOR SALE Very best <piality early cu|
hi? sis ton dclii r. •!
Drop postal to LUKIw
LOST—Bet ween Juniper Hill and the Post- R BREWSTER, R. F I). Rockland. Me.
office. Saturday, cane
E. F. HOLBROOK.
72*74
It F. D City, box 130. Tel 44-11 . 73*75
FOR SALE 30 foot launch equipped
LOST—30x3% fire on rim. somewhere in .tiling Miaunar parties, excellent all
the city.
Reward.
L. W. McCARTNEY. 5 : '-.it
Pii< i r. aaonahle
wiIte to fojU
Gay Street Place
Tel. 986-W.
71*73
< onaky, Sunshine, Me . fi appointmef
LOST—Eastman Kodak—Post card size.
FOR SALE—Auto player piano. go</i conLiberal reward
PHILIP HOWARD 71-73
condition, $125
RANKIN BLOCK. 6«8l
Malo 8t,
72*74
Summer Cottages and Board FOR SALE OR TO LET For the summer ;
tiie residence of the late J'apt. (Tiarles E.
COTTAGE AT COOPER'S BEACH Fur Salp Hail, Middle Street Helgnrs (now zTalbot
or To Let nt rensonnMi prion. A walker Ave | ten room dwelling with reception hall,
BREMOTER, (Kean Ave , Ingraham's Hill.
l ardwood fluoro, bath, laundry, electric lights
73-81
two fi:ep'aces, spacious cellar and large at
TO LET -4'ottage at (.inn's Point. Crer.ccnt tic, plenty of well-located clothes closets.’
Beach, fully furnished, fireplace ami garage. Lot 2m» ft. frontage and 106 ft depth wit!
MRS F II SANBORN. 80 Pleasant St
Tel. beautiful shade trees and a number of we
selected fruit trees in bearing.
Lafgt
ffi-W
71 tt
roomy stab’e.
Refer Inquiries to ARTHI1
TO LET -Seven room cottage, “The Out L ORNE. 417 Main ijt.. Koekland. Me 72-tfl
look.'’ at Crescent Beach
Apply to MRS
FOR SALE—Pure bred Shetland i>ony. blacl
SARAH TOLMAN, Waldoboro. Me.
70 tf
young and gentle; pone cart, harness ana
FOR SALE OR TO LET -Ocean House. saddle; at very reasonable figures.
Applyl
Port Clyde, Me.
14 chambers, garage. Hil A. W. GREGORY, J. F. Gregory Sons Co J
lard Hall partly furnished. Address ALDEN Rockland.
71-76
E. STUDLEY. It. No 2. Waldoboro. 66-tf
FOR SALE Mare 7 years o!d, sound and!
TO LET—Fur the summer, furnished house kind, weight between 1500 and 1600: a line!
of seien rooms at South Cushing, Maine, horse, only too heavy for me. Second house!
pleasantly located on the Georges 1ther below Wentworth Corner on Friendship road!
$150 for (he season.
ANNIE FILLMORE, EDWIN W. SEAVEY, R F D 2. Box 99,
Mars Hill. Maine.
63*7l-tf
Warren. Me.
71-73
TO LET OR FOR SALE—At a bargain, two
FOR SALE The Mill River Schoolhouse
furnished summer cottages, 8 and 9 rooms, at and lot
Owl’s Head, Maine Address B. F. HUSSEY,
The Waduworth street schoolhouse and lot.
30 Church street., Everett, Mass.
46*85
The Bailey school house and lot.
The
Gleason street schoolhouse and out
COTTAGE AT
CRESCENT
BEACH-To buildings—the lot not Included.
rent for the summer: has five sleeping rooms
Apply
to the SELECTMEN OF THOMAS-'
and large living room, with fireplace, fine TON, Maine.
___
71-73
kitchen.
Every room furnished. Fine well
FOR SALE—Am buying' huger boat, M am
of water.
E. B HASTINGS
45-tf
my lobster boat for sale; 20 ft.
SELL OR RENT—Summer
cottage
at offering
5 ft. beam, 4 h. p. Bictor, good condiPleasant Beach, South Thomaston
Beau long.
long,
5ft.
lieam. 4 h p. Victor, good condi
tiful location.
Cottage comfortable and
$5o cash takes her.
Communicate
well equipped for at least six persons. Good tion.
by
mail.
E. G. SIMMONS, care I. L Snow
tarage.
ENS1BN OTIS. Rockland, Me.
30-tf
FOR SALE Motor boa, 16% feet long. 2%
bor e pojvcr, in good condition.
HERBERT
KALLOCH, inquire at St. Clair & Allen’s.
70*75
To Let
FOR
SALE
—
The
Del
Bartlett
place
in
TO LET House 165 Bruni,way.
FRED- Union, situated on east side Sennebec Pond.
73-tf
ERICK WALTZ
Tel. 392-vM
Apply to RILEY BRADFORD, R F D. 2,
TO LET—Garage. Large enough fur two Warren
70-78
cais
17 WATER ST.
73*75
FOR SALE—Four new 5-ft, mowers, 2 new
TO LET—Two furnished houses, one la-ge 4-ft. mowers.
Eaeli machine warranted.
WALTER S BENNER. R.
farmhouse, 3 nil’es from city; and one w ithin Price $75 each.
city limits
ERNEST C. DAVIS, it Fuller- F. D. City. Box 70.
Tel 609.M.
70-75
Cobb Davis.
73-75
FOR SALE 2 Airedales, both of good dis-'
TO LET—Two rooms for light houseke p- position: rabbit bound, 1 coon and skunk
MRS. A. O.
ing, modern conveniences. 31 FULTON ST , hotind. at reasonable prices.
START, West Rockport. Tel. Camden 152-41J
Tel. 411-W.
72-74
70*75
TO LET—Furnished rooms for light house
keeping. with bath
5 BAY VIEW SQUARE.
FOR SALE House of seven rooms at Glcnmere with about a quarter acre of land.
Tel. D'4 2
70*76
make a good summer home.
ED
TO LET—5 room flat, <nodcm improve Would
WARD
Lock
ments, to be vacated soon.
94 Rankin St. Box 190.A SEAVEY. Warren, Maine 69*74
Apply ( RIES GIFT SHOP
x
72*74
FOR SALE WOODWORK MACHINES—18
TO LET—3 furnished rooms and kitchen inch
planer and matcher; 12 inch
ette. light housekeeping: adults only MIL- buzz surface
36 inch band saw: 10 inch
TON M GRIFFIN. 25 Ocean St
Tel. 37:', M lathe, planer;
complete with bed; variety wood work
72*tf
er: rip saw table; gang saw arbor; double
TO LET—Furnished rooms. 34 MASONIC emery wheel stand with carborundum wheels;
shulting, hangers and belting..
HERBERT
72-74
ST.
Tel 46 2
P. BARTER, 276 Main St , Rockland.
Tel.
TO LET garage for 1 ear at corner of 25____________________
_______ CS-tf
Broadway and Masonic street.
GUARAN
FOR SALE Fairbanks Morse
Electric!
TEE ( LOTHI NG & SHOE GO
72 74
Generator, 110 volt. 3’2k. w., belt drive, ad
justable base, 150 lights or battery charging.
TO LET—Furnished front room
GEORGE ROBERTS
CO, INC., 10 LimePLEASANT ST
rock Street, Rockland. Maine.
62-tf
TO LET—Furnished room, modern 2, MID
FOR SALE New General Electric Molorr
DLE ST.
71-tf
3.5 10 h. p, with starters and switches; fit
TO LET—Tenement at the North Etui
cycle. 220 watts, 3 phase
Apply
A. HAMILTON
71 3
SHAFTER, 15 Rockland St , Rockland, Me.
_
_ 60;tf_
TO LET—Newly furnished rooms, and light
housekeeping rooms, excellent location, good
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic, (Swan’i
home.
.MRS. W. 11. MILLIGAN, 16 Sum Island.) 6 rooms, oak finish, well-built; slglitl!
mer St.
69-74
location chisc by shore.
Garage and out-1
Acre and half
TO LET—2 Small ( amps turnished at Hos bulldlngs, water in house
Fine place for summer home.
At1
mer’s Pond by the week, or by the month. of land.
a
bargain.
Address
DR.
I.
B. GAGE, At-!
EDWIN A. DEAN, Rockland, Maine
Tel.
lantlc. Me.
57*tf
321-5
69-80
FOR SALE—Covered body for ton truck, as
TO LET Furnished house on Summer St
MRS. A C. McLOON, 33 Grove St.
T1 good as new ; .also all kinds of second hand
lumber.
C. E. GROTTON. Tel. 14-3 Cam
253-M.
67-tf
den
57-tf
TO LET—June 20th modern ami convenient
FOR SALE—Farm at West Rockport -80
five room apartment, shed and cetnen,e«l cel acres.
Best money maker In Knox County.
lar. gas and coal range, city water, elec
L. F. CHASE, 45 Middle St.,
tric lights, flush closet, gas, hard wood floors Easy terms.
Telephone 665-2.
53-tf
on lower floor, all in fine condition.
ROB Koekland
ERT I . ( OLLI.NS, 375 Mam Street. 67-tf
FOR SALE—9 room house; hot water heat,
cement cellar; modern improvements; large
garden.
New grocery business well stocked.
FOR SALE—The steam healing plant used M. G GURNEY. 3 Park St . Camden 47-tf
In our old office- includes radiators and colls
FOR SALE—Small gas heater, cheap.
Sold as is or taken down. THE COURIER
COURIER-GAZETTE OFFICE.
GAZETTE'
42-tf
42-tf
FOR SALE—Second hand Brunswick Cabi
NOTICE
The public Is hereby notified that all bills net Phonograph ; 2 Cornets; 1 Bass Drum ; 1
Back Mandolin. STUDLEY INC., Music,
. against the City of Koekland should be pre- Fiat
r
36-tf
‘ seated before the last Thursday’of the month. Dept.. Rockland
Per order
FOR SALE—Burpee s
Furniture 1’ollah.
Committee on Accounts and Claims, Used In Rockland for sixty years.
Large
City uf Rockland, Mo. I bottle 6Uc; small bottle 30c. BURPEE FUR

.ini

,

Rockland, Me., May 23.

NITURE COMPANY.

|-tf

Every-Other-Day
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SNOW-HUDSON CO.
Hudson

Essex

Rockland

710-716 Main Street

IN NEVV LOCATION

o

Cor. Main and James
Tel. 896

■i lUlu lu
I

Illlilllll1'’ ■oiiiiiinH

Social Circles
n addition to personal notes recording
departures and arrivals, the department
especially desires Information of social hap
penings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent
by mail or telephones will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ....................................... 771-770

Harry A. Buffum Is in X‘‘w Haven
this week in attendance on the Yale
commencement exercises, the chief
note of which to Mr. Buffum is the
reunion of his class of 1879, which
thus celebrates its 45th anniversary

IN THIS CORNER FOR

KNOCKOUT PRICES
With a vicious right and a savage left we have
gone into the scrap with Old Hi Cost of Living in
an unlimited bout. If you want to see him take
the count look at Stonington Furniture Co. and
see the two wallops we hand him in Refrigerators
at $1 1.98 and Couch Hammocks at $7.98.

Mrs. Frank A. Smith and son Rob
ert of Cambridge, Mass., are spend
ing the summer with Mrs. Smith’s
father, John Jordan, Broadway.

Robert Sadler of Suffolk street en
tered Knox Hospital Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. I,. Jones, Mrs. Rus
sell Bartlett, Miss Gladys Jones and
Wlitliam Morgan were guests of Miss
Hazel Iiay, Winslowts Mills, last
Thursday.

E. C. Moran and family have
moved to their summer cottage at
Ingraham Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis J. Hary and
their children, Evelyn, Louin, Jr., and
Edith, Mrs. William Simpson of NewYork, Miss Hattie V. Hall of Augusta
and Miss Gwendolyn Perry, are
guests of. J. C. Perry, Miss Perry
comes from San Francisco, crossing
the continent especially to attend
the wedding or her brother Standish
to Miss Ruth Montgomery of Camden
Thursday, June 19.

Mrs. Sadie Perkins Waite and
daughter Tirzah of Bridgewater.
IConn. are guests for several weeks of
®\ir. and Mrs. A. V. Jones, Talbot
B.i venue.
Mrs. Forbes Reale and daughter
Miss Catrina Beale of Washington,
D. C.. are at Owl's Head Inn for the
season.

TONIGHT
OAKLAND PARK
NEW

If you are already a college student or about to enter, here is an
opportunity to secure a full year’s tuition free of charge.

PAVILION

An educational contest is being conducted by the Sawyer Boot

& Shoe Company of Bangor, Maine, and five winners will be select
ed by poplar vote for a full year’s free scholarship to any college in

Don’t fail to see the newest novelty—

Maine.

THE MYRIAD REFLECTOR
Also OUR NEW FLOOR AND DECORATIONS

Mrs. Victor F. Atwood and son
Burr have returned from a visit with
Mrs. Atwood's mother, Mrs. E. B.
Burr of Brewer, Mrs. Burr accom
panied them here for a few weeks’
visit, the return trif) being made by
auto. While in Brewer Mrs. Atwood
attended the graduating exercises of
Brewer High School, also the re
union of the alumni of which she is
a member.
Mrs. Bertha Glover Rueter and
Miss Marie Ramseyer arrive Satur
day to be guests at the Samoset,
where Mrs. Reuter, following hetusual custom will spend the summer.

College Educational Contest

MUSIC

FURNISHED

BY

BERT MYERS’ RAINBOW ORCHESTRA
The Best Dance Music Obtainable
DON’T MISS THE THURSDAY NIGHT DANCE

Extra Enrollment Votes
The first hundred to enter will receive

votes

enrollment

fol

as

lows: ’

The first 25 will receive 100

votes each;

re

the next 25 will

ceive 75 votes each; the next 25 will receive 50 votes each, and 25
S 'iith Main street, and a graduate of
Ro. kland High
School whioh is
Combines With
Elks Circus For watching with much interest and sat
isfaction the progress lie is making
Great Week Aug. 4-9.
These Ice Cold Refrigerators aee a Cold Knockout at the price
in the educational world.
quoted—$11.98 and up—solid, double walled, permanent.
Organization for the purpose of
producing and managing the Elks
And these Couch Hammocks at $7.98 put comfort n summer
MEETS IN UNION
two ring charity circus to ibe iprewithin every man’s reach and send Old "Hi Cost” staggering
sented at Broadway and Willow’
into his corner.
The North Knox Sunday School
streets August 4-9 inclusive, has bee if As.odation meets Friday ’of this
COME IN AND BE NEIGHBORLY
•fleeted by Rockland Lodge of Elks, w* ' k at the Congregational church in
W. Harrison Sanborn, exalted ruler, Union.
The present officer*’ are;
is chairman of the circus committee, President, 11. E. Messer of Union;
will be director-general of the affair. vice president, Dr. 11. H. Plumer of
The members of the committee who Union; secretary-treasurer, Mrs. Le
313-31 5 Main St.
Rockland.
Tel. 745-J
will be closely identified with him in nina Fish of Appleton.
The pro
handling the show are A. W. Clarke. gram:
Albert C. Jones and Frank A. Tir- l«i oo
Devotions. Rev E. W. Webber
rell. The financial affairs will be in lo 15 Business Session. ■
he was formerly associated as con
From Cambridge, Mass., comes charge of A. II. Jones, as treasurer.
Addresp of Welcome,
sulting engineer with the Bunker word of the death last night of Agnes
Dr. H II Plumer
Arrangements are being made for
Response,
Rev. Frederic Emerson
Hill and Sullivan mines, and nat L. (Piston) wife of George S. Ward- a large opening night parade. Special
Reading of Records,
urally wished to renew old acquaint well, formerly of this city.
Mrs. night’s program is also being ar
Secretary-Treasurer's Report,
Appointment of Committees. etc.
ances.
Many elaborate functions Wardwell was a girlhood resident of ranged by the lodge, which will invite
1145
Open
Forum on Sunday School Prob
have been givt^n In his honor, of Ocean street and had a large circle ill the fraternal and civic organiza
lems, conducted by W E. Overlook
which Mrs. Leon was so fortunate as of friends here. Two brothers, Wal tions to be gugsts of honor at the
Noontide Prayer and Benediction,
Rev. .Mabel Wliituey
ter and Victor Piston survive, to circus on these designated occasions.
to -be able to attend.
12 "<• Dinner
gether with a sister, Mrs. Annie SaThe Rockland <?hatnber of Com 1 '.«» p. m. Hong Service and Devotions,
Obituary will merce through Secretary B. W. Mac
Rev. E. \\ .Webber
Miss Hazel Day, who has been ville of Rockland.
1 45 Business Session,
spending four weeks with her mother. appear in the Thursday iscue.
Donald, is joining with the Elks by
Roll ('all qf S' liools,
Mrs. Charles Creamer, at Winslow’s
•laving Rockland old Home Week
Election of Officers,
’’ ’’nialied Bo mess.
Mills, returns to Washington, D. C.,
News was received here yesterday during the week of the circus. It is
Duet,
Mr. and Mrs Overlock
Tuesday.
of the. death of former Deputy j expected that there will! be more
vuvrmg,
Sheriff David Edward White in i than 30,000 visitors in the city during -‘30 Address, Subject, "Watchman.. What of
Xiighty”
W. E. Overlook
Miss Carolyn Littlefield is attend Vinalhaven. The deceased was a the week. Mayor Snow has been in
Open Forum continued.
ing commencement at Wheaton.
i well known granite cutter, and during touch with Washington and it is
Benediction,
.30 (tapper
his residence in Rockland served in almost assured that there will toe ’1.5
"’raise Service led by the Congrega
Hr. and Mrs. C. H. Leach of We.it the Common Council. "One of the sent to Rockland for the big week-of
tional Choir.
Pownal are spending two weeks in finest men I ever knew” is the tribute ■ August at least five ships of om
0 Devotions,
Rev. P.es.Ie F. Crowell
Offering,
navy.
Tenant's Harbor and vicinity.
paid to him by a Rockland friend.
Anthem by the Choir
Tickets for the show will be distri
Address, Subject. "Weary Workers,”
buted among the members today and
Rev. A. T. McWharter of Augusta
Miss Barbara Keyes, who gradu
Daniel Snow is home from Boston will sell for from one to fifty cents.
Benediction
ated from University of Maine last
University and has joined the staff Each ticket will admit the hearer to
week, is at Islesboro attending a
of the Snow-Hudson Co.
one performance at the circus and
house party at the summer home of
also give him a voice in the free dis-1
Miss Alice Stanley of Bangor.
tribution of new’ Apperson Six tour
ing car and new’ Oldsmobile Six tour
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Wooster
THE THEATRE AROUND
ing car which the Elks will give
and daughter Harriet, Mise Maude
THE CORNER
away on the last night of the show.
Knowlton and Kenneth Daggett are
The big show is to be produced for
at Shill Pond, where they expect to
the benefit of the Elks charity and
remain unpl Thursday.
Last Time Today
general funds.
OLD HOME WEEK

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO,

A wedding that Rockland people
are interested in took place June 7
at Christ church, Albion, N. Y.. when
Margaret, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Schuyler Hazard, was married to
Elias Earl Harding, all of Albion.
The marriage ceremony was per
formed by Right Reverend David
Lincoln Ferris, bishop coadjutorelect of Western New York, assisted
by the rector, Rev. Charles P. Gurdoon. The bride’s mother was for
Harry Rt liishaw and Miss Madeline
merly Adelaide Erskine Perry of
Daggett are to be married at St. Ber
Rockland.
nard’s Catholic church tomorrow
Miss Frances Butler, head of the morning at 8 o'clock. The wedding
domestic science department
at is to be public.
Coburn Classical Institute, is homt
So Long and Favorably
This city will be decidedly inter
for the summer vacation.
Known
Throughout New
ested in a Bangor marriage that took
Miss Hazel Nutt has returned from place Saturday, in which two wellEngland
r
Farmington Normal School for the known local persons played major
Has just arrived in Rockland
parts. Earl McIntosh, auditor of the
summer vacation.
by request and taken parlors at
Security Trust Co., officiated as
2 Summer Stret, where she
A. If Wellman of Winterport was groom and Miss Mona Lillian Miller
will remain a short time only.
a recent guest of G. O. Wentworth. a very popular teacher in the cityMrs. Darling prophesied at what
schools a year ago. was the bride.
Maverick street.
time the war would end. She
The newlyweds will be at home at 20
said the dam would fall in Elis*
Miss Sadie Marcus is spending sev Prospect street after July 10, there
worth, Me.
It fell three hours
to receive the congratulations of a
eral days in Stonington.
and 15 minutes after Mrs. Darl
very wide circle of friends.
ing took, the train for Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Knowlton and
Mrs Darling’s husband, who
daughter Arlene and son Richard of
Postmaster G. H. Blethen and
passed away the 3rd day of
Camden, were guests of Mr. Knowl Frank H. Ingraham have been in
April, 1918, was a 32d degree
ton's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Swan’s Island on business.
Mason, a popular and eloquent
Knowlton and his aunt, Mrs. Bisbee,
speaker at the State House, Bos
Carrol Boardman left thio morning
Thursday.
ton, Macs. He waa also a can
for Farmington, where
will spend
didate for State Senator in the
Mrs. E. S. Tolntan and Mrs. Essie the remainder of the week attending
12th ward in Boston.
Hay spent Wednesday with
Mrs. the graduating exercises of the Nor
Please read first book
of
Charles Creamer and Miss Hazel Day mal School.
Samuel, 28th chapter.
at Winslow's Mills.
Thirty-fivegnoihers and children met
Kind and pleasant is ihe lady,
Wendell Emery is home from Phil at the home of Mrs. A. W. Gregory.
Lady Darling—let me tell
The
great gift she has from Nature,
lips Andover for the summer recess. Camden street last Thursday after
Pleases many people well.
noon, for a "Little Light Bearers"
She can tell your past and future.
Miss L'inola Young, who has been party.
The devotional reading. “In
Who's ycur enemy or friend:
attending the High School in this city the Garden.” by Mrs. Flank Flint. A
And deserbes your many habits,
the past year, has returned to her solo, “I Walked in the Garden Alone,”
Ero ohc does her story end.
home in Matinieus for the summer. was pleasingly rendered by Mm.
She
’s astonished all her callers,
Avaughn Ames.
Little Virginia
But we only know she tells.
Mr. anil Mrs. Fred W. 'Glover of Brown also sang nursery rhymes and
Men an J women, youtns and belles;
We can't tc’l how she tells wonders.
Charlotte, N. C„ spent last week 'in other selections were given on the
Telephone 665-11
Atlanta, Ga., where their son, Albert victrola and exercises to music were
K. Glover, graduated from Georgia enjoyed.
73*lt
One cf the features was
School of Technology.
the winding of the Maypole.
Snap
shots were taken of the little folks
[From the Bangor News]
Joshua Thorndike has returned and i efreshments were served on the
For some time past Mrs. Lotta J.
from St. Petersburg. Fla., acram lawn.
j Darling has been using 'bath time and
panied by Mrs. Lizzie Pearson, who
There will he a special rehearsal of money in an earnest systematical
has been in charge of his Southern
the Wight Philharmouic iBot iety at ! effort to obtain possession of a little
the home of Mrs. E. F. Berry. Grove girl of five years and restore her to
Mrs. R IT. Thorndike and Miss street, Wednesday evening at 7.30. I the fond embaree of her loving
mother from whom she wan practiRniiy Thorndike, who have been
A
Miss Pauline McLoon arrived home ' (-ally stolen several years ago.
spending the'winter at 10 Claremont
street, went to their Ash Point sum from Wheaton College Saturday and few weeks ago Mrs. Darling took the
has as her guests for a week. Misses mother from Bangor to Boston
mer home today.
Margaret Brown of Clewland, Ohio. where she appeared before the au
B. U. Adams, Cambridge. Mass., is Elizabeth Bacheider of Salem, Mass- thorities ns a result of which Mrs.
home for a few ddys, guest of Mr Eleanor Byers of Uniontown, I’a., Su Darling ,q few day.-, since rereiwed
and Mrs. S. H. Hall. Masonic Street. san Goodwin of Saco and Caro notice that the mother would be
awarded the custody of the child and
Meekers of Lisbon, N. II.
Mrs. Darling made another trip to
Mrs. Irene Leon and son Hayden
Many Rockland friends of Dr. Mar j Boston and brought the child to its
of Philadelphia left for the coast May
30. arriving in Kellogg. Idaho, June shall W. Follansbee of Weedsport. overjoyed mother whose greeting of
0, where they will remain for4 the N. Y., will be shocked to learn of his love will never be forgotten by those
summer as guests of Mrs. Jane Fiske death last night from pneumonia. who witnessed it at the railway sta
Porter, formerly of Rockland. Upon The malady attacked him prior to tion. Mrs. Darling's love .for little
their arrival a dinner waa given at .the funeral services of his wife. Ada children is a well known fact in Win
Mrs. Follans terport and this is not the first prac
Mrs. Porter’s, in honor of Prince L- who died June 6.
Oalasio Caetani, Italian ambassador bee was a sister of Mrs. L. F. Chase. tical demonstration she has given
to the United States, who has been Middle street, and with’ Dr. Follans along this line. As also are her
touring the West and remaining a bee spent the major part of last sum charities to the sick and needy, well
remembered.
week in the Coeur d’Alenes, where mer in thia city.

The Original and Only
LOTTA J. DARLING
The Wonderfully
Gifted Lady
Trance Medium

EMPIRE
“The
Dangerous Blonde”

ROCKLAND BOY REMEMBERED

Math Club of Cony High School
Presents F. A. Kenniston With a
Brief Case.

The following item of local interest
recently appeared in the Augusta
paper:
'“There was a presentation ceremony when the Math Club gave to
Frederick A. Kenniston, who has
been mathematic instructor for two
years, a brief cane.
Mr. Kenniston
is to return to Rensalaer Polyteehieal Institute next fall to complete a
course of study.
Charles Nelson,
president of the ehrb. in his speech
of presentation said, that Mr. Kennhston had brought the club from
obscurity to a foremost position
among Cony societies.” *
Mr. Kenniston is a Rockland boy.
son of the late W. S. Kenniston of

PARK

—With—

LAURA LaPLANTE
“THE WAY OF A MAN”
i
j
,
1
j
,
(

SCENIC

COMEDY

Wednesday-Thursday

“YESTERDAY’S
WIFE”
IRENE RICH and
EILEEN PERCY

will receive 25 votes each.

No other enrollment votes will be given.

DO NOT wait to get particulars, enroll first and full informa
tion will be furnished you.

There is no expense to you and anyone

eligible to enter college may compete in the contest.

Telegraph, telephone or just send a letter or postal, giving your

name and address, and you will he entered and the enrollment credits

will be awarded in the order in which
The contest will close Saturday,

applications

are

received.

September 6, at 12 o’clock noon.

A quick start with the enrollment credits

may

you

make

the

Rush in your appli

happy winner of one of these scholarships.

cations today.
Address all communications to the

Sawyer Boot & Shoe Co.
Contest Department, Bangor, Maine.

ROCKLAND HIGHLANDS
Miss Ethel Quinn lias gone to I
Wakefield, Mass., to spend the vaca
tion with relatives. Her sister Lucy
will spend the summer w h her
grandmother at North Haven.
On the morning of June 10 a
cuckoo was calling lustily for rain.
At least that is what the farmers
say. though I have heard them sing
all day for many successive days and
no rain answered their call. This
being the first one heard this season
in the vicinity everybody noticed tt
and watched for a storm as we needed
water badly on our gardens.
Many gardens are not yet planted
while others are well advanced. I
was told yesterday that peas are in
bloom at the city farm.
If you ride out through the country
at this time don't forget to look at
the wonderful ostrich ferns and the
lovely shades of brown, amber and
gold on the young beech leaves. Too
many people seem to ride just to
“get there” and quite forget to enjoy
the sights along the way.
Reports from around us are not
encouraging in regard to the pear
crop, as there are few blossoms and
none whatever on the plum trees.
Pletty of apple blossoms however.

It’s
At

The Strand

of

Course

TODAY

KENNETH McDONALD in
“WHAT LOVE WILL DO”
A picture which holds the interest every moment.

Coming for

WEDNESDAY AND
THURSDAY

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

WILLIAM DUNCAN

ROBERT B. MANTELL

JOHN CHAS. THOMAS

“WHEN
DANGER SMILES”
The story of a kiss in the dark
and the complicated situations
that grew out cf it. A tale of the
open country for red-blooded peo
ple.

and

ALMA RUBENS

“UNDER THE
RED ROBE”

A Tense Drama of Marriage and
Wealth
NEWS

COMEDY

MATINEE, 10c, 17c
EVENING, 10c, 17c, 22c
THREE SHOWS—2:00, 7:00, 8:45
DAYLIGHT SAVING

LA8TTIME

POLO NEGRI in

TODAY

“MEN”

GREATEST

MONDAY AND
TUESDAY
OF

LOVE STORY

ALL TIMES

LILLIAN GISH
’"'WHITE SISTE
'> H£NPV KING'S Productionof

NEWS

COMEDY

PARK
THE

The Theatre with the Big Pictures

NEXT WEEK

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
The Motion Picture Version of A. S. M. Hutchinson's Novel

“This Freedom”

by F.MAffION CMMFOBD

if

Will Grip You and Hold Your

Intense Interest

—WITH-

Pay Comptom
Can a wife win freedom and happiness and discard her home

One of the most beautiful photoplays ever screened. Will grip you and hold
your intense interest. The biggest picture of the year and will he pointed to
for years to come. A tremendously thrilling, finely executed spectacle of
great dramatic power.

duties?

Most Widely Discussed Novel of the Year.

“FIGHTING BLOOD”—Round Seven

PRICES—Matinee 25c, 35c; a
Evening, 25c, 35c. 50c.

few at

50c

"ANXIOUS PARENT”

Rockland

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 17, 1924.

Page Eight

Mother’s

With the Radio Fans

Plaint

ly Lewiston Editorial.
IT'S
AWFUL
GOOD.

"Will some of the readers of this
•paper advise me just what to do
about g-aduatlon. 1 have a girl who
graduates this jvar and she wants to
keep up with other girls.
1 work
very iiard ant', have no money.
1
don't own my home.
I owe my milk
man. aflso the gro er. • Do you think
It right to owe everybody anti spend
t few hundred dollars on a girl, who
will perhaps wash someone's dishes
after it is over.
Mothers ought to
wake up. My neighbor next door has
spent $300 on her daughter. Is that
right? Such mothers want advice.”
This is an old cry out of the dark
ness of some lives—the thing that
gnakes the discontent of the world.
It can be met only by voluntary
consideration of others by those who
could as well as not make gradua
tions simple as other days—not
flowery, not dressy and not fussy.
There is no good reason why
graduations should be any different ,
from the regular school days in
point of dress—except that they are
memorials.
It amounts to this iij the case of
the girl whose mother owes the
milkman and the grocer.
She can't
do it.
There have been efforts to gradu
ate in gingham. They have not suc
ceeded. All the pretty girls in ging
ham.
What’s to be done about it? Wc
don't know. Who does? It is a ter
rible cross for the poor girl—these
graduations. What with Dad owing
for his automobile and having to
buy gas—what are we going to do?
We forbid children to work be
fore thej- are 18 and yet we compel
them to live up to a code of fai hlon on graduation days.
Efforts have been made to limit
the expenditure of parents on girls’
gowns for graduation day.
It is
an impertinence—according to some
parents.
What can we pray for except com
mon sense among parents.
U there
any school to whicn wc can send
foolish mothers and weak fa.hers?
Can we have a fund for potr par
ents at graduation time—go that
dressmakers may not languish and
traders may not suffer? Heaven
knows we need the trade.
Millions wasted every year in grad
uation fol-de-rols! But nothing is
•wasted in that way—says another.
Jt is the climacteric of many lives.
Some girls who afterwards d? wash
dishes—thank tne Lord—remember
graduation day is a realization of
dreams.
But can’t we have a maximum of
expense established by praetical
treasures
Or shall we have a FeUeral Bureau of Graduations, with an
apprcpriation of $2J0'.00o,009 or so
to consider the subject ar.d regulate
it in the several 48 states including
alco Alaska. Hawaii. Philippines ami
Porto Rico where they may graduate if they please in hula hula.
O girls; we would not curtail a
single delight; but we do ; Ity the
poor parent in the aforesaid letter.
What do you say about it. Write us.

Philip MaCone
says

“You Can Treat
Me Anytime
You Like’’
It is absolutely pure
• nu ‘avucsojoujM e—
tr.tious treat, too.
(1824)

EMPIRE THEATRE
"The Dangerous Blonde" at the ,
Empire theatre, whl h began its run
yesterday, is the second atarrins ve
hicle of Laura La I’lante, recently
promoted to stardom by the Univer
sal Pictures Corporation.
The first,
recently shown, was "Excitement.”
It is worthy of comment that the
leading man with Mise La Plante in
“The Dangerous Blonde” and the
continuity writer and director were
associated with her in the first pic
ture.
“The Way Of a Man" the new
Chapter play ar.d the usual short
subjects will complete the program.
"Yesterday's Wife" comes to the
Empire Theatre Wednesday and
Thursday.
Fresh from the big plcture shops that turn out master produ lions for the big film houses
-omes "Yesterday’s Wife.” a thrilling ar.d intensely dramatic story, that
naa a sensation when published in
magazine form.
This original story
from Evelyn Campbell s peri has been
directed toy one of the most celebrated of the country's picture direc
tors, namely. Edward J. LeSaint, who
has made possible some of the big
gest screen successes of recent years.
—adv.

EVERYTHING MUSICAL
We Have For

PIANOS
Standard Makes
-/$.*'** * ***** *£’**?$

Ivers & Pond
Merrill
Francis Bacon
McPhail
POPULAR SHEET MUSIC 20c AND 25c
Accordions, $4 to $100
Auto Harps,
$7 to $12
Brief Cases,
$3 to $7
Clarinets,
$35 to $85
Chinese Gongs,
$4.50
Cornets,
$15 to $100
Drum Traps, $30 to $ 100
Harmonicas, 1 5c to $2.00
Harmonica Holders, 50c

Mandolins,
$4 to $25
Metronomes, $4.50 to $7
Music Cases $1.50 to $20
Music Stands, $1 to $2.75
Music Rolls, $1 to $3.75
Saxophones, $85 to $200
Strings for all Instruments
Violins,
Violin Bows
Violin Supplies

V.F.STUDLEY INC.
Telephone 713.

Danes Are Afraid Volstead
Law Will Be Modified,
Writes Peter Nelson.

(By the Radio Editor)

Furnishes Bas:s For Time

(Lewiston Journal)
We find the following in the Ito Is
land Courier-Gazett • and we eupp se
it is a genuine outpouring of an
"anxious parent.”

BOOZE FOR AMERICA

"The Flag Is Still There’

ROCKLAND.

283 Main St.

TEA
For those who discriminate
Choice leaves, blended to
give full flavor, and packed
so as to retain it
THERE ARE 99 SUPERBA PRODUCTS
ORANGE PEKOE OR FORMOSA
3 GRADES, 30-35-45 CENTS THE HALF POUND

ISome improvement in radio con
ditions over last week has been
shown in the first five nights of this
week although Tuesday night was
,.ne of the meat peculiar this sum
mer.
In the early programs there
was little if any static nnd some of
the stations registered very well, but
after dark it was a different story
and I was of the opinion that the
bottom had dropped out of the B.
Battery or some such calamity had
overtaken my two-tube Haynes for
I couldn't even get TOY so you could
hear it and understand what was
said.
Best among the station.) re
ceived this night was WNAC and
WGI.
KDKA and WBZ failed to
register at all, and to tell the truth 1
haven’t heard a station over 400
motors for two weeks, with the ex
ception of Sunday night when I did
get a little stuff from WEAF.
• . • •
Polities have filled the air nearly
all the week ns there were several
of our Eastern stations broadcasting
the Republican Convention relayed
from Cleveland. To me personally this
means very little and 1 should much
prefer a musical program or a bed
time story to anything I heard from
the Convention.
Since the Police
strike in B.eton some years ago I
have always maintained a faithful
belief in the exe utive ability of Cal
vin Coolidge, and I probably shall see
o cause to change my mind in the
future.
I regret that his veto of
he Soldiers Bonus was not sus
tained and I think there are as many
ex-Gervice men against the bonus as
there are for it, if I may judge from
the items in the many service papers
that I have seen since the bill beame a law.
If Coolidge was
against the bor.us the country should
have been with him.
. • • •
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A SARDINE MACHINE

VINALHAVEN

Frederica, Denmark. May 24.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I have Just made a trip to Kiel and
Flensburg. I was going farther, hut
when they get to know that people
are from America it is almost impos
sible to get along there.
They are
bound to get all the dollars there are
loose in one's pocket.
The mark
seems to be better, but you cannot
take a small coin over the frontier.
It looks as though they were social
democrats all over Europe.
The
working men are running everything
and the rich people do not put out
any money.
J was talking to a man in Kiel and
asked him why they did not go to
work ard try to get out of debt, and
he told me It was because the fordamte Amerikar.en would get all the
money if they worked. , I asked him
if he did not like American clothing
ar.d sfcoen. He said they werked to
get that and let the rest go.
I be
lieve if simeone got over and made
them produ -e things they would get
on their feet in 20 years.
In Flensburg they are making
booze for America.
Big -ships are
loading it. They seem to like that.
They are scared here in Denmark
that America will modify the tem
perance law, and they will lose the
big revenue.
I have not seen one
man intoxicated since I came over.
It costs much to drink here and there
are no saloons. It can be had by the
drink in hotels and restaurants, and
they have it In cigar stores, but only
by the bottle. It costs Just as much
here as in America, but you can get
the real stuff.
I will try to get to Holland and
Belgium if we get better weather.
Every paper printed here has some
joke about America, that they have all
the gold and nothing to drink, and I
have read more about the 18th
atnendjr.ent here than I think ifi i
printed in the United States.
J am having a great time but I |
guess the statue of Liberty will look
good and Owl's Head better some
time in the fall.
Peter Nelson.

Mr. and Mrs. Wili am West and
grandson William West of Bangor
About One Misses Wat- are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
! Wilson.
erman’s Beach Letters.
‘ Wedding cards were received in
town this week announcing the mar
National City, Calif., June 5.
riage of William Allenwood Murray
of Hardwick, Vt., to Vivien Katherine
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
J am sending you a copy of our Marrion of Barre, Vt.. June 9. Mr.
Murray is the son of Peter and Eva
little weekly paper as I thought it I Allenwood Murray, former residents
might interest
it you to read ahout the j „f Vlnalhaver
en and now living at
sardine machine
line that Frank Heath : Hardwick, Vt.
has Invented, as it is a wonderful I An old-time party was given Wedpiece of work.
Mr. Heath is a nesday evening by Mrs. James Christrieml of mine, formerly of New tie to the following guests: Mrs.
1 ork.
It.is very interesting to set Leslie Stinson. Mrs. Alfred Raymond,
this machine and see it v.o rk.
I Mrs. Chester Colson cf North Jay.
have no doubt but you will ee it in and Mrs. Harry Nelson of Bridgeport,
Readers who have recently writ
Rockland some time, when he gets Conn. Cards and one of the good old
ten for applause cards will pleane be them oil the market.
I wish that "chats" passed the evening quickly.
•dviserl that there has been a slight Uncle Charlie Godf-ty could see it
Refreshments were served.
delay in printing the new edition and work and hope the time will come
The following teachers returned
that I am holding their requests, that he will have the chance. I miss
Saturday to their homes:
I.uella
waiting fdr the cards to conic from the Waterman's Bea.lt news in" The
Holmes. Swan's Island; Olive Jones,
the press room, when I will mail Courier-Gazette as it is the first Burnham; Hazel Steere. Round Pond
them at once. These applause cards thing I look for when I get my pa
and Georgie Piper. Belfast.
have become very popular and I have per.
May God give him strength to
Mrs. Lettie Kalioch has returned
received requests from all over this write for yearn to come.
to Rockland, having been the guest veved to the audience an excellent
section of the country as well as hav
idea of why she won first honors.
We are enjoying the nice sunshine of her cousin. Miss Bertha Miller.
ing letters from the stations prais- here now every day.
Business is
Hector Carney is home from New Much credit is due the faculty for
ng the radio department of thia pa dull here as it is in many other parts
York for a vacation and is the guest care and thought given to the train
per for issuing them gratis to the of the country. The foot and mouth of his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Robert ing of the pupils. Supt. E. A. Smal
readers.
As long as the radio col disease among the cattle has made Carney.
ley effectively delivered his address
umn appears under the supervision business dull here and there have
Marguerite Chapter, O. E. S.. con- to the class and presented the di
of the prerent writer these applause
been already thousands of cattle ferred degrees on one candidate plomas. This was followed by sing
■ards will be yours for the asking.
killed off.
Eubertus A. Clark.
Monday evening. Past matrons, pat- ing of the class ode and benediction
• . • •
by Jchn Whittington. Marston's or
--------------------- rens and other past officers did the
,Ellis Mills is home from school and
work: W. M.. Mary L. Arey; patron. chestra of Rockland furnished music
SONG OF HOPE
I suppose still maintains his inter
0. C. Lane; associate matron. Mrs. for the reception and ball.
• • • •
est in radio.
Readers of the col
Time will bring us, only wait.
Oscar Lane: secretary. L E. Wil
All the sought-fur to our hands,
umn will recall that Mr. Mi ls was
Carver-Gray
liams;
treasurer,
Agnes
Sma'.ley;
He the server of ail fate.
one of the first fans to send In a
conductress. Mrs. F. L. Roberts; as
A wedding took place at Easton
From his mystic lands.
sizable list of stations which he had
sociate conductress, Blanche Hanoi June 12 which many Rockland and
Time will bring ns love unstored.
received on his one-tube set.
Last
ton; chaplain, Lolfie Carver; mar Vinalhaven people will be Interested
Through his process made divine,
fall I built Mr. Mills an amplifyer and
shal, Mrs. E. M. Hall; pianist, Mrs, in. It was the home of Mr. and
And our hearts can then afford
inserted tuner and all into a cabinet
Life’s most precious win?. . .
W. H. Merrithew; Adah, Mrs. Guy Mrs. Wilbur Gerry when their only
—LeBaron Cooke in “Shadowland.”
which I understand did good worthy
Snowman; Ruth. Mrs. H. A. David daughter, Marlon Lucille, became
service all winter.
Needless to say
son; Esther. Evelyn E. Manson; the bride of Albert E. Carver of
Mr. Mills’ choice for a set was the
Martha. Mrs. Burton Vinal; Electa Vinalhaven. Promptly at high noon
PARK THEATRE
Haynes DX which was comparatively
Lind i A. Jones: warder, Mary Noyes; ithe young couple unattended, entered
new at that time.
IThe final showing of the Para- sentinel. William Norton. Committee the parlor and took Jhelr station in
• • « •
mount picture, "Men," starring I’ola on entertainment, Mrs. O. V. Drew, the bay window. The room had been
,
,
Mrs A. L. Pierce and Mrs. Wili am tastily decorated with cut flowers
Station WTAT of the Edison Light .
Co. of Boston is off the air for the Negri, which opened yesterday at the Tc(1, guppcr conini:ttee Ml.s James and house plnnts. Only the immedi
summer months but I understand Park Theatre will take place there Christie. Mrs. Frank Rossitter. Mrs. ate relatives and a few close friends
The Fred Greenlaw, Mrs. Harry Wilson. were present. Rev. T. S. Ross, pasthey will open again in the fall with this afternoon and evening
a
much improved
broadcaster. story, an original for the s een toy Mrs. Wendell Smith. Mrs. Alfred tor of the Methodist church of which
Lovers of jazz regret that this little Dimitri Buchowetzki, who : iso di-, Raymond. Mrs. Charles Webster and,tne bride is a member, then solemnstation has closed for there were cer rec'.ed the picture, is a love drama Mrs. Florence Gilford.
ized the marriage, the single ring
tainly some fine Jazz concerts from of France, with Robert Frazer. Rob
Mr and Mrs. Chester Colson left service being used. After congratuert
Edeson
and
Joseph
Swi
-kard
this (station during the winter and
Saturday for North Jay. While in ■lations. a fine wedding dinner was
playing in support of the etir.
A town they were guests of Mr. and served. The bride was tastily attired
spring.
• • • •
| in an apricot silk canton crepe with
t wo rei I Comedy and the Internation Mrs. Frank Colson.
Lloyd Webster arrived Saturday. hat to match and carried an arm
'Another charge in broadcasters is al News will complete the program.
This Freedom,” A. S. M. Hutch from Walpole. Mass.
I bouquet of roses and looked very
announced over in Chicago, where it
Miss M i inline Ames of Roekland charming. Mrs. Carver is one of
is reported that Edgewater Beach inson's popular novel, which has been
and Drake Hotels have consolidated tead by several millions of people, was in town to attend the gradua Easton's
most
popular
young
under the Chicago Board of Trade has now been adapted to the screen tion of the class of 1924. She re matrons. A graduate of the High
tation, and will use the call letters and will he presented at the Park turned Friday to her home, accom School class of 1918, she spent three
WDAP when they reopen their new Theatre starting next Wednesday, panied by little Miss Phyllis Delano, years at the Boston Conservatory of
It's twentieth century problem—can who-has been the guest of her grand music and since then has had a large
and improved studio.
l woman have a career and a home parents. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Delano class in music in her home and ad
• • . •
joining towns. Mr. Carver spent two
Spurred on by my repeated suc at the same time—is being dis-ussed tile past few weeks.
Mr. ami Mrs. Edward Smalley at years at the University of Maine and
cesses with the Haynes circuit my by newspapers and magazines whose
circulation extends to every section tended the graduation at North finished at Boston University when
friend Alton H. Blackinton writes me
of the country. This novel was the Haven Friday evening.
he graduated last year. He is en
from the Boston Herald office thit
The following ladies returned Wd- gaged in business with his father in
he simply must have a Haynes set most discussed book of last year. It
has been transferred to the screen on nesday from the District Meeting of his home town. The bride's going
and the parts for its construction are
an artistic and lavish scale with an Rebekahs at Roekland: Mrs. M. N. away dress was of cocoa 'brown with
now enroute to Roekland where 1
xceptional cast.
Denison Clift di Chiiles, Mrs. I-ettie Moore, Mrs. Liz a long coat of bolivia cloth and hat
will build the contrapation for him.
rected the picture in England with zie Greenlaw and Mrs. Addie Buck and gloves to match. They left amid
From Alton's letter I take it that his
the aid of the author.
Fay Comp lin.
a shower of rice for Rockland.
set will have many high class refine
ton, who will be remembered toy
Mrs. E. G. Carver left Friday for Thence they are to motor to Boston,
ments and I am anxiously awaiting
screen fans for her roles in “A Wo- Camden, called by the illness of Mrs. White Mountains, and Niagara Falls,
the precious package containing the
man of No Importance" and "A Bill : Jonathan Annis.
returning in about three weeks to
“works."
Divorcement," h is the leading role.
Capt. Leslie Dyer. Lieut Roy Ames, Vinalhaven where they are to reside
« • • «
Clive Brook is seen in the role of 2d Lieut. William Chiiles have been Easton's loss is Vinalhaven's gain.
Most pleasing among my mail this the husband of the woman hanker in New York the past week attendweek was a nice long social letter who puts a ereer above her luty to ing the C. A. C. School of Instruction.
James Claffy, violinist, of Mar
from a fan down in Atlantic, Bert L her li me.—adv.
J. E. Snow and family are moving ston's orchestra, who has had 23
Smith. Mr. Smith has much praise
into Mrs. James Wareham's resi years' experience as a teacher and
for the radio column and tells me
dence on Ea?t Main street.
performer in Boston, has opened a
STRAND THEATRE
that he has had-tine success with his
studio in Welt's Music Rooms. Rock
| home-made regenerative set. I am
The following last day exercises land. Mr. Ciaffey is recommende
A elever romance entitled "What
glad to know that my readers are so
•by Messrs. Kurt,h, Fiumara anrl Gold
;widespread and that Atlantic is rep- Love Will Do" is today's feature at were given Friday at the Lincoln
stein of the Boston Symphony Oreh
I resented by such a sincere fan as Mr traction. with Kinograms ar.d a very School. Miss Olive Jones, teacher:
Pledge to the Flag,
Hchaol estra. Interview ntay be arranged Ity
j Smith. I shall Jjope that Mr. Smith funny comedy leading the prog am.
Star Spangled Banner and America, Sehnol mail.
Residence 133 Union street
"When Danger Smiles" the feature Monologue in Costume,
will spread his radio enthusiasm llbRuthCole
Rockland.—adv.
Fann1'Ames
! erally about that section of the coun for Wednesday and Thursday will Recitation,
JosephineMills
itry and that by fall there will toe captivate the most critical' audience. Recitation,
Returned Maine Baltic Flags,
1 many fans in Atlantic who will be The story concerns a young packing
Frances McIntosh EX-KAISER’S VILLA IN “WHITE
house executive from an eastern ity Butterfly Song, School led h.v Edith Beckman
| enjoying radio as he does.
SISTER”
hm,
Xlna Antes
who determines to study the cattle American
Quotations,
buriness from the ground up 1’ ir- Keith Carver, Malcolm Winslow, Alfred Law- Used by the Henry King Co. in Film
FULL LINE OF
ry. Ceorge Dyer, Robert Arey, Max White
oiiant to his plans, lie goes to th ■ far
ing for Inspiration Pictures.
COLUMBIA RECORDS west to visit an old ranchman. a American's Creed.Ceorge Swears, Milton Antes
friend tf his father. Arriving at the 1 Wrestling Dance,
Ten Boys
Five years ago. although Italy wa
STONINGTON
hacienda coincident with the big an- Reading.
Edwin Tippetts still in the midst of war, a certain
nual cow,toys dance.
and being SonB
School luxurious villa near Sorrento was
FURNITURE CO.
young, lie decides to attend the dance. • Conferring of diplomas to tJte 9th Grade
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Street
kept closed from the public.
Its
Many unusual things happen at
Rockland, Maine
owner was the German Kaiser', Wil
Graduation Exercises
cowboy dances. This one was no ex
The class of 1921, Vinalhaven High helm II.
ception. He lost hio heart complete
Last spring, the ex-Kaiser’s villa
School, was graduated Thursday
ly to a wisp of a Spanish maid, and
evening at 7 o’clock at Memorial hall. was used for a location for the most
in so doing involved himself in a se They were grouped on the platform ' beautiful love scenes ever filmed—
ries of adventures too weird for de
beneath the class motto, "Labor the gorgeous backgrounds of rar
scription. Instead of studying the
Omnia Vincit,” and delighted the shrubs, exquisite trees and the crys
cattle industry he was compelled to
large audience with commencement tal clearness of mirrored pools were
concentrate his best energies on re
exercises of much merit. The decora stage settings for the playing of Lil
maining alive and saving the life of
tions were of the class crflors, green Iian Gish and Ronald Colman in "Th
the girl.
, and w hite. Music was furnished by White Sister.”
These scenes which bring gasps of
the High School Orchestra, Albra Vi
ISLE AU HAUT
nal Smith, director.
The Juniors, awe from the audience which wit
-----! Sophomores and Freshmen were mar- nessed them are only a part of the
Miss Ncrma Heald of Canton, is shalled in by Herbert Sanborn. Af beauty of Miss Gish's finest film
visiting Dr. and Mrs. F. M. Small.
ter the invocation by John Whitting "The 'White Sister," which will toe
Miss Florence Sturdivant of Boston ton. the High School Orchestra played shown at the Park Theatre next
arrived this week and opened her ! a selection. The salutatory, "What Is Monday for two days.
Ronald Colman, one of Broadway'!
cottage, “Ruthden,” for the summer. • Success." by Herbert Cassie, was exMrs. Mayeta Gross and children 1 ceptionally well delivered. The class well-known leading men, who was
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. I'. S. Grant history which always proves most loaned to Inspiration Pictures hy
-OFOMHO
at Head Harbor.
interesting was given by Leah Arey Henry Miller, makes his first sejeen
Noyes
McDonald. Mrs.
Hatye' in a pleasing manner. Helen Carlon appearance in “The White Sister.
Bridges, Mrs. Mineola Rich and lit- in the class prophecy, gracefully gave J. Barney Sherry, Charles Lane and
tie daughter Ruth are attending the bright futures to her classmates. The Gail Kane are other well-known
graduation exercises of Brunswick class gifts were presented ill original actors in the cast, the remainder of
High School. Miss Isabel Bridges is verse ity Louise Hardison and were which was selected from the Royal
in the graduating class.
cleverly given, the itersonal hits caus- Theatre of Italy.
"The White Sister" is a Henry
Floyd Rich of Purdue University, ing much merriment. The class will
Lafayette. Ind., is sipending a few read by Rita Greenlaw, in a bright King production for Inspiration Pic
days at his home here, before going and catchy way, was full of amusing tures, Charles H. Duell, Jr., presi
to Camden to work for the summer features. The valedictory by Cora dent, and is distributed by Metro.—
j Vinal was especially good and con- adv.
I at "Whitehall.'’

California
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AlexaiulerSinith&Sons

Wool Seamless Rugs
O substitute for wool rugs can

N

give your home such beauty,
comfort and warmth.
Find a dealer who has a represen-? •

tative selection of the famous

Tapestry? Velvet,

and Axminster Seamless Rugs
made by Alexander Smith 8s Sons Carpet
Company, the largest makers of floor cov
erings in the world since 1860.

All sizes made without seams in a wide

range of patterns at prices within the reach
of every one.

Look for trade mark stamped on back of
every rug.

Alexander Smith 8C Sons Carpet Co,
NEW

YORK

The Question of

lWhter^>rY(mr
Country Home
In planning your country home
nothing is quite so important as the question of water.
Formerly it was considered sufficient for the farm or
country home to have a hand pump or windmill. But now
the hand pump and windmill are as obsolete as the old un
sanitary outhouse or chemical toilet.

Water
Systems
"Just Lite City Water Service"

made in many sizes and styles, enable any home anywhere,
to have running water under pressure, all over the house, just
like city water service.
Duro systems can be used with
deep wells, shallow wells, cisterns or
springs. They may be driven from
high line current, farm light plant or
gasoline engine,
A Duro system is a sound invest
ment—it lessens labor and promotes
health and cleanliness. It replaces
drudgery and despair with comfort and
happiness. And it is also a permanent
improvement that adds to the value of
your property.
Have year architect »r builder astform
estimate.

K.

Specify Dura.

T. THURSTON
ELECTRAGIST

441 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Your needs in Seeds
and Agricultural
Implements
/rom our 180-page
Catalog.

(•Ml

Sent free
OR requeet.

KENDALL and WH1TNET
Portland, Maine - ‘ Eet. I8S8

■you knew
as much about our
cigars as we do, you
would smoke only the

iB.C.M.ata'i

